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ABSTRACT 

Thi s thes i 5 i5 an examinat ion of the develepment of 
" 

resil:iential d!Ùferenfiation in Montreal between 1861 and 1~1. 
Montreal exhibited class and occupational segregation from an 

early date. Another Cancern of the thesis is te e~plore the 

distinctive elements of the city's rent structure. It is 

demonstrate~ that household rents 'açcurately reflect the 

city's occupational and class divisions as weIl as the incorne 

of the working cl~ss. The i n,vest igat ion rof resident ia1 

differentiation and rent structure was undertaken wit~in.the 

framework of what 1 have termed the industrial capitalist 

pedestrian city (the indu~ttial city). Tlfree ·features· 

characterize the industrial city: the development of new 

social relations of production; the massive growth of urban 

population and 

journey-to-work. 

territory; and the restrictions on the 
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RESUME 

Cette thèse étuqie la nature de la' différenciation 

r~sidentielle à Mbntréal 
1 

entre 1861 et 1901. On ret rouve très 

tôt à Montréa"l de la ségrégation rés idèn't ie1le selon les 
1 

clasSes sociales et selon la nature des emplois des 

par t iculiers. Cette recherche explore également les 

composantes significatives de la structure des prix des loyers 

dans la ville. Il est démontré qu.e les pr ix des loyers 
,-'-. .-, 

ref1ètenr -d~ faç6n -, significative les àivisions sociales et 

selon fa n,at\!r;~ yes emplois, de, même que le revenue de~ 
ménages.,' La recherche sur la d,ifférenciati~n résidentie.lle et 

la st rtct ur'e de pd x de loyers' -se si tue dans le cadre de ce 
, 

que j'~i ~ppelé la ville industrielle capitaliste piétonniè~e 

(la ville industrielle). Trois éléments caractérisent la 
l " 

ville industrielle: de nouvelles re~ations de production; la 

ctoissaffce massive de la population et du' territoire; et la 

contrainte des ouvriers à la marche à pied. 
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PREFACE 

The Concerns and Structure of the Thesis 

The primary objective of this thesis is to outline the 

emergence of class-based residential patterns in Montreal in 

the second half of the nineteenth century. It also examine~ 

the essential features of Montreal's rent structure in this 

periode It is argued that ~he development of residential 

differentiation and rental districts in Montreal in this 

'period was a result of the growth of new forms of economic 

oiganliation and rapid territorial expansion. Like many other 

cities in North America and Britain, Montreal underwent tapid 

industria1 and urban growth. From a city at mid-century 

centered on commercial activity and petty commodity 
. \ 

productlon, Montreal grew by the end of the century to oe the 

largest industrial city in Canada. In this period Montreal's 

population increased almost fivefold from 57,175, in 1851 to 

267,730 in 1901 whi1e its area expanded tremendously. It is 

w~thin the context of this dramatic growth that residential 

and rent structures are viewed in this thesis. 

In the second half of the nineteenth century Montreal can 

be characterized as ~n industrial capitalist pedestrian city. 

It differed in many important ways from the commercial city 

which preceded it and the corporate city which followed it. 

New economic structures generated a new form of the city, of 



2 

which the driving force was the rapid accèleration of 

industrial capitalism. Major features of the development of 

industrlal capitalism were the reorganization of the labour 

process, the separation of home and work, and the increasing 

specialization of urban land use. ~he existence of an 

inadequate transportation system during the rapid expansion of 

the ~ity severely restricted the ihtra-city mobility of the 

working class. This, coupled with the formation of industrial 

districts, established the framework in which residential 

choices were made. For the great mass of the working class 

the location and rent of their housing was ~trongly influenced 

by the structural features of the urban economy. 

This thesis consists of four chapters. The first chapter 

lays the foundations for the ideas to be explored in the 

following chapters. It is an attempt to redefine the nature 

of the nineteenth-century city. In particular, it will 

discuss the concepts relevant to an understanding of the 

relationship between industrial growth and residential 

patterns in the second 'half of the nineteenth century. It 

will be argued that the industrial capitalist pede$trian city 

is more than a transitional type bridging the commercial and 

corporate cities. Rather it is a form of city with its own 

distinctive features. 

The second chapter is an examination of the growth pf 

industrial structures in Montreal in the nineteenth centu;y. 

~ 
Q ) 

.. 
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It will be shown that the diversification and differentiation 

of 'industry were responsiblè for the formation of industrial 

districts. It will explore su~h 
1 

questions as how were they 

related to centrality? what was the role of the canal and the 

railroads? The location of these industrial districts 

generated the spatial organization of occupationa1 and class 

residential patterns. The analysis relies upon the Canadian 

industrial censuses and the city business directory. 

The third chapter is an exploration of occupational and 

class residential differentiation in Montreal in 1861 and 

1901. The emphasis is on the emergence of class-based 

residential patterns by 1861 and their persistence throughout 

the rest of the century. In particular, the chapter will 

address such questions as how segregated w~s the bourgeoisie 

from the working class? were the working-class living in one 

large undifferentiated district? It will be demonstrated that 

the interacting class and occupational patterns mirror social 

structure. The primary data sources are the City of Montreal 

water tax rolls for 1861, 1881 and 1901. 

The final chapter is an examination of Montreal's rent 

structure between 1861 and 1901. It examines such questions 

as what was the range of rents paid? how completely were 

people segregated by rents? - The class-based residentia1 

patterns described in Chapter Three are intimately linked to 

rent structure. Analysis shows that household rents, as 
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obtained from the water-tax rolls, are good indicators of 

income and living standard of segments of the Montreal working 

class in this periode Besides the water tax rolls the major 

sources for this chapter are the wage records of two sets of 

industrial and government employees. 

Methodological Considerations 

The ~ajor primary source used in completing this thesis 

i s the City of Mont rea) wa ter tax roUs. ,They prov ide four 

essential pieces of information: the name of every head of 

househo1d in the city; the occupation of every head of 

household; an appraisal of the annual rent; and the address. 

The rolls were estab1ishe'tl by the City of Montréal enumerators 

in order to tax each househo1d for the supp1y of water. 1 The 

enumerators went from household to househo1d every summer 
l 

beginning in 1847. In thi~f study the -concern will be with the 
/ 

entire set of households enumerated in 1861, 1881 and 1901. 

The address and occupation of houpehold heads provide the 

central component of the residential pattern analysis in 

Chapter Three,' whi1e rents were added to the address and 

occupation for the investigation of rent structure in Chapter 

Four. Like similar sources for the nineteenth centùry (for 

example~ city directori~s) the water tax rolls are plagued by 

a number of problems such as the underenumeration of 
IClGt\ of 

working-class households, theAthoroughness of the enumerators, 

-
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and the lack of information concerning the large number of 

females working outside the home. Despite these difficulties 

the water tax rolls provide a valuable source for the 

questions under review in this thesis. 2 

The main thrust of this study is a class analysis of 

residential and rent structures in Montreal in the second half 

of the nineteenth century. The difficulties of constructing 

classes from nineteenth-century occupational data are 

discussed in Chapters One and Three. Suffice it to say here 

that fort y-four common occupations were chosen to represent 

Montreal's social structure, both in terms of occupation and 

of class. They provide an excellent cross-section of the 

city's occupational and class structures. In 1861 they 

accounted for sixt Y percent, in 1881 fifty-~ight percent and 

'in 1901 fifty-seven percent of the city'~ total households. 

From these fort y-four occupations a class sample was 

coostructed for 1861 and 1901 composed of six social classes. 

Only twenty-five occupations, however, could be used in the 

class sèmple as the other nineteen were difficult to 

categorize in terms of social class. The difficulties were 

twofold. First, there was ~oo much ambiguity in the 

occupational title of the nineteén that were r~jected. For 

example, a carpenter could refer to an individual who was, on 

the one hand, a skilled craftsman making fbrniture or 

intricate house moulding or, on the other hand, an unskilled 
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làbourer who drove nails into pieces of wood. Secondly, those , 

occupations whose position, in the social clas5 hierarchy could 
, 

not be determined'because of a lac~ of information concerning 

them were also rejected. The twen~y-five occupations chosen 

to represent the six social classes accounted for 44% and 45% 

of the city's total number of households in 1861 and 1901 

respectï vely. For the theoretical conception of class see 

Chap~er One, and for details of the manner in which the social 

classes were constructed see Chapter Three. 

One of the major problems of conducting a geographical 

study of residential segregation is that of scale. 

Segregation can be studied at any number of scales, ranging 

from the city level down through wards, neighbourhoods, 

5treets and even neighbours. Each level of scale i5 

characterized by a 
, . 

specific degree of segregatlon. Ward, in 

his study of Leeds between 1841 and 1871, has attempted to 

overcome the restrictions of scale by analysing residential 

patterns at four different levels of spatial aggregation. 

They are, in descending order, neighbourhoods, census 

enumeration districts, environs (households and their six 
1 

immediate neighbours), and neighbours (1980, 143-45). Harris 

has stated that a "choice of the relevant scale to describe 

segregation can only be made with reference to the patterns of 

social activity prevailin~ i~ the particular study location" 

(l984b, 192). 
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In this thesis two different levels of spatial 

aggregation are relevant for an ana1ysis of residential 

patterns in nineteenth-century Montreal. The larger unit of 

ana1ysis is the ward. Throughout the nineteenth century 

Montreal was divided into a number of administrative wards. l 

have made sorne minor modifications to these 50 that in 1861 

there were nin~ wards, in 1881 thirteen and in 1901 fourteen. 
; 

At a rnuch finer scale, for 1861 and 1901, the wards have been 

subdivided up into 'districts'. In 1861 there were nineteen r 
districts averaging 661 households each and in 1901 forty-two 

averaging 1248 househo1d5. The creation of the5e districts i5 

an atternpt to delineate neighbourhoods as much as that was 

possible given the ward boundaries. For maps of 1861 dnd 1901 

see the Appendix •. 

'1 
/ 

\ . 

f' 

-
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Notes 

1. The water tax, rolls can be found in the City of Montreal 
Archives located at City Hall. 

2. For a detailed examination of the water tax rolls see Hertzèg 
(1984 1 61-72). 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE INDUSTRIAL CAPITALIST PEDESTRIAN CITY: 

A LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

Geographers, have explained the transformation of 

residential patterns in the nineteenth century in terms of a 

transition model in ~hich a "preindustrial" pattern of the 
q 

mercantile city gave way to a "modern" one. The debate'over 

the precise moment when this transition occurred has led to 

claims by one set of writers (Cannadine, 1977) that it was at 

mid-century, and by another (Ward, 1975, 1976, 1980) that it 
1 

was not until the end of the century. While being able to 

date the emergence of modern class-based residential patterns 

is important,l ,the debate has tended.to emphasize timing at 

the expense of process. 

Most cities in eastern North America and Britain which 
~ 

had reached a substantial size by 1850 underwent a radical 

change in their economic and residential structures in the 

next fifty years. They also underwent a major alteration in 

forme To define this transformation of the social geography 

of nineteenth-century cities as simply one of a,tr~nsition is 

inadequate. Such a definition undeistates the importance of 

process and fails to specify the pr9pelling forces of change. 
~ 

1 shall argue that this period (1850-1900) was characterized 

r 

) 
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by a particular type of city, the industrial capitalist 

pedestrian city (for short, industrial city), The defining 

elements of the industrial city are: first, that it is 

centered on the develop~ment of capitalist forms of production 

iç which . industry provides the 

second, ~rbanization and 
~ 

basic drive of accumulation; 
1 

urban popula t i op growth . are 

that the restricted modes of the journey-to-work 

played aQ important role in the structuring of urban space. 

Together these three elements determined the manner in which 

the nineteenth-century urban residential and economic 

structures developeà. This re-definition of the city permits , 

us to describe and explain the nature of residential patterns 

in -the second ,half of the nineteenth century without getting 

bogged down in the debate about the timing of the 

disappearance of the mercantile city. The industrial city was 

not merely a transition between the compact ~ercantile city 

and the fragmented corporate city of the twentieth century, 

but a city with its own distinct form and structure. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the literature 

on residential patterns and the deveYopment of capitalist 

relations of production in the nineteenth-century city. 

Because of the large amount of this literature l will refer 

only to those studies which relate to nineteenth-century North 

American and British cities. Precedence is given to Canadian 

cities, where work existsr Even ther it will be necessary ta 
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ign9re a great number of studies. 2 Although there is a vast 

litèrature on residential and economic structures, little 

connection has been made between them. This chapter is more 

than a reviewof the literature: it will show that the 

development of economic structures generated a new form of the 
, 

city, which reflects the new s'ocial relations of industrial 

capitalism. 

The l ndustk ial Cari tal i st Pedest r i.an City 

The growth of the industrial ci~y in the second half of 

the nineteenth century was based upon the transformation from 

petty commodity produc,t ion - to capi taU st production. 

Underlying this transformation was the reorganization of the 

labour p~ocess, the separation of home and work and the 

development of the functional separation of land uses. The 

growth of industrial capitalism 
\ 

gave rise to the 

centralization of production, the formation of. industrial 

districts and the early beginnings of class. segregation. 

Although the mercantile and industrial city are for 

analytical reasons differenti~ted, it would be a mistake to 

consider them as functionally distinct. The seeds of change 

that would give Lise to the .industrial city were present in 

the mercantile city. The process of primitive accumulation 

taking place in the city and the country during the period'"of 

petty commodity production was the historical agent which 

-
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divorced the producer from the means of production and gave 
\ 

control to capitalists (Marx, 1977, Chaps. 26-32). The 

peasant and rural labourer were forced off the land and into 

the city, and the 'artisan wa~ forced into the 
, 

factory or the 

marginal sectors of the eco~omy. Increasingly, the control of 

the means of production in the mercantile city was taken over 

by the risfng class of capitalists. This new class, in arder 

to compete, had to raise its use of capital in the production 

process~ which led to the further division of labour, 

extension and enlargement of the firm and the increasing 

specialization of land us~. 

The growth of ~apitalist social relations was embedded in 

the existence of two ant~gonistic classes: the bourgeoisie who 

owned the means of production and the working class who owned 

their labour power. The expropriation of sdrplus value from 

th~orking class by the bourgeoisie is a cent~al componel~ of 

t~e relationship between the two classes. Surplus value is . 
realized through the sale of commodities in the market place. 

\ 

In the city, surplus value extraction is facilitated th'rough 

the concentration and specialization of production and the 

Ireduction in time of the circulation or capital (Edel, 1981; 

Harvey, 1~81; Scott, 1980b; Wal~er, 1978, 1981). 

The spatial distribution of industry in the capitalist 

city is, in. i ts broadest sense, a reflection of 

pQlarization of labour and capital. A number of writers have ,..---,----/ 

-
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shown that in the mercantile city the prqduction of 

commodfties was undertaken by independent artisans who 

,exchanged the i r . p.~oducts for oth~r goods ('Cumb1er, 1979, 
~"':~;j:'~I'.n. --...... _ ... ....., ~,~...--. .. s 

13-15; Gordon, '1978, 29-33; Hirsch, 1978, 4-10). The 

disintegration of petty commodity production and the declining 

importance of mercantile exchange, a<Ild the growth of 

industrial capitalist 

labour and capital, 

economic activity. 

production based .on the split between 

transfJrmed the intraurban loéarion., of 

Land-use patterns in ~hèï mercantile city 

were relatively uridiffere~tiated (Walker, 1978, 175-76; Ward, 
1 

1971, 87-88). By th~ second ha1f~of the nineteenth ~entury, 

howeve~, the i~creaSi~g differentiation of economic and social 

space resulted inO ti1e formation ofe specialized i1nd'ustria-l 
\ , 

districts around the city's central core (Gordon, 1978,43; 

Muller and Groves, 1979,' 171-76; Walker, 1978, 185-89; Ward, 

1971, 88-89; Warner, 1972, 104) 

(i) Economie and Building Cycles 

The deve10pment of capitalist social relations i~ not an 

even process: the reorganization of economic and spatial 

structures ln the capitalist city is closely tied to the 

c~clical '>- nature of accumulation. E. Mandel has identified 

five fifty year cycles or "long waves" since the eighteenth 

century. They take the "Éorm of the successive expansion and 

---------- ------------
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contractJon èf commodi ty < product ion and hence of the . 
production of surplus value" (Mandel, 1975, 108) • Each cyc~e 

possesses a sim,ilar form of growth: with each new cycle there 
1 

is an increase in the investment of capital, while in the 

downswing there 
. -~ 

is an underlnvestmept of 
~ 

capi taL According 

to Mandel, the second half of the nineteenth cent ury was a 

single long wave running from 1848 to 1893. The expansive 

phase ran from 1848'to 1872 and was characterized by the 

trans i t ion to machine-made 'machi nes, .the expàns ion of the 
, 

world market and a rising rate of profit. The contraction 
, , 

phase, from 1873 to 1893, was cha~~cterized by the 
.1 

generalization 

stagnation(of 

(Man/deI, 1975, 
1 

of 'maçhine-made machines, the 

the world market and a falling rate 

Chap.4).3 This is important for a 

Montreal, which is a seaport and open economy. 

relative 

of profit 

city like 

l nvestment . in the bui 1 t env i roment also followed a 

pattern of expansion and contraction. S. OIson (1979) has 

--shown how one particular building cycle affect~d the urban 
~ 

growth of Baltimor~ between 1865 ~and lava. Within each cycle 
. .J ' ~ 

a soci~l and geo~raphical reorganization of urban space took 

place. In general each ~ound of investment associated with a 

buj1djng cycle "applied a new technology, created a new cost 

~~\1;'ucture of transport, and resituated Baltimore in the 
, 1 
circuits of World trade" , and showed "fi defini~e spatial 

pattern j of investment" (0150n,1979,559-60). The most 

,) 
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elementary data on building permits allow us to assert that 

the growth Ofl Montreal occurred with essentially the sa me 

rhythms (Figure 2 in Hanna and OIson, 1983, 226). 

The cyclical expansion and contraction of both industriil 

and building cqpital are the framework in which the 

reorganization of urban-economic and spatial structures take 

place. In each new cycle there was the growth of new economic 

sectors and occupations, new technology, new modes of 

~nsportation, and a differential expansion of the city. 

(ii) Reorganization of the Labour Process 

One of the most important 
, . 

elements in the transformatlon 

of economic structures in the nineteenth century was the 
:"t. 

reorganization of the labour process. A number of historians 

and economists ha~e show the extent to which the work process 

was altered and the of this alteration upon 

industrial growth. they have pointed to the 

disinte~gration and reorganizatio a number of traditional 

trades (e.g., shoemaking and hatting), the
l 

developmeht of a 

new ethnie and sexual division of labour, and the growth of a 

vast semiskilled work force. 

fi ' 
A recent study has described the transformation of the 

United States economy in terms of changes in the labour 

process. They suggest that the United States economy in the 

- - ---- '--.------- -, 
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nineteenth century can be divided into two overlapping phases: 

(1) th~reation of a wage 'labour force from a nonproleta.rian 

population between the l820~ and the 18905; and (2) the 

fundamental transformation of work and labour markets between 

the 1870'5 and the beginning of World War II (Gordon, Edwards 

and
l 

Reich, 1892, 48-164) . In the first phase a wage-earning 

population was created by 'freeing' people from non-capitalist 

means of production by taking away the i r control over 

production. Although many workers lost their independence, 

the labour process went largely untransformed as capitalists 

'still relied on traditional techniques and workers still 

retained sorne control over their ~kills and the work process 

(Gordon, Edwards and Reich, 1982, 48-99). After about 1870, 

however, during the second phase, the labour process underwent 

massive changes, and employers had to find new ways of 

increasing control over the labour force. This involved an 

intensification of mechanization, the application of new 

organizational forms and increasing control .over production. 

Its effect'was a homogenization of the labour force. The 

skills of many workers were eliminated or greatly diminished, 

and a vast army of semiskilled workers was created (Gordon, 

Edwards and Reich, 1982, 100-164). 

R. Samuel (1977) argues that despite the reconstruction 

of the labour process in mid-Victorian Britain, much of the 
CI 

work was still in the hands of labour. Mid-Victorian Britain 

\ .L 
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had a wide spectrum of work places in which a wide variety of 

labour processes took place. The industrial revolution far 

from being based on the displacement of labour power by 

machinery and inanimate power, was centered on the primacy of 

labour power. The growth of large firms was often organized 

around the proliferation of small producing units, and many 

firms had mechanization in one department complemented by 

other practices such as sweating in others. Even though 

mechanization had penetrated many sectors of the - economy 

~labour remained absolutely primary at the point of 

production" (Samuel, 1977, 47). For example, in the metal 

trades fitters were invo1ved in the making of parts by hand, 

as well as the assembly ·of them, while many trades such as 

saddlery and woodworking were difficult to mechanize because 

of such factors as the variability of the raw material, and 

the inadequacy and high cost of machinery. 

Wh~le these general overviews ~f the development of the 

labour process point to broad trends, a number of writers on 

both sides of the Atlantic have undertaken case' studies of 

particular trades, cHies and classe~. (Hirsch, 1978; Cumb1er, 

1979; Stone, 1975; Jones, 1971; G'ray, 1976). What aIl of 

these studies have in common is that they show that the 

reorganization of the labour process played a decisive part in 

the development of social relations of industrialization. The 

transformation of production that came with the separation of 
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the artisan from the means of production and with the gro~th 

of the factory centered upon a breakdown of aryisanal 

practices, the degradation of ski Ils, the decline of workers' 
( 

autonomy at the workplace, and the emergence of a casual 

labour ma r ket. Capitalists were concerned with introducing 

technical change, cheapening and regularizing production while 

orientating production towards the market (Gordon, Edwards and 

Reich, 1982, 56-66). The J;lroces5 was an uneven on'e depending 

on local conditions, but by the end of the century a 

fundamental reorganization of artisanal labour practices in 

both North America ana Britain was evident. By 1900 few 
)ft 

trades had held out aJ~inst the onslaught of the capitalist 

organization of wor,k. 

(iii) Separation of Home and Work 

Associated with the reOrganizatio~f the labour process 

and the restructuring of economic activity ln the 

nineteenth-century urban economy was the separation of home, 

and work. The reorganization of production that came with ihe 
, 

separation of the artisan from the means of production and 

with the growth of mechanization and the factory system 

destroyed the uni~y of the home/work relationship. In its 

place appeared a new set of structural relations between home 

and work. 

In the mercantile clty productinn was undertaken by the 
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artisan in the home or an adjacent workshop with the help of 

an apprentice, a journeyma~ and female relatives. In many 

cases the apprentice if not the journeyman lived in the home 

of the artisan. with the introduction . and subsequent 

intensi.fication of mechanization, the application of -task 

specialization, and the increasing size of the firm and 

capital inputs, the autonomy of the artisan was undermined and 

workshop production became increasingly insignificant 

(Cumb1er, 1979,13-16; Gordon, 1978, 33-37; Hirsch, 1978, 

Chap. 1). An ex'ample of the itmportance of the closeness of 

the home7work relationship in the mercantile city can be 

assessed from Pred's study of Manhattan where in 1840 only 23% 

of the city's manufacturing population was employed outside 

the home (pred, 1966, 332-36). Likoewise, M.' Feldman states 

that only 20% of the American labour force in 1780 was wage or 

salary earners. By, 1880 this had increased ta over 60% 

(Feldman, 1977, 34). 

In the literature the separation between place of work 

~nd place of residence'has generally been studied in terms of 

the increasing distance of the journey-to-work. In the 

r.JmercanÙle city-even those employed outside the home went 

short distances to work. In Manhattan in 1840 those of the 

manufacturing population who worked outside the home generally 

lived close to their places of work; while virt~ally no one 

lived more than a mile away from his or her place of work, 
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most 1ived within a quarter of a mile (Pred, 1966, 332-36). 

T. Hershberg et al. &,ound tha t the jOI,rney-to-work in 

Philadelphia increased between 1850 and 1880 (Hershberg 

et al., 1981). In 1850 the vast majority of the workers 

trave11ed less than 0.6 miles (1 kilometre) to work, whi1e the 

average distance had nearly doubled by 1880. There were, 

however, important differences among various sectors of the 

population. T>he journey-to-work was greater for the 

white-collar than ~ for blue-collar workers. Differences also 

occurred within occupational groups. The separation of 

lawyers' places of residence from places of work became more 

striking by 1880, while physicians still combined work and 

residence. Differences among groups of artisans depended upon 
Q 

the extent of their market and the scale of the firme Many 

workers in old induitries such as sugar, morocco leather 

finishing 'and shipbui1ding tended to lfve further from their 

place of work than did workers in new industries such ~s iron 

rolling (Hershberg et al., 1981, 134-41). According to 

Hershberg ét al. the increase in the jouuney-to-work between 

1850 and 1880 shou1d not be:attributed 

city's transportation syst~m. Peop~e 
to the expansion of the 

still walked to work, 

but they walked fàrther because of residential densities, the 

expansion of the central business district,1 the growth of .. 
industrial firms and the greater suburbanization of the 

popula t ion relative to manufac tur ing jobs (Hershberg et aL, 

-- --- -------------
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1981, 141-60). 

While,a number of writers have demonstrated' the graduaI 

disappearance of the artisan ~orkshop and the lengthening of 

the journey-to-work, little has been written on the 

conn~ctions between the separation of home and work, and the 

reshaping of urban structure. The major exception i5 a paper 

'" by J. Vance (1966) which point~ to the tremendous impact that 

the severing of home and work ties nad uponohousing structure, 

the labour force and work relations. According to Vance, the 

separation of home and work was a pivotaI element in the 

social and economic character of the' city. With the severing 

of the home/work relationship not only wa5 there an increasing 

segregation of households by class and occupation, but also 

dramatic changes in land use. The separation of housing 'from 

productive activity made possible the development of a housing 
" 

market in which housing was not tied to any single economic 

establishment or activity. As housing became 'generalized' 

and divorced from any direct connection with manufacturing, 

the physical form of urban space was transformed. The 

cellular structure of the mercantile city was replaced by 

stratified housing markets with spaces assigned to each class 

stratum. 

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth cent ury the 

industrial city remained for the mass of the working class a 

pedestrian city. Despite the severing of home/work ties, it 
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was only with the advent of cheap and accessible intraurban 

transportation in the twentieth century that the working class 

was able to disengage itself from job-related residential 

locations. While considerable capital was channeled into new 

and expensive housing in the suburbs, the working class was 

forced to occupy housing in and around the central core and 

industrial districts. Sorne skilled workers with higher 

incomes and status, however, may have rnoved to more pe~ipheral 

locations by the end of the century and to different areas 

from the rnass of the semiskilled and unskilled working-class. 

Nevertheless, the location of industrY--,;3cted as a powerful 

magnet upon aIl sectors of the working class during the second 
l' 

half of the nineteenth century (Greenburg, 1981, 209-14; Ward, 

1971, 85-87). In the pedestrian city,' the size of the 

economic enterprise and the diversity of economic activity by 

district had a treméndous influence upon the nature of the 

residential structure. Large industries would create distinct 

labour and housing markets around them, which would be 1ittle 

affecteq by other enterprises. On the other hand, an area 

comprised of many small firms frqm different industries would 

have varied labour and housing markets. In districts with a 

diverse industrial base, usually centrally locpted, we shall 

find occupational, demographic, ethnie and housing variety. 

The character and form of the pedestrian city were greatly 

shaped by the changes taking place in urban land use. 

-
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(iv) Land-Use Patterns 

Between the middle and the end of the nineteenth century 

the internal structure' of urban land use underwent a dramatic 

change. The reorganization, of the labour process and the 

separation of home and work made possible a radical 

rest ruct ur ing .of urban form. Compared to the "pr imi t ive 

specialization of land use" in the mercantile city, the 

industrial city \ by 1900 was one characterized by the 

"segregation of industrial, commercial and residential land" 

(Warner, 1972, 81,104). 

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth Gentury the 

city exhibited an increasingly complex structure. The 

mercantile city, in contrast, is generally described as small 

in size, compact, unspecialized and relatively 

undifferentiated (Gordon, 1978, 33; Miller and Groves, 1979, 

161, 325-37; Walker, 1978, 175~76; Ward, 1971, 87-102; Warner, 

1972, 81-82). Although the functiona1 separation of land uses 

by mid-century had not proceeded very far there was the growth 

of small excl us ive res i dent ial a reas, the central i,zat i on of 

economic activity relating to exchange, and the clustering of 

a few specifie trades like printing and shipbuilding (Pred, 

1966, 325-38; Walker, 1978, 176; Ward, 1971, 87). lndustrial 

districts had not yet formed and rnanufacturing activity was 

relatively dispersed throughout the city. Warehouse, 

commercial, financial and administrative functions were 
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centered along the waterfront'and the central core. 

Spatial order did, however, exist in the mercantile city. 

Surrounding the wharves and the mixed central area were the 

housing of both the working population and the wealthy , while 

outside these areas were districts of mixed commercial, 

industrial and residential neighbourhoods (Warner, 1972, 

82-83). A number of writers have shown that a degree \ of 

specialization existed in the mercant~le 'city's central area 

as distinct -wholesa1ing, retailing, financial and 

admin~strative districts began to emerge (Walker, 1978, 176; 

Davey and Doucet, 1975; Pred, 1966, 329-30; Radford, 1979, 

403-05) . Nonetheless, the degree of specialization in the 

mercantile city was l~mited compared to that brought about by 

the centralization of production and the rapid growth of 

industrialization after mid-century.-

A much more elaborate internaI diiferen~iation of land 

use emerged during the second half of the nineteenth cent ury 

in order to accommodate the new industrial functions. This 

was made possible by the new scale of industrial enterprise, , -

the reorganization of the labour process, the creation of a 

large pool of cheap labour-power, the freeing of industry from 

waterpower sites by the utilizatio~ of steam power, and the 

intensification of cities as market and transshipment points 

(Walker, 1978 r 186). 

In the first two decades after 1850 the dominant form of 
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central land use was warehousing, which was« devoted to 

ntanufacturing and commerce. Warehouses, as 'weIl as being used' 

for storage space and mercantile activity, were employed as 

factories for the manufacturing sector (Ward, 1971, 89-93). 

This was possible for a number of reasons: , the dominant role 

of merchants in the distribution of production; the need for a 

rapid response to unstable markets; the rent economies 
, 

l' 1 estab lshed in the central corei and the dependence upon 

agglomeration eçonomies. The warehouses, however, were 

sui table only for small- or medium-scale establishments. 

Large-~cale industries with inteinally complex and specialized 

pr~cesses, such as textiles, sugar refining and shipbuilding, 

tended to locate outside the c~ntral core. As well as 

manufacturing and commercial activities in the warehouse 

district, a small financial district emerged in the decades 

after 1850 (Ward, 1971, 88). 

In the last years of the nineteenth century the central 

section of the city became 'increasingly div i d ed in t 0 

specialized areas along the lines of retailing, finance, 

adminstration and who17sale. The decline of the 

muiti-functionai warehouse after 1870 was foilowed by the 

emergence of the modern central business district. Financial 
~ 

and administrative districts continued to grow and expanded 

into commercial districts which in turn invaded adjacent 

residential areas. Extensive new retail districts centered on, 

... 
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the growth of the department store emerged in the central cfre 
1 

after 1870. The. impact of the increasing land-use 

specialization in the central city upon the location of 

industry was tremendous. Small-scale manufacturihg was forced 

out of the central area and had to seek new locations on the 

edge of the central business district or in other locations in 

the city. Decentralization was l particularly necessary for 

th'ose industries increasing in scal~ior with an intergrated 

production process. The next secbion examines the factors 
() 

underlying the location of industry in the industrial city. 

(v) The Location of Industry 

The formation of industrial districts and the growth of 

thè industrial city in the second half of the nlneteenth 

cent ury have already been discussed in the light of a changing 

labour process, the separation of home and work, and the 

increasing specialization of land use. This discussion, 

hewever, ne'eds now te be coinplemented by a sketch of sorne of 

the more important factors underlying the location of industry 

in this period.·. Five of the more important factors are: (1) 

agglomeration economies (or external ~conomies of scale); (2) 

internaI economies of scale; (3) land values; 

transportation costs; and (5) labour supply. These location 

factors, which neo-classical writers and others place at the 

, beginning of an analysis of industrial location, are viewed 
.' 
" 
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here as a prod~ct of the pressure of accumulation and 

competition, as weIl as the more specific development of 

investment decisions and historical change. 

According to Walker and Storper, "agglomeration was the 

single most important locational factor" in the nineteenth 

century because "urban concentration itself is generative of 

growth" (1981, 496). Agglomeration is the mutually beneficial 

effect that is obtained when a number of firms are spatially 

concentrated. Interactions between firms are especially 

facilitated in large éities. Within a city agglom~ration 

econ~\ies a f fected the loca t i on of indus t ry i,n two ma j or ways. 

Firstj transportation and communication costs could be reduced 

~ by clus~ering of firms. This was important where firms were 

small and their inputs and outputs were relatively 

unstandardized. For example, agglomera t ion. economies were 
i..::;, 

crucial for industries such as printing and clothing and 

jewellery manufaS.J .. ure. Secon~ly, a concentrated group of 

firms could achieve external economies of scale, by increasing 

the number of firms and their outputs at any one time and 
'--

place. In conditions of uncertain and rapidly changing 

demand, production of small batches, and a large number of 

buyers and" sellers, we find that external economies reduce 
1 

rent and capital costs as weIl ,as provide rapid market 

information (Scott, 1980a, 16-19, 36-38). 

InternaI economies of scale r e fer t 0 the be nef i t 5 > 
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aocruing because of i ncreas i ng".plant si ze. The uh i t cost of 

production generally declines with the increas~ng size of the' 

plant, although diseconomies can" o<::cur after a plant has 

reached a certain si'ze ~Cadwallader, 1984, 150). Large firms . , 

are able to employ i ntegra ted produc t is:m proce9ses wh ich 

decrease their dependence on other firms. We can therefore 
• 
dist i ngui f two contrast ing groups of 

characterized by increasing internaI 

industries: industries 

scale; and industries 

characterized by rising agglomeration economies. The former 
o ~ 

would prefer central sit~s, ~~latter per~pheral sites. 

A thi rd fpc tor that i nterac t 5 with industry is land 
... 

values. The price of urban l~nd, in general, declines with 

diStanc~ from.the c~ftt re (Hoyt, 1933 ; Hoover and,Vernon,'1962, 

30- 31; Fales and Moses, 1972, 53; ~ott, 1980a, 13) • Thus, 

there would be a tendency for the high priced land in the 
~ 

cent re to repel industry while the low priced land on the 

periphery would a t trac t industry. As cities gr-ew, land values 

rOSe. Industrialization of a city meant rapidly rising land 

values 
, 
• and enormous di f feren t ials of land value between urban 

cent re)f and 
~,J! 

~ 
periphery. The effect - wi Il be a more powetful 

competition and sort ing out of land uses, separating 

indus tries arid popula t ions according to their abi li ty and need 

to pay higher rents ~or centrality. The industries whiçh. 

achieved laroge interna~ economies of scale would ,need large 

tracts of ,land O;Joover and Vernon, ,1962, 25-32) • Thus, 

" 

.' 

', .. 

~ 
" 
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~ large-scale industries sucn as sugar, steel and textiles would 

be more li~ely t~ locate on the urban periphery. On the other 
" 

hand, in the "agglomerating" and small-~cale industries, such 

as printing, jewellery, clothidg and furniture, proximity to 

the central core wa~ @ssential and to compensate for the high 

land prices at the centre they located in multi-story 

buildings. For example, in Chicago in the l870s firms varied 

in their distance from the centre according to scale. 

Sma~l-scale industries (2-19 employees) were located centrally 

while large-sca1e enterprises (100 or more employees) tended 

~ locate on the periphery (Fales and Moses, 1972, 57). 

The decentralizing tendency of large-scale industry ln 

the nineteenth cen t ury was severe1y inhibited by 
, 

transportation costs. The 

cost 5 had---:2n 
) 

strong constraining role that 

transportat i on the location of industry was due 

to the expense incurred in moving commodities through the 

city. Intraurban freight transportation was both expensive 

and inefficient in the nineteenth century. Whi1e railroad 

rates in America ranged rough1y from one to two cents per 

ton-mi le, the tradit ional ci ty fort/of t ransporta't ion - the 

horse and cart ranged from twenty to thirty cents per 

ton-mile. Also, the horse and cart could move commodities 

only in sma1l lots (Fales and Moses, 1972, 67). No adaptation 

of . steam power was ever achieved ln this function. Only 

~anufacturers producing goods of hig~ unit value could af~ord 

-
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to move bulky inputs. Industries with heavy or bulky inputs 

would tend to locate where transport costs were minimized. 

Thus, heavy industry would tend to congregate near the major 

transportation nodes: wharves, canals, railroad terminaIs and 

railway tracks (Scott, 1980a, 4-7; Fales and Moses, 1972, 

67-68). 

The last important factor which had a bearing on the 

0- location of industry in the nineteenth century is labour. 

DifferentiaIs in the composition of the urban labour-force as 

well as the central locat ion of labour were important elements 

in the location of industry. The different characteristics of 

labour in different parts of the city meant that employers had 

greater costs in attracting and holding workers in sorne 

~ocations than in others. Early industrial capitalists also 

had major problerns as workers resisted the imposition of 

capitalist work discipline (Thompson, 1967; Gutman, 1976) 

while employers at the end of- the centur~ had to contend with 

a hostile trade union movement (Gordon,1978; \ Palmer, 1983). 

Intraurban differentials in wage rates played an important 

part in the location of industry (Scott, 1980a, 7-13). , 

Labour-intensive industry actively sought out areas where 

large labour pools existed, while the location of 

capital-intensive industry was dependent upon other factors 

(Scott, 1980a, 20-24). As in the case of freight factors, the 

transport of workers was a power fuI constraint on the labour 
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supply over the eity, and it inhil?ited and channeled 

industrial choice of sités (Hershberg, 1981, 141-52; Ward, 

1971, 125-45). Final1y, the 'interchangeability' of labour in 

the nineteenth century, job-substitutipn (from the worker's 

point of view) and worker-substitution (from the employer's 

point of view) , ensured the joint preference for 

concentrations of industry and labour in central locations. 

A. Sçott has argued that the locationai patterns of urban 

industry in the nineteenth centu~y can be described in two 

ways. Fi rst, small-scale' labour-intensive i ndustrYI was 

characterized by central locations (Scott, 1980a, ,22-24). 

These i ndustri e s were . suscept i ble to rapid changes in demand 

which made it di~ficult to systematize production and 

introduce machi nery into the workplace. Despite the 

resistance to mech~nization, small-scale industry'could not 

resist an increasing task differentiation. As the division of 

labour progressed, a complex of e~onomic activity grew to take 

advantage of the functional separation springing up with the 

increasing number of small-gcale manufacturing establishments 

and workshops. Secondly, large-scale industry which hand led 
"" 

large amounts of materials tended to locate in non-central 

locations (Scott, 1980a, 20-21). / '~ese industries were 

capital-intensive and inclined to IJcate in parts of the city 

where the assembly of material inputs was kept at a minimum 

cost. In nineteenth-cenbury cities transportation costs were " 

-
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at "'.a min imumn at water and rail terminal locations. The 

,,~ominant locational patterns of industry in t(he industrial 

city were then small-scale labour-intensive enterprises 

inhabiting the outer cent ra l core, and large-scale 

capital-intensive firms es"tablished at the waterfront and ral! 

terminaIs, as weIl as pockets throughout the city. • ,1 

(vi) Residential Patterns 

The 'modern' industrial capitalist city is described as 

one in which there is strong residential segregation of 

·classes. Sometimes contrasted with this is the conception of 

a 'preindustr ial' or mercantile capitalist city. The 

transformation from the 'preindustrial' to the 'modern' city 

ha s generally been regarded as en ta il i ng ao 't rans l t ion' which 

took\place in the second half of the nineteenth century. In 

this section l am concerned with the literature on the 

residential patterns of the nineteenth-century British and 

North American city5 and explicitly with the transition from 

the 'preindustrial' ta the 'modern' city, and the emergence of 

class segregation. 

The literature on nineteenth-century residential patterns 

has been dominated by writers of the ecological school begun 

by Park and Burgess (1925) and carried on by Hoyt (1939), and 

Shevky ànd wi lliams (1949) . Much of the theoretical 

und~rpinning of the 'new wave' of research in the 1970s into 
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the differentiation of residential patterns was rooted in the 

Chicago school's idea of natural areas, population succession, 

ethnic concentration and assimilation 6 (Cannadine, 1977; 

Goheen, 1970; Lewis, 1979; Warnes, 1973). To take one 

examp1e, C.R. Lewis in his study of Cardiff between' 1845 and 

1875 is concerned with constructing "a diagrammatic ecological 

model of the transition" from the./preindustrial to the 

industrial city (Lewis, 1979, 130). He states that Cardiff of 

the 18505 was "compatible with Sjoberg's image of a 

pre-industria1 city" while "the 18705 pattern represents the 

initial-stages of the situation envisaged by Burgess" (Lewis, 

1979, 150). His paper is concerned with describing the 

changing residential patterns, not with the proc~sses giving 

rise °to the changes. If any exp1anations are given, theyare 

inadequate ones such as "pressures" imposed by the rapid1y 

increasing population" and "the natura1 process of housing 

decay and obsolescence" (Lewis, 1979,147,150). 

The dominance of ecological theory in the literature of 

residential patterns has had its critics. D. Harvey has 

calle'd for a theoretical position which centres on "specifying 

the necessary relationships between social structure in 

general and residential differentiation in pa r tic u l a r " 

(1975,5). Residential differentiation is not simply a passive 

reflection of individual preferences worklng in a market 

context but "an integral mediating influence in the process 

-
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whereby class relationships and social differentiation are 

produced and sustained" (Harvey,- 1975, 36B). 

Likewise, Bassett and Short argue that too little 

attention has been paid "to the societal background of 

spatial organisation" 0980, 5). -,They criticize the various 

schools and models which have been concerned with residential 

structure. Even though each of these approaches makes an 

important empirical contribution to the livterature on 

residential differentiation, they do not provide a coherent, 

systematic theory which helps explain the development of, and 

the mechanisms responsible for, residential structure. Bassett 

and Short calI for a redirection of empirica1 research toward 

the study of , the relationship between housing markets and 
1 

processes, household consumption needs, c1ass segregation 

processes, and the impact of the reproduction of social 
• 

relations (1980, 212-14). 

\ R. Harris 0984a) argues that the comp1exity of the 

segregation issue makes any simple generalizations inadequate. 

While noting that "most studies of social segregation have 

confined themselves to the description of pattern, thereby 

neg1ecting process", Harris criticizes Harvey for his emphasis 

upon the functiona1 aspects of segregation for capitalism 

(1984a, 29,31,41). Harris argues that segregation shou1d be 

studied as part of'the process of class formation (1984a). 

While a number of writers have contested the significance 

, / , 
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of, and the t~eory behind, social segregation in general, 

historian~ and geographers have produced a vast array of 
. 

arguments and empirical data concerning the nineteenth-century 

city. Much discussion has revolved around the issue of when 

the '~odern' pattern of residential segregation came into 

existence. D. ward in a number of articles has argued that 

residential differentiation was weakly developed until the end 

of the nineteenth century (1975; 1976; 1980). He contends 

tha t "the kind and level of residential and soc ial 

differentiation in those cities which had attained a 

substantial size by the ea~ly and mid-nineteenth century were 

somewhat different from those displayed by the samel cities at 

the turn of the century" (Ward, 1975,137). What lit tle 

segregation that existed at mid-century was of the middle 

class from the rest of urban society and was rooted ln 

seventeenth and eighteenth-century mercantile capitalism 

(Ward, 197t05, 139-41, 1980,159). In his'study of residentia'l 

patterns in mid-n~neteenth-ce~tury Leeds, Ward (1980) found 

that the residentia; patterns of both classes, and the social 

st rata making up the classes, were less differentiated from 

one another in 1871 than they were in 1851. Thus, according 

to Ward, the development of the 'modern' contemporary city was 

not a rapid one taking place overnight but a slow one in which 

the Victorian city was a 'transitional' one leading to the 
---

modern city. 
., 

-------------------------------
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D~ Cannadine (1977) in his paper on the Birmingham estate 

of Edgbaston disagrees with Ward's contention that the 

mid-ninet/eenth-century city differed radically from the city 

at the turn of the century. Drawing on the ecologists, Firey, 

Hoyt and Burgess, he argues that residential differentlaiion 

did exist in the Eng1ish mid-nineteenth-century city. A modern 

pattern of segregation existed in England before it did in 

America because of rates of population growth, 
" 

landowners' 

p~eferences and middle-class attitude and actions. The advent 

of mass transportation only accuentuated the segregation in 

the English city while accompany~ng and creating it in the 

American Clty (Cânnadine, 1977, 460-66). Although Cannadine 

shows how the affluent minority in Edgbaston WQS segregated 

from the rest of Birmingham's population, he does not disprove 

Ward's argument that working-class residential patterns we~e 

complex and that working-class strata were segregated 'from one 

another. 

Many of the studies of the British 
• 

and Canadian 

nineteenth-century cities have found results similar to what, 

Ward found in Le~ds. Goheen (1970) finds that social and 

economic differences were not translated onto the Toro~to 

~andscape in 1861. In 1861 Toronto was a city "markedly 

different from the modern model" (Goheen, 1970, 219). By the 

end of the century, with the ex~eption of the declining 

importance of religion as a segregation factor, Toronto "can 

/ 
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be described in exact1y the terms appropriate to Toronto in 

1960" (Gohe~n, 1970,220). Likewise, Lewis finds that there 
J 

was 1itt1e change in the patterns of segregation a1though "by 

the 18705, .•. Cardiff was beginning to show patterns of 

segregation which might be described as modern" (1979,150). 
, 

Cardiff ln 1850 presented a picture similar to Sjoberg'g 

pre-industrial model. The gro"wth of the port and the 

concomitant population increase had the effect of bringing 

minor changes to the city 50 that by the 1870s the 'modern' 

pattern described by Burgess was evident (Lewis, 1979, 

147-50). A. M. Warnes (1973) in his study of Chorley, a sma1l 

industria11zing town in Lancashire, found that in 1851 it was 

neither a pre-industrial city of the Sjoberg type nor the 

'modern' type of Burgess and Park. Chorley was in IB51 a 

'transitional' city in which socio-economic status was a 

reasonably signiflcant factor in describing, residential 

location, but in which the role of occupation "was still 

strong and pervasive" (Warnes, 1973, 186). 

In general there has been agreement with Warnes's 

assessment of the non-applicability of Sjoberg's model to the 

nineteenth-century city, regard1ess of the city's degree of' 

industrialization. For examp1e, Davey and Douce t, in the i r 

e~amination of Hamilton in the ear1y 18505 conc1uded that it 

was ~ commercial city which "did not resemble a feuda1 place, 

though it also differed from the modern city in a number of 
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significant ways" (1975, 322) • Although Hamilton's 

central-area activities were well-defined and had a degree of 

spatial segregation, the city's residential patterns did not 

accurately reflect social divisions (Davey and Doucet, 1975, 

334). In a later paper, Doucet (1976) found that residential 

patterns in Hamilton became more segregated between 1852 and 

1881. Hamilton in 1881 was 8 more residentially segregated 

city. than in 1852, but despite this trend Doucet suggests that 

the pattern of homogeneous residential patterns had begun to 

develop by mid-cent ury (Doucet, 1976, 99) . It was in the , 

second half of the nineteenth century, however, that "the 

working class became more clustered together, and, 

simultarieously, more distant, ln physical terms, from the 

well-to-do (Doucet, 1976,101). 

While a number of writers have debated the timing of the 
u 

emergence of 'modern' patterns of class segregation, sorne 

writers have attempted to shift the focus of the debate. o. 

Zunz argues that rather than debating when modern patterns of 

segregation came into existence it is more fruitful to view 

segregation as always existing but taking diffefent forms in 

the nineteenth century (~977;1980). R. Harris (1984a) has 

recently argued that residential segregation needs to be 

understood in terms of its significance for class formation. 

Arguing that segregation and class have been considered 

separately from one another he suggests that an analytica1 and 

1 .. , 
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historical framework is needed in whic7the two terms can be 

exami ned together. Concerned w i th thel impact of segrega t ion 

upon palitical activity, Harris ,puts forward a framework in 

which the dimensions of class structure, housing tenure, 

communications technology and political activity are seen'as 

particularly important. 

An understanding of residential segregation in the 

nineteenth-century city hinges upon a comprehension of the 

class natur~ of society. Many ~riiers have tended ta view 

segregation fram a social ecological perspective where 

biological and cultural feat~res of human society are seen as 

the primary causes of residential differentiation. There is 

little doubt that urban spatial patterns reflect divisions 

, centered on, for example, the family life cycle and ethnicity. 

These divisions, however, are part of a more. fundamental 

process of the development of class. The next section 

examines the development of class in the nineteenth-century 

industrial city. 

(vii) Class in the Nineteenth, Century 

One of the major deve'lopments taking place in the 

nineteenth-century city was the transf;r~ation of social 

classes. This section will be concerned with the application 

of class analysis to the nineteenth-century city. It will 

consider first the approach to class used in this thesis, and 
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second, how contemporary Canadian Weberian and Marxist writers 

have used class in their analysis of .the nineteenth-century 

city. 

Capitalist society is c,omposed of two basic and 

antagonistic classes: the bourgeoisie and the working class. 

The bourgeoisie, or'the capitalist class, is distinguished by 

two characteristics: (1) the control of capi tal .in the form of 

• land, machinery, stocks, etc; and (2) the use of wage-labour 

to produce more capi ta 1. 'l'he working class, or the 

proletariat, on th~ other hand, do not control capital in any 

form and must sell their labour for a livilihood. These two 

c·lasses are antagonistic because the bourgeoisie, who own the 

means of production, appropiate surplus value from t;.he 
c_') 

proletariat (Edel, 1981).7 

This polarization . does not, however, fully explain the 

complex reality of class societies. Marx himself, in hi s 

historical analyses, acknowledges this greater complexity. In 

most cases it is not enough to view the difference between the 

two classes in terms of the ownership of the means of 

production. Indeed, the allocation of class position by the 

relation to the means of production often presents more 

problems than i~ solves. Sorne writers have attempted to solve 

this problem by employing the idea of a 'mid~le' class ~~he 

petite bourgeoisie - for those who do not directly own the 

means of production or contribute to the production of 

a 
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material commodities. N. Poulantzas (1975) argues that the 

division between capital and labour is the primary class 

distinction, and that those not directly implicated in 

material production, that i s, the petite bourgeoisie, are 

members of an ambiguous class. For Poulantzas, thi s peti te 

bourgeoisie is composed of two sectors, the 'traditional' and 
, 

the 'new', and' both are excluded from the polarization of 

'productive' workers and capitalists. Poulantzas's position, 

however, takes little account of 
(, 

the aspects of control and 

realization in the process of capital accumulation. 

E.O. Wright takes a more f lex ible· position than 
, 

Poulantzas. He argues that the ambiguities within the class 

structure can be explained by the existence or contradictory 

positions which are related to the lack of control over 

capital and labour (wright, 1979, 61-110). The class position 

of the petite bourgeoisie must be viewed, he argues, in "their 

relationship to the fundamental interests of classe~ defined 
J' , 

with the social relations of production" (Wright, 1979, )'~jL). 

What has been neglected by Poulantzas, Wright and other , 
writers concerned with the class structure of advanced 

capitalist societies, is the structure:s nineteenth-century 

origins. To understand the class struct"ure of 

nineteenth-century society it is necessary to construct a 

~ framework which is rooted in the historical reality of the 

time. As B. Palmer writes in the preface to his study of 

/ o 
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e, Hamilton's skilled workers, "The0ry is meant l to inform 

historical inquiry and, in turn,< to be in'formed by hist'orical 

research" (Palmer, 1979, xiv). While it would be ahistorical' 

and misl~ading to transfer a theoretical understanding of 

class structure from advanced capitalist societies to the 

nineteenth century, it would also be a mistake to assume that 

the fundamental prinCi~erlYing ~Oula~tzas's ~nd Wright'. 

work i's not relevant. . 
In the last ten years a large number of studies of 

. nineteenth-century Canadian cities have been publishéd. Most 

have side-stepped or igRored the question ~f class, but three 

~ in particular have been cpncerned with understanding the class 

structure of the city under question. 
"?& • 

M. Ka t z (1975) in The People of Hamilton, Canada West, 

has argued that 
,.). 

Hamilton in the:mid-nineteenth ·century had a 

'three-class structure consisting of entrepreneurs, artisans 

antl labourers .. According to Katz, nit would not be,accurate 

to calI the entrepreneurs a capitslisi class, for this ,oul~ 

c&rry with it the impli~ation that Hamilton had a two-class 

society, rather than three quite distinct classes"' (19?5, 
. ~-~ 

187). This entrepreneurial, class had in common certain 

characteristics: its power, wealth and protestantism; its high 

status within the community; and shared common interests 

(Katz, 1975 1 185-86). The artisanal) and labouring classes 

differed from each other primarily along the li~es of the 

" 

,-
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ownership of property and the means of production, but also by 

wealth, education and age at death (Katz, 1975, 207). 

Because Katz equates class with status, his divisions are 

greatly confused. First of aIl, his 'classes' are extremely 
.! 

tenuous in their theoretical grounding. One example will 

sufficè to highlight this. He classifies clerks as members of 

the entreprenurial class because, as he states, "they shared 

the as~rations, prejudices, and deference of their employers" 

(Katz, 1975, 194). Secondly, he makes no attempt to delineate 

the difference between those engaged in t~e capita1ist mode of 

production from those engaged in simple commodity production. 

This is a problem in any class analysis, especially for the 

nineteenth century, and Katz does not do j~stice to its 

complexity. According to Katz's classificatlon~ arti~ans can 

be members of both the entrepreneurial and artIsanal class. 

This confusing classification pays ,no heed to the similar 

positions artisans held ln theii relationship to the 

industrialization of Hamilton regardless of thelr status or 

wealth. Lastly, his classification is based primarily on a 

ranking by occupation and status rather than on the 

individua1's relation to the means of production or to the 

control and realization of surplus ~alue. 

Un1ike Katz, the approach of B. Palmer (1979) in 

A Culture in Conflict does not consider such sociological 

factors as status, we~lth, number of wage earners, as 
, , 
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important in an ana1ysis of class. According to Palmer, 

~class •.. is inseparable from class struggle" (1979, xvi). 

Cla ss i 5 an hi storica l expe rl ence wh ich can only be fully 

understood by viewing people withln their wider cultural 

contexte To make a quantitative analysls of class by 

utilizing occupat~onal categorIes only obscures the hlstorical 
1 

comp1ex i ty of the relatlonshlp between class and soc i et y . 

Palmer's approach has many positive aspects, pnmar lly 

the rich and textured plcture of Hamilton that emerges in his 

wrIting and analysis. There is~' however, a fundamental 

weakness which renders. his IllustratIon inadeq~ate, a weakness 
J 

which stems from his methodologlcal approach to c1ass. 

palmer's underlying assumptlon lS that the worklng c1ass, 

despite ItS InternaI dIVISIons, lS a homogenèous group, 

regardless of ItS posltlon within the socIal relations of 

production. This is obviously Incorrect and Inconsistent with 

his expliclt recognItIon of the CIty'S complexlty. It 

obscures the nature of class confllct ln late 

nineteenth-century Hamilton. If Palmer had utilized 

occupational, data wlthln a wIder theoretlcal class context, 

his analysis would be somewhat less\bewilderi~g. 

Similarly G. Keaiey (1980) in Toronto Workers Respond 

to Industrial Capitalism, 1867-1892, does not give a working 

analysis of class. Although he wrItes that his aim is "to 
, 

capture the Toronto working class at lits conception" (Kea1ey, 

.. 
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1980, xi'v), he does not define 
"\.., 

who belongs to the working 

class. We are led to assume throughout Kealey's and Palmer's 

studies that only skilled w.orkers, artisans who are becoming 

proletarians, and those engaged in direct material production 

are members of the working class. Unskilled workerS in 

non-material production, women and the 'unproductive' working 

class are left outside the basic conflict between capital and 

labour, and are treated as i~eologically subservient to the 

'true' worklng class. 

These crlticisms of Kealey and Palmer are minor ones 
.. 

compared to the confusion created by Katz. Kealey and Palmer, 

for aIl thelr fauIts, do provide a strong sense of the class 

character of éhe Canadian nineteenth-century cIty, although 

they, do oot br i ng out the full complexity of the class 

structure which characterlzed these urban societies. 

l t ",,111 be argued here that a use fuI approach to the 

class structure of nineteenth-century soc let y might be to vie"" 

class in terms of co~trol over, and reallzation of surplus 

value, in conjunction with the basic polarlzation centered 

around the 'productive' ""orking class and bourgeolsie. 

According to thlS approach, capitaiists are those who dlrectly 

appropriate surplus valu,e through the ownership of the means 

of production or through the control\ of the circulation of 

capi ta 1. For example, bank managers who neither produce 

surpl us val ue nor own, the means of product ion, are 
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nevertheless part of ~he capitalist class as they control the 

circulation of one part of capital and contribute to the 

expropriation and reproduction of surplus value. The working 

class is that class which does not own or control capItal, but 

helps realize as weIl as produce surplus value. For example, 

bank janitors, even though they are not 'productive' workers, 

are part of the working class as they do not control the means 

of production or the circulation of capItal, but they do 

contribute to the realization of l l Those who do ' surp us va ue. 

not furfill the criterIa of bourgeoisIe or working class are 

members ol the petite bourgeoisIe. The petite bourgeoisie 

differs from the capitallst class in that It does not directly 

appropriate surplus value but is involved in the organizatlon 

and control of capital which is then appropriated by the 

bourgeoisie. It differs from the working class in that it has 
1 

a degree of control over the work process even though it does 

not own the means of productIon or the InstItutions 

controlling the circulatIon of capital. For example, a group 

of engIneers hired to plan a new bank bUIlding are neither 

directly approprlating nor producing surplus value, but they 

are 'making possible the contlnued appropriatIon of surplus 

value while worklng in a workplace with a degree of autonomy. 

Obviously, the assignment of any particular individual or 

'occupation to one class or another requires a sensitivity to 

the historical nuances. Indeed, ,the problem of specifpng the 

\ 
. , 
-
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class posit~on of an individual or occupation haunts the 

construction of a viable and practical class structure for the 

nineteenth century. The above mentioned scheme does introduce 

sorne coherence and 

nine~enth-centu~y 
a logic 

social 

degree of flexibility. 

Conclusion 

which provides an insight into-

relations. It also maintains a , 

By the second half of the nineteenth century a new form 

of capitalist urbanization dominated the economic and spati~l 
:. 

structures of North American and British cities. The 

"mercant i le city which \>tas based upon a petty commodi ty mode of 

production was characterized by an economic structure rooted 

in the production of commodities by independent artisans and 

mercantile exchange. The mercantile city's spatial structure 

was characterized by an interweaving of residence and economic 

activity, but with a tendency towards the centralization of 

the bourgeois and the rniddle-class and the location of the 

poor on the periphery. The corporate city of the twentieth 

century is dominated by decentralized large-scale industrial 

economic activity, new forms of labour organization and the 

development 9f large class-based residential areas. l believe 

that between these two there is a distinctive city, nct just a 

transition, but a definable 'type'. The industrial city was 

characterized by relatively small family- owned industry 

-, 
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located near the urban core and the formation of large 

working-class districts alo(1gside new bourgeois and 

middle-class neighbourhoods. 

The growth of the industrial city was dependent. upon a 

number of ~actors. The reorganization of the labour pro'cess 

paved the way for the creation of a large urban proletariat 

and a class of industrial cap~tali51s. The separation of home 

and wor kas' capi ta li sts ga i ned cont rol over the means of 

production led to new forms of houslng and labour markets. 

Specialization of land use ensured the contlnued development 

of capitalist forms of production. 
\ 

The formation of industrial dlstrlcts and the development 

of class-based residential patterns ln the industrial city 

were rooted in the part icula r character of capital 

accumulation in thlS period. Industry durlng the second haIt 

of the nlneteenth century was shaped by Its dependence on 

various forms of labour proces~es, the unconsolidated nature 

of capital, the weakly developed form of consumptlon , ând the 

cyclical nature df expansion. The industrial city was not a 

static entlty. Just as the roots of the Industrlal city 

stretch back to the developments taking place in the 

mercantile ci~y, 50 the dynamic nature of capital accumulatïon 

in the industrial city paved the way for the emergence of the 

corporate CIty in the twentieth century. The industrial city 

was characterized by the 'establishment of distInct industrial 
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districts close to the urban core and major transportation 

nodes. 

Working-class residential areas surrounded these rapidly 
1 

growing industrial districts as long work hours, low wages, 
, 

seasonal and cyclical unemployment, and a number of people in 

each household working outside the home made accessibility to 

place of work a necessity. The' existence of inadequate 

transportation facilities contributed to the pedest r ian-

character of the induptrial city. As long as these factors 

rèmained powerful, and they did fo~ aIl of the second haif of 

the nineteenth century, the large working-class residential 

areas~ would remain relatively undifferentiated in terms of 

class, but differentiated in terms of activity. The most 
1 

dramatic characteristic of the industrial city's residential 
o 

patterns was the rapid segregatio~ of the bourgeoisie and 
-' 

middle classes in suburban neighbourhoods. It is the 
-

conjunction of economic features alongside the development of 

residential patterns that distinguish the industrial city from 
.' 

the mercantile and corporate cities. 

j 
1 
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Notes 

'1. For example, the effect that class segregation has upon inter
and ~~tra-class relations, the allocation of resources through 

, urban space, etc •. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

For recent reviews of the soc ial geography of the 
nineteenth-century city see Radford (1981) and Conzen (1983). 

Mandel's work is especially important because it analyses 
economic cycles in geographical and class terms. His cycle~ 
are essential1y the same as those reported earlier by 
Kondratieff. R. Walker also argues that economic cycles 
played a crucial role in the nature and timing of economic 
growth in nineteenth-century cities. He points to a second 
type of cycle, Kuznet waves, lasting anywhere between fifteen 
and twenty-five years (1978, 170-71, 184-85). 

For the purpose of this thesis it is not necessary to review 
the vast literature that has been written on industrial 
location. A recent paper which is highly criticàl, and 
provides a good overyiew, of this literature is Walker and 
5 t 0 r pe r ( 1981 ) . 
\ L 

; For a recent review of the literature on the twentieth-century 
city see Harris (lg84a; 1984b). 

6. This review will not deal with the development of ecological 
theory since the 19205. For a good critical review see Basset~ 
and Short (1980, 9-24). 

7. For detailed analysis see Marx (1977). 
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CHAPTER TWO: MONTREAL THE PREMIER INDUSTRIAL CITY OF CANADA 

As i t ... ha s but 
manufactories to support 
continued increase must 
trade it can commando 
194) . 

fe.... extensive 
it, [Montreal'sJ 
depend upon the 

(Bosworth, 1839, 

Factories and lndustria1 establishments of 
v~rious kinds have been erected in the 
city and its immeoiate vicinity .... And 
other manufacturing establishments are 
being contlnually added thereto. (Report 
of the Minister of Agriculture, 1888). 

1 ntroduct ion 

To most inhabi tants of Montreal in the '18305 the idea 

that the city would become by the end of the century the 

premier manufacturing city ln Canada would have seemed 

rldiculous. In the first decades of the nineteenth century 

the old commercial link connecting Canada and Europe, centered 

on the fur trade, had lost its importance, and by the 18305, a 

new Ilnk based on the export of timber and agricu1tural 

products had been established to take its place (Easterbrook 

and Aitken, 1965, 253j Tulchinsky, 1977,4-5). Montreal' 5 

economy was dependent, upon mercantile exchange and petty 

commodi~y production. ~ontreal businessmen of the likes of 

Peter McGill and George Motfatt concentrated their activities 

on the export trade and finance. Merchants were unwilling to 

invest in lndustry primarily because the returns on capital 

/ 
-
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from industrial investment were very slow. Sorne manufacturing 

was undertaken by artisans for a local market. The craft 

shop, where the artisan may have employed an apprentice and a 

journeyman, was based on hand labour and 'pre-industrial' 

methods of production. Throughout the first half of the 

nineteenth century, however, the basis for the development of 

capitalist industrialization was being laid. After 1850 the 

introduction of vast amounts of capital and of machinery, the 

reorganization of the work process, and the existence of a 

large labour force made p~s i ble the developmént. of 

industria1ization in a manner and on a scale unknown and 

unthinkable in the 18305. 

------------~------Ln t he sec 0 n d ha 1 f 0 f the nineteenth century the rapid 

growth of Montreal's industry was respon~ible for the 

development of class residential patterns. The growth of 

industria1 districts was centered upon the diversification and 

differentiation of industry. The spatial 
.1 

framework for 

residences was generated by the industrial spaces, by the 

contrasts between large and small industries, between capltal-

and labour-intensive firms, between decllning and growing 

sectors, between peripheral and central locations, and between 

the east end and the west end. 

The growth of Montreal's industrial sector tbok place 

within the framework of the development in Canada of a 

transportation infrastructure, a wage-Iabour force, rural 
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specialization and growing state intervention. 1 In the 

nineteenth century a transportation network was created which 

integrated and expanded the national market, brought foreign 

capital into the country, created a fixed infrastructure, and 

made posslble multiplier effects throughout the economy 

(Pentland, 1950, 1981; Easterbrook and Aitken, 1965, 317; 

Hamelin and Roby, 1971,280). By the late 18405 Canada's canal 

system had been co~pleted, and beginning in the '18505 a 

railway network was begun. Throughout the flrst half of trye 

nineteenth century a wage-labour force was ln the process of \ . 

being created (Pentland, 1959). Accordlng ta Pentland, by the 

18505 a capltallstic labour market was, in pla,ce; it was 

characterlzed by stability of labour demand, a large enough 

supply and ll~tle outflow. This system had attained a 

reasonable degree of sophIstication by the 18705. Canada's 

first proletarIat were unskIlled Irish and skIlled British 
-~ 

Immlgrants. FrenGh Canadlans ln the beginning entered the 

capitallstlc labour market on a ,casual or seasonal basls. By 

the second half o·f the nineteenth century deve,lopments taking 

place Ln the countrys1de spurred industrlal and urban 

expal)SlOn (HamelIn and Roby, 1971, 76; Pentland, 1950, 

471;Palmer, 1983, 9-10). Rural over population, especially in 

Quebec, forced many famllies to leave the land and to migrate 

either to the Cltles such as Montreal, or to travel to the 

inill towns of New England (Hamelin and Roby, 1971, 373; 
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Linteau, 1982, 29) . Agricultura1 surpluses provided a 

foundation for industrial and urban expansion in Canada as 

weIl as opening up markets ln the United States of America 

(Hamelin and Roby, 1971, 76; Pentland, 1950,471). The 

Canadian state played an important role ln shaping the 

development of Canada's industrialization. The Cayley Tariff 

(1858) and the Galt Tariff (1859) provided protection for a 

number of Canada's ear1y industries (Ke~ley, 1980,3-17). The 

state was also heavily involved in financing the 

transporta t ion {n f rast ruet ure, part icu1arly the 

(Pentland, 1950; Easterbrook and Aitken, ,1965,317). 

railways 

While these developments were taking place throughout 

Canada in dlffering degrees, Montreal was one of the first 

Canadian cities to feel the 

ninet~enth-century industrialization. 

early affects of 
\ 

It was in the second 

half of the eentury that the radical changes taking place in 

the city's social and spatial structures became evident. The 

labour process was being transformed. For example, in the 

s ho e ma k i n gin dus t r y the div i si 0 n \ 

introduction of machinery (Burgess, 

of tabour preceded the 

197;]') • Concomi tant wi th 

'the reorganization of the labour process was the increasing 

separation of home and work (Bradbury, 1984, Chapter One). 

The split between home and work was \ not only a process 

affecting the working class; the city's elite moved their 

residences from the city centre to the more salubrious parts 

f 
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of the city (Hanna and Rerniggi, 

land-use patterns were also being 

Montreal became increasingly 
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1980, 10-11L./ Montreal's 
/' 

./ 

fundarnentaîly?ltered. Old 

taken over by retailing 

commercial, financial and administrative functions while 

industrial districts were being formed in adjoining areas 
\ 

(Bellavance and Gronoff, 1980; Bradbury, 1984; Conter, 1976; 

DeBonville, 1975; Lamonde,' 1982). With the development 'of 

industrial capitalism ln ~ontreal new social classes emerged 
\ 

(Linteau et al., 1983). The general conditions that were 

instrumental in the growth of industrial capitalism in other 

North American cities were also evident in Montreal. 

The rest of this chapter will examine the development of 

industry in Montreal in the nineteenth century. Starting out 
,t"'~~"v. 

" with a description of industrial growth in the fi rst haH of 

the nineteenth century, it will then turn to the large;scale 

expansion of industry after 1860. It will outline the 

djversification and differentiation and the location of 

industry as it developed throughohl~ the period, 1860-1900. To 

show just what 
\ 

the differences are bet we'ên the various 

industrial sectors in terms of scale, capital and location it 
\ 

is necessary to go into considerable detail. The findings 
J 

will then provi~e the con~ext in which residential patterns 

can be analyzed in Chapter Three. 

• 
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Industry ln Montreal, 1830-1900 

(i)Ear1y Beginnings 
" 

While Bosworth and other Montreal inhabitants in the 

l83~s were spouting ~the gospel of mercantilism other less 
r 

reverent Montrealers were converting to indust~y. In the 

first half of, the nineteenth century the 'development of 

industry was not associated with indigenous merchant capital 

~ut was in the hands of former artisans or British and 

American immigrants who'brought capital with them t~ Montreal 

(Tulchinsky, 1977, 204-5). Industry was slow to grow in the 

first half of . the nin~teenth century, but bi the 18305. there 

existed ~reweries, distillerie's, a rope ,works, a, type foundry 

and ',ready-made cloth,ing and shoe estab1ishment's as' weI! as a 
l , 

nurnber of metal-working firms. A great amount of industrial 
" 

activity was located in a part of Sa~nte-Anne ward known as 
" 

Griffintown. In 1831 the Montreal Gazette stated that ., 
1tGr~ffentown (sic) has more. machinery in operatij' within its 

limits, than any other portion of, Montreal" (JuIl' ~6, 1831, 
. 

2). The Eagle F~undry, for exampl~, had a steam engine of 

eight horse power which ran lathes, grindstones and trip 

harnmers. Other establishments employing machinery, and in 

sorne ca ses steam engines, were a na il factory, an oi 1 

manuf..ac_~ory, 'a soap and candIe works, a comb manufact~ry, a 

tanryer-y, a (smut ~ri 1- and four floui mills. A~though Montreal 
., 

Q, 

\. - J 
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had ~t "few extensive manufactories" by the 18305, there was 

a small in~strial base upon which later growth would develop. 

By the mid-1850s Montreal's industry had grown 

enormous1y, especially in the central city and the western 
1> 

section close to~,the Lpchine Canal (Tu1chinsky, 1977, 203-31). 

During the 18405 a number oÏ industries grew. Montreal's 

foundries built more and more steam engines. The completion 

of the second stage of the Lachine Canal in the late 18405 

drew. industry to the city and "made possible a, rap1d 

ac~eleration and diversification of industry" (Tulchinsky, 

1977, 222). The 1856 report o~ the Celebration Committee of 

the Grand Trunk Railway provides an account of the mor.e 

important firms located in ~he city's central d1strIct and 

along the Lachine Canal. The 'orIg1nal Intent had been ta give 
, 

"a full account" of 1ts manufactures", but this proved 

impossible and it had to be content W1 th "the Factaries at the 

Canal" (Celebrat ion Committee, 1856, 37). What the 

Celebration Commi ttee proved beyond any doubt wa ri; that by the 

middle of the 18505 "Mont rea l may fa i r ly lay claim to the 

character of manufactunng as weIl as a, commercIal city" 
1 

(Celebration Committee, 1856, 38) . At least twelve 

establishments were emploYlng steam power: three threshing 

machine works, two soap and candIe works, and rubber, sugar, 

rope, englne, nail and bellow factorles as weIl as a shIpyard. 

Redpath's sugar refinery, which accordlng to the CelebratIon 

\ 
) ., 
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Commi t tee had the largest physicaL size of any factory in 

MOhtreal, employed a fifty horsepower engine and a boiler with 

a capac i ty of one hundred and fifty horsepower. The 

Saint-Lawrence Engine Works, employing one hundred and fifty 

men and apprentlces, used fInlsh~ng and shearing machines and 

a trip hammer in its smlths shops, while Its bOller shop had 

five fIres as weIl as a large quantity of machinery. This 

machinery was run by a twenty horsepower engine in the 

finishing shop whlle waterpower ran the machinery in both the 

finishIng and bOfl~ shops. 
~ 

Of the fIrms enumerated by the Celebration Committee, 
$ 

fourteen employed more than one hundred workers. The largest 

wére n and ChI Ids shoe factory and Moss Brother's clothiers 
, 

each of WhlCh employed eight hundred workers. John Aitken's 

5 h l[ t - ma kl n g factory . ; employed over·three hundred workers 

and CantIn's shIpyard at least two hundred. Twen,ty-six other 

fIrms employed between twenty-one and ninety-nine employees. 

By t~e 18505 a dIstInct industrial distrIct had ernerged 

ln the western sectIon of the city around...the Lachine Canal 

and through part of the central core. utilizing a diversity 

of power sources and rnachinery and employing a large nurnber of 

workers a group of IndustrIes emerged WhICh had a nurnber of 

lInkages between thern. The building of the Great Trunk 

Rallway during the 18505 ln Sainte-Anne's Ward had an enormous 

Influence upon the developrnent of Montreal's industrial base. 

) 
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A. 'Conter has suggested that the Grand Trunk created a 

'company town' effect around the train shops (1976,l1j. It 

certa~J;" was responsible for 'the growth of rail-related 

industries such as nail factories, foundries and cooperages. 

While the Lachine Canal'area became the locus nf heavy 

industry such as metal ,\working, shipyards and engineerlng, the 

city' s central core was the district for the light indusf'r~es 

such as clothing, boots and shoes and cab i net ma k l n 9 . Large 

light industry firms such as Moss Brothers' factory were 

located along the Lachine Canal but most clothlng 

manufacturing took place ln small lofts ln t-he central 

district. Montreal's industry by the 1850s was quite 

substantial with a diversity of industrial product ion 

employing large amounts ,9f capital, machinelèY and workers. In 

the fort y year5 fo11owing the "18505, however, Montreal' 5 

industry was to develop rapidly resulting in g~eater contrastrs 

of scale, capital and location. 

'1 

(ii) The Development of Industry in Mont\eal in the Second 

HaIt of the Nineteenth Cent ury 

a) Sources for Industry in Montreal 

~ . , 
Beglnnlng in 1871 it is possible to undertake a more 

extensive and systematic examination of Montreal's industry 

than previously. The industrial section of the Canadian 

census from 1871 to 1901"provides ~formation about Montreal's 

'1 
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. 
industry suc}. as the number of fIrms, the number of employees, 

and the capItal Investeà "in each flrm. The censuses suffer, 

1 . 
however, from sorne ser:cus shortcomlngs, two of WhlCh stand 

out f or our purpcse s. Fast, the CrIterIa used for the 

:nclUSlon cf ar. :nàustr:al establlsnment ln the 1901 census 

are- rad:ca11y d:fferent f rom those cf the 1871 , 1881 and 1891 
\- ----

censuses. Wh: le the census from 1871 to 1891 prov1des 
\ 

Informat:on for a..l...!. establIshments regardless of si ze of 

establlsnment, tne ~9C: census furnlshes data only for 

workshops and :ac:oLes emplOylng fIve or more people. An 

added dlff:c~lty cf tne 1901 census 15 that the pub1Ished 

census does not supply 

the amount of capItal 

::.ndustrlal 

emPl~~ or 

comZ.~d . of tnree flrms or f ewe r . 

data on the number of 

Invested for Industries 

As a result the 1901 

census lS of l::.ttle u'se for a g::-eat dea1 of the analysis under 

taken here. Accordlng1y, the large part of the examination of 

Montreal' s Industry .... 111 be taken from the 1871, 1881 and 1891 

censuses only. Jo. second 5hortcomlng of these industrial 

censuses i5 connected to theIr spatIal coverage of Industry. 

Only the 18 7 1 and 1901 cen5uses specIfy locatIon by census. 

distrlct. The 1901 census, as mentloned above, however, 

supplies an inadequate picture of the city's industries as it Î 
laoes ~ot Inc1ude the small firms. To compensate for this 

omIssion, an examination of the Montreal se~n of Lovell's 

Business and Professional Directory of the Province of Quebec, , 
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1902-03 was undertaken and wa~ used in conjunction with the 

1901 industria1 census. A1though the census and th~ Directory 

·do not provide complete coverage, they do furnish an adequate 

pi cture, for our purposes, of the loca t ion of indust ry w ithi n 

Montreal. 

(b) The Growth of Industry, 1871-1891 

After 1871, Montreal's industry grew drarnatically. As 

Table 2.1. indicates, between 1871 and 1891 the number of 

employees and the number of establishments increased 

sixty-nine percent and fort y-six percent respectively while 

the total value of the products and the amount spept, on raw 

materials more than doubled. The most startling fact is, 

however, the massive increase in the capital invested which 

rose feurfold in the twenty years. (ln an era of little 
, 

inflation, this was a real incease in the values of building, 

and machi nery. ) In 1871 each establishment, on average, 

utilized over $10,000 in capital w~ile by 1891 this figure ha4 

increased to over $28,000. The growth of the various inputs 

was not uniform. The figur~s indicate that capita~ and raw 

material inputs as well as the number 'of employees increased 

more· in the 18705 than in the 18805. For example, while 

capital in;estments rose from $11 million in 1871 te almost 

$31 mi Il i on in 1881 (an i ncrease of 179%), tney only grew to 

$45 ~illion by 1891 (an increase of 46%). Despite the growth 

of capital and the number of employees during the 1870s the 

-
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% CHANGE 

1871 1881 1891 1871-1891 
~ 

Establishments 1 097 1 )01 1 601~ 46 

Employees 21 187 J2 12q 3S 746 6q 

Capital ($ ) 11 101 0,1 JO 94, 741 4'1 050 J9 C1 )06 

Cost of Materials ($) 10 037 062 Jl )40 aoo 40 ORo 091 111 

Value of l'roducts ( 1> ) 32 731 966 SA 600 000. 6S 868 857 101 

Table 2.1., Montreal's Industry, 1871 -1891 

Source 1 Census of ,:anadaI1870-1821 , Vol. J,Tables 28-53,290-445 

Census of Canada!1880-1881 , Vol. J,Tab~es 29-54.324-496 

Census of Cana~~11890-1891. Vol. J,Tables 1-379 

, 
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number of 
1 

establishments grewlmore rapidly in the following 

decade .. This suggests that the 18705 was a peri10d in which 

the expans{on of large-scale, capital-intensive industry took 

place, while the 18805 was a decade characterized by the 

proliferation of small-scale industry. This helps explairr why 

the average number of employees in each firm increased from 

19.2 ln 1871 to 24.7 in 1881, but declined over the following 

ten years to 22.3. 

While the ce~us captures the broad trends in Montreal's 

industry it does not adequately specify the cyc 1 ical 

properties described in Chapter One. Montreal's economy in 

the second half of the nineteenth century functionèd within a 

'long wave' in which the period of expansion ran from 1851 to 

1873, and the period of contraction ran from 1873 to 1896 

(Hamelin and Roby, 1971, 76). Within each of these broad 

movements there were cycles of .. growth and depression 

(Chambers, 1964; Hamelin and Roby, 1971, 76-98). For,example, 

the first part of the 1850s was a period of expansion 

characterized by the growth of Canada's railway network, a 

financial and banking ----system, new i ndust r ial se.ctors, and 

agricultural surpluses. From 1857 to 1862 there was a 

contraction in the Canadian economy ~nd a severe financia1 

panic (Hamelin and Roby, 1971, 77-84). The ebb and flow of 

economic activity had enormous effects upon various aspects of 
1). 

1 J 
Montreal' s deve1opment. For instance, the depression years 

' .. 
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after 1872 adversely affected the growth of unions, urban 

construction, and 1ed to increasing' unemp10yment (Lipton, 

1978, 38-39; Bernier, 1973, 43). In the lean years in the 

midd1e of the 1890s the Montreal Immigration Agent wrote ihat 

the: 

general depression which 
city during the present 
doubtless responsible for 
market and the decline in 
workingmen. (Report of 
the Interior, 1895) 

prevailed in this 
year [1894] was 
the dull labour 

the wages of the 
the Minister of 

Each surge of activity in the economic cycle saw the growth of 

di fferent industrial sectors. The leather industry, for 

example, grew rapidly in the first wave of manufacturing 

investment in the l8~Os, continued to grow untll the 18805, 

and then stabilized. In the wave of manufacturing investment 

in the 18805 a number of sectors such as metal-working and 

tobacco expanded, while new ones such as textiles emerged 

(Linteau et al., 1983, 129). 

If the overal1 growth of Montreal's industry was dramatic 

and uneven, the same could be said for its individual sectors. 

Throughout the period, as Table 2.2 indicates, four sectors 

dominated: clothing; food; metal-working, and leather. The 

leather industry, composed of 'boots and s'hoes and tanneri.es, 
, 

accounted for over 25% of Montrea1's industrial employees J;l 
cl 

1871, but dramatical1y dec1ined over the fol1owing twenty 
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1871 --.....-
EMrLOYEES 

EMPLOYEES PER 
- SECTORS FIRMS NO. % FIRM SECTORS 

Leathp.r 127 '140Q 25.'1 42.6 Clothi'1g 
Clothing 247 1793 17.9 15. 4 Fooel 
Metallurgy 101 2449 Il.6 24.2 Metallurgy 
Food 96 2291 10.8 23.9 Leather 
Construction 15J 1740 8.2 11 .Ij Transportation 
Wood 99 1333 6.3 13.5 Construr:tion 

~ 1--rinting 47 1095 5.2 23.3 'Nooci 
Transportation 59 491 2.3 8.3 }-'rinting 
Luxury 40 252 1.2 6 • ~j raper 
Chemicals

f 

27 216 1.0 8.0 Chemical 
Shipbullding 14 210 1.0 t 5.0 Textiles 
Textiles 6 169 ,~ 0.8 28.2 Energy 
Energy 1 72 0.3 72.0 Luxury 
Paper Shipbuilding 
iVlisr:ellaneous 80 1668 7.9 20.8 Mis('01laneous 

TOTAL 1097 211 87 100.0 19.3 TOTAL 

./ 

Table 2.2: ~ontreal's Industrial Sectorsl1871 and 1821 

Source: See Table 2.1. 

o 

!2Q!. 

E1V1PLüYE,ES 

FIRMS NO. % 

'52/ 6957 19.5 
181 604) 16.9 
135 4180 11 .7 
139 3956 11 .1 

75 3322 9.) 
186 3097 e: 8.7 
109 1691 4.7 

04 1524 4.3 
9 '581 1.6 

27 575 1 .6 
9 '568 1.6 
6 49 Q 1 .4 

47 J11 0.0 
11 235 0.7 
84 2202 6.0 

1604 35741 100.0 

EMPLOYEES 

PER 

FIRM 

13.3 
)1.4 
31.0 
28.') 
44.3 
16.7 
15.5 
23.8 
64.6 
21 .3 
63.1 
113.2 
6.6 

21.4 
26.2 

22.3 

Ù' 
Vl 
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years to 11%. The boot and shoe industry maintained its lead 

in ferms of employees, but the number of sh6emakers dropped 

from 5,400 in 1881 to 3,700 in 1891. The clothing industry, 

which included tailoring, dressmaking and those employed in 

the fur and hat trades, accounted for nearly 20% of 

Montreal's industrial workforce in 1891. The food sector, due 

in part to the continued growth of old Industries such' as 

sugar and tobacco, and in part to the,emergence of new ones 

1ike confectionery, grew rapidly between 1871 and 1891. 

Contrary to the growth of the food and clothing trades, the 

metal1urgy sector remained stable,over the period at 'about 12% 

of the industrial labour force. While the clothing, food, 

metallurgy and leather trades comprised a large proportion of 

the workforce, their share declined from 65.8% ln 1871 to 
:~ 

59.1% in 1891. Over the twenty years Montreal's industry 

diversiEied. 

A sector which increased dramatically was transportation. 

'The Gra~d Trunk Railway shops i~ Point-Saint-Charles grev, 
", 

~'while the eshab1ishment of the Canadlan PaciEic Railway shops 

in the east end ln the 18805 boosted the number of Montrealers 

worklng in the transportation sector from 491 ln 1871 to over 

3300 in'1891. Other sectors just entering on a phase of 

growth by 1891 were paper, chemicals, textiles and energy. 

Traditional Montreal sectors such as wood, prlnting, shipping 

and luxury (ie. sllversmithing, jewellery work, etc.) aIl had 
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drops in their shares of the tot~ workforce. The 

construction sector grew very slo~ly. None'theless, the 

construction, printing and wood sectors accounted for an 

important share of the total labour force. 

The size of Montreal's establishments grew over the 

twenty-year perlod from an average of 19.3 emp1oye€5 in 1871 

to 22.3 employees in 1891. The sectors wlth the larg~st 

establishments in 1871 were energy (72.0) a~d leather (42.6). 

Metallurgy's average increases from 24 to 44 if blacksmlthing 

is taken out. At the otherdend of the scale, the luxury, 

chemical and transportation sectors were extremely small in 

size ranglng from 6.3 to 8.3 employees per fi.rm. While the 

size of Montreal's establishments rose slowly between 1871 and 

1891 a number of sectors grew rapidly~ The paper, textile,and 

energy sectors aIl had a mean establishment size of more than 

60' workers. Transportation shot up from 8.3 workers per 

establishment in 1871 to more than 44 workers in 1891 on 

account of the tremendous expansion of the railway industry. 
\ . 

This tremendo~s growth occurred despite the smal1 size of the 

carriage-maklng firms (12.7) and saddle and harness works 

(3.8). Metallurgy remained a large-scale industry, especially 

if blacksmlthing i5 1eft out of the calculations. The luxury 

sector was the only one in 189i which employed less than ten 

workers in each e~tablishment. 

The increasing average s·i ze of industrial ~apital 



investrnent rnasks sorne significant. differences 
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bet\\'een 

industries. A cornparison between 1871 and 1891 i6 difficult 

because while the ~891 cedSus supplied the ~mount of capital 

invested ln each individual industry in Montreal, the 1871 

census furnished only the amount of capItal invested for each 

i ndust ry "by proVInce. On the assumption that capital 

investment in Montreal was representative of Quebec as a 

whole, l extrapolate from the provincial figures. 2 While this 

method provides a rough guide to the amount of capital 

invested in each industry in Montreal in 1871 it is not 

possible to compare the two dates for each industry. Thè"1871 

figures are probable underestimates because lndustry in 

Montreal was far more capltalized than industry in the rest 

of Quebec. This method is at least a reasonable way to rank 

industrial sectors ln terms of the size of capital. 

As Table- 2.3 indicates, there were sorne draxnatic 

differences in capital investmènts in industry in Montreal in 

both 1871 and 1891. In 1871 the mean amount of capital 

invested ranged from $341 per establishment in 

$586,000 ln the .Montreal Gas Works, and An 1901 

plastering to 

f rom $896 ln 

dressmaking to $1,612,500 in sugar refining. In both years 

the hl g,hly capitalized industries were large-scale 
1 

establishments with a large raw material component and a . \ 

highly specialized division ,of labour. For example, 

rubber factory ln 1871 employed 370 workers and processed 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

the 
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INDUSTRY ~ B 
ri 

MOST Gas f)86 080 72.0 
CAPITAL Rubber )41 42)' 370.0 

Sugar 191 269 16-<).0 
Straw 102 500 1117.0 
Disti+lery 80 000 45.0 
Engines 61 297 11).0 
Lead Pipes 58 867 28.0 
Faper Collars 50 000 67.0 
Cotton Factory 50 000 12J.O 
Flour Mills 47 811 20.8 

City 10 119 19.3 

LEAST Carriages 2 095 8.5 
CAPITAL Baking Powder 1 4Jo J.O 

() 

Baskets 1 368 11.7 
Painters 1 345 5.2 
Harness and Saddles 1 J21 4.9 
Carpent~rs and Joiners 1 J10 10.2 
Cooperages 1 216 6 0 7 
Dressmaking 1'129 6 0 8 
Blacksmithing 641 J.] 
Plastering . J41 4.8 

A = capital p'er establishment 
B = employees per establishment 
C = capital in machinery and tools 

per establishment 

Table 2.J.; The Most and Least Capitalized 
Industries in Montreal, 1871 
and 1891 
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INBUSTRY A B -, - , 

~'lüS'T Sugar 1 612 500 537.5 500 000 
CAPITAL Gas 1 100 000· 140.0 320 COD 

'il II 
Agricultural 

Implements 665 000 20.0 3 000 
• Rôlling Stock 587 500 1260.5 117 500 

" Flour Mills 582 800 57.8 78 80G 
Rolling ;üils '471 020 343.0 165 172 

0' Rubber 327 340 178.4 56 ;: 85 
Silk Mills 220 000 12,4.5 55 ,000 
Oil Cloth j~ 000 98.0 5 C(,O 

~reweries 312 40.? 27 ba8 

City 28 086 22.3 

LEAST lv:attrasses 9 250 2.5 100 
CAPITAL Bakeries 8 6ot::: 

/ ~ 
7.4 1 130 " 

'-. Cooperages 8 455, 9.6 ' )60 
;,Iusical Insil1ruments 8 03;3 7.0 783 
Tinanrj Sheet Iro~ ,6 639 10:0 1 28é 
Harness a~à Saddles 3 092 J .-8 2 052 
Tinsmit::'ing 3 050 5.8 , ]2 Q 

Blacksmith.ing 2 015 - , 2. '( 468 
Brush and Brooms 1 570 5.2 ~06 
Dressmaking 896 4.6 104 

Table 2.).: 

Source: Census of Canada~ 1870-71 Vol.) 
Census of Canada, 1890-91 Vol.) 

\ 
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$300,000 of raw materials. The Industr1es wltn a low capItal 

'input, on the other hand, were small ln scale wIth a small raw 

materlal component. Many o~ them were old artIsanal trades 

cooperlng, blacksmIthlng and or 

construction trades WhlCh nad traàltlon~lly Deer ~~ sma: ::. 

capItal and sca:e. , For example, ln :6~1 Mcr.trea::"· s J ten 

cooperages together emp::'oyed only 96 workers, w:th capltal of 

$8,455 and raw materlais 0: $6,248. As woulà be expected, 

those IndustrIes wlth large capItal lnputs and a large labour 

force had large amounts of their capital investeà ln machlnery 

and tools. The sugar refiner~es, the rolling IT.llls 'and the 

gas works were hIghly mechanlzed, while Industries such as 

dressmakIng, plastering and cooperlng were laDour-l~tensive 

and primarily dependent upon hand labour and tradltional 

skills. 
o 

Montreal's economy expanded greatly ln the second half of 
, 

the nineteenth century. It was characterized by a diversity 

of economic 

Within and 
r \\ 

activity, scale[ capital inputs and , 
bet~j",ndividual sectors, and ln 

,~ 

work places. 

sorne cases 

within t r a de s , the r e wa s a po l a fi t Y 0 f the fa c t 0 r s 0 f 

product ion: large-scale, capital-intensive in 

contrast to smal1-sca1e labour-intensive The 

diversit~ of- Mo\'trea1-' 5 economy 

industry 

industry. 

generated differentiated 

and industr\es. We sha11 10cational patterns among sectors 

a1so see, in Chapter Three, that this diversity and the 

1 
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formation of Indusrr:al d:strlcts were responsible for the 

organlzatlon of reslde~tlal patterns ln Montreal ln the second 

hal: of :ne n:ne:een:h century. 

'c ~ndustr:al ~lstrlcts l~ Montreal, 1871-1900 

The :orma::or c: :nè~s:rla: à:s:r:cts ln Montreal was a 

process gc:ng naCK te tne early nlneteenth century. The 

orlglnal :rèustr:a: c::'uster of the 1830s a10ng the Lachine 

Cana: expanded anè :ntenslf:ed tnroughout the rest of the 

cent1,;ry, wr.l::'e tne central core reached :ts greates: Intenslty 

by the 1880s. Thereafter ~t5 Industr:al establIshments gave , 

way to reta:llng, admInIstratIve and flnanclal f unc t l on s. 

Industrla1 flrms moved rr,om.01d Montreal to adJacent areas'. 

At the same tIme, growth of Industry ln Hochelaga, Minsonneuve 

and SaInte-Marle to the east, and Ir. Saint-HenrI and 

" Salnte-Cunegonde to the west provlded the nuclel for tne 

formation of new Industria1 distrIcts. 

Back ln 1871, however, Industry was for the m~st part 

clustered ln the city's central core and the adjacent areas in 

Sainte-Anne. As Table 2.4. shows, Old Montreal (Centre) had 
~ 

363 (33.1%) of Montreal's establishments and 9,428 (44.5%) of 

Montreal's industrial workforc~ in 1871. Three industrial 

sectors account for more than 79% of all industrial workers in 

Old Montreal (See Table 2.5). The leather sector, which for 

the most part was composed of shoemaking firms, made up 12.7% 

of aIl establishme~s and employed 39.4% of aIl workers in Old 
-_./ 
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':ENSUS FIR"JlS EMFLOYEES EMFLOYEES 

DISTRI':T NO. % NO.' % PER 

West 447 40.7 74 • qJ J5.4 16.8 

Centre J6J J) .1 9. 428 44.5 26.0 

East 287 26.2 4.266 20.1 14.9 

TCl'AL 1,097 100.0 21.187 100.0 19.) 

.'lest includes: Sainte-Anne ward 
Saint-Antoine ward 
~ aint -Lauren t ward 

Centre includes: East ward 
:entre ward 
Nest ward 

East includes: Saint-:"ouis ward -, Saint-Jacques ward 
Sainte -~/jarie ward 

Table 2.4.: ~ontreal's Industry by :ensus 

District,1871 

Source: :ensus of Canada,1870-1871, Vol.J. 

Tables 28-5),290-445 
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WEST CENTRE ~AST 

SECTORS NO. ~ SECTORS NO. % SECTORS NO. 
Metallurgy 20}2 27.1 Lea ther 'J717 19.4 Food 144;> 

Clothing 94:- 12.6 Clothing 2660 :-'R.2 Leathf'r 1046 

Construction 914 12.2 Printing 9qo 10.6 Construction 6S9 

Wood 912 12.2 Metallurgy 142 1.6 Clothing 191 

Leather 64c. 8.6 Wood 3:'0 1.4 .'Jood 101 

Food 6}2 8.S Food 217 ;' • 1 Tnms por ta t i on 76 

Transportation 364 4.9 Luxury 185 2.0 f.1e ta Il urgy 7S 
Shipbuilding 193 2.6 Construction 1.67 1.R Chemicals 61 
Textiles 162 2.2 Chemicnls 82 0.° Sh i pbu 11 rilng 11 

Printing 96 1.) Transportation ')1 O.') Luxury 4 
Energy 

~ 
72 1.0 Shipbuilding 6 0.1 Textlles 4 

Chemicals 71 0.9 Textiles J 0.1 Irintinp 
Luxury 6J 0.8 Energy Energy 

Miscellaneous 395 5.1 Miscellaneous n79 7.1 Miscellaneous 594 

TOTAL 7493 100.0 TOTAL 9428 100.0 TOTAL 4266 

, 
Table 2.i.:..:. Number of EmElo;:{ees in Industrial Sectors b~ \;ensus Districts in 

Montreal. 1871 

Source: See Table 2.4. 
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Moptreal. More than one ln four workers were employed in the 

clothini trades whlle one ln ten worked ln printlng and 

ancillary firms. Old Montreal's share of the Clty'S total 

labour force was 44.5% but it had a disproportionate share of 

the employees in a number of Industrial sectors. In 

particular, clothing, prlntlng, leather and lUKury employees 

were concentrated in the central core. For example, ln the 

printing trades all the workers ln engraving flrms, 676 of the • 
766 workers ln the prlntlng shops, and 137 of the 143 

bookbindery employees were employed ln. flrms operating ln Old 

Montreal. Last~y, although Old Montreal had the hlghest 

employee/establlshment ratio in the city, the figures are 

misleading because of the large size and dominance of the 

leather industry. The figure of 25.8 employee,s per 

establishment drops to only 18.0 when the leather workers are 

ta ken out. The shoe factories ln Old Montreal employed on 

average nearly 81 workers each, which was extremely large for 

the time and produces a bias to Old Montreal's overall 

employee/establishment b gure. A/large number of firms like 

jewellery (5.9), chemicals (10.5) and (6.,), dressmaking 

cabi net and furniture (11.5), employed small numbers of 

workers. Old Montreal was, as Bellavance and Gronoff state, 

dominated by industries w~th long traditions in Montreal and 

was an area where the artisan shop existed alongside 

mechanization and modernization (1980, 376-80). 

<-
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While Dld Montreal was the important district for light 

industry such as clothlng, printlng and shoemaklng, the 
<, 

adjacent area of Sainte-Anne was the centre of Montreal's 

heavy industry ln 1871. The establIshment of the Grand Trunk 

~ 'Railway shops ln the 18505 and the utllizatlon oI the Lachine 

Canal provided the nucleus for the development of a heavily 

mechanized and capltalized industrial district. ln 1871 

Sainte~Anne was part of census district West, along with 
~ 

Sa;nt-Antofhe ind SaInt-Laurent. The great maJority of the 

West's Industrlal firrns and employees were in fact located in 

Sainte-Anne. Saint-Antoine was, with the ~xception of the 

southern part, mainly residential. SaInt-Laurent, as Lamonde 
, 

puts H t: 

C'est le quartier des atelie~s 
de confection 'vestimentaires, 
commerces de détail et l'axe 
excellence du divertissement 
(1982, 4a) 

de coupe et 
des petits 
urba i n par 
commercial. 

In 1871 the metal, clothing, construction and wood sectors 

were the four largest employers in the West. More than one in 

four were employed in the metal trades while about one in 

eight were ernployed in the clothing, construction and wood 

sector s. This area also had large concentrations of the 

city's ernployees in the textile, shipbuilding, metal, 

transportation and wood sectors. For example, 2,032 of the 

2,449 metal workers in the city were employed in the West. 

--
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Most of them worked in the foundries, nail and tack factories, 

the brass works and the Grand ,Trunk Rail~ay shops in 

Griffintown, Point-Saint-Charles, and a10ng the Lachine Canal. 

Montreal's one textile factory and its one shipyard were aIse 

located in Sainte-Anne, as were 13 of the city's 22 

cooperages. The employee/establishment ratio of 16.8 obscures 

sorne major differences between \ and wlthin sectors.. For 

instance, textiles had the highest ratio of 40.5 with metal at 

34.4, wood at 15.7, tr-ansporta.tion at 10.4 and luxury, at 6.3,. 

Withln the sectors there were also differences of sca1e; in 

metal-working, nail and trade factories averaged 76 employees 

while blacks!!!Jthing averaged only 4.1; in the wood trades, 

sash, door and blind factories employed 31.7 workers each 

while cooper-ages only averaged 9.1. 

A third, and the 1east important, industrial district in 

Montreal in 1871 waS located ln the eastern part of the city. 

Th i 5 region composed of Saint-Louis, Saint-Jacques and 

Sai nt e - Ma rie wards accounted for a quarte r of the 
1 

establishments and a fifth of the> industrial labour force in 

the city. Most of this industrial activity was concentrated-

in Sainte-Marie as Saint-Louis and Saint-Jacques were 

characterized by residential uses and artisan workshops (Hanna 

and Remiggi; 1980, 13-14; Lamonde, 1982, 49). Sainte-Marie 

was dominated by three industrial sectors, food, leather and 

construction. The food trades, employing primarily tobacco, 
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sugar and bakery workers, accounted for more than one in every 

three of the East's w~rkeri. The 
1 

leather industry made- up 

almost 25% of the eastern district's workforce; most of the 

workers were employed in the shoe industry but a substantial 

number worked in tanneries. An important share of the workers 

ln the East were employed ·in the' constructlon trades, 

especially in brick works, and stone and marble quarries. One 

in every five of the city's industrial workers was employed in 

'the eastern seçtion~ but this distri~t had a significant share 

of the workers in the ~food and construction sectors. For 

example, 967 of the city's 1,110 tobaéco employe~s, 77 of the 

147 brewery workers, and all of the city's brick and tile 

makez::s .. The average size of the establishments at 14.9 . . 
employees per establi·shment, ·was the smallest in the -city. 

This suggests that small-scale manufacturing, perhaps even 

artisanal work, characterized the East~ This .was undoubtedlYI 

true in such industries as saddle-making which averaged 4.4 ~ 

employees per establishment, bakeries (4.8), blacksmithing 

(2.5), and tin and sheet iron working (4.71. Nonetheless, , 

there ex i sted la rge i ndust rjies such a s the rubber factory 

~ which employed 370 workers, tobacco making which averaged 193 

workers, sugar with 119 workers and brick making with 51 

workers. 

B. Bradbury's doctoral thesis (1984) provides a 

cas~-study of Sainte-Anne and Saint-Jacqves wards. These two 

-' 
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wards represent the two ends of the speçtrum wlth respect to 

the economic activjty in 1871. Sainte-Anne was characterlzed , 

by a metal-based, capital-Intensive economy, whlle 
. -\ 

Saint-Jacques was damlnated by small-scale, la~6r-lntenslve 
r:~~"'~ 

flrms. J Both wards were worklng-class distrIcts but thelr 

populations worked ln contrasting wark enVlronments. In 

Sainte-Anne people were llkely to be employed ln the metal and 

wood sectors ln factorie5 in thelr awn ward. The 

Saint-Jacques populatIon was employed ln large tobacco, food 

and shoe factorles, as weIl as in many 5mall wor~shops. 

Workers t~velled to other parts of the ci~y ta find work as 

the. Saint-Jacques industrial base was relatively small. 

In'~871 three distinctive distrIcts contained thé nuclei 

of Montreal's industrial structure. Each district provided 

employment for a large number of workers, and each was 

characterized by concentrations. of different industrial 

a c 't i vit i es. The diversity of the industrial structure waS 

translated into spatial patterns. In 1871, industry was 

located in a thin band stretched along the Saint Laurent river 

with its major poles centered in Sainte-Anne, 01d Montreal and 

Sainte-Marie. The defining elements' of this locational 

pattern were the railway lines, the Lachine Cpnal, the 

waterfront, and the attractions of the central position of Old 

Montreal. 
\ 

By 1901 this structure had changed very little. The 

----------------------
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dlstricts ln Sainte-Anne and lower Saint-Antoine adjacent to 

the central core and along the Lachlne Canal were still the 

primary industrlal areas in the city. 'In the west- end and 

east end, s~all industrlal areas were being developed. Old 

Montreal, ~owever, had lost a great deal of, lts manufacturing 

importance. \. 

In 1~01 Salnt€-Anne,· as Table 2.6. ind~cates, was by far 

the largest lndustrial distrlct in the city wlth 282 

establishments and its worklng population of 19,589. The area 

along the Canal and adJacent to the central core was th~ major 

industrial pole of the period. The greatest single magnet was 

, the Grand Trunk Railway shops in Pointe Saint-Charles which 

employed around 2,000 people. Other large manufacturing firms 

were located in thlS, area. These include Ives and Co~ 

• Foundry, Ogilvle Flour Mil~s, Canada Sugar Refinery, J.M. 

Fortier and Davis and Co. tdbacco factories, Montreal Biscuit 

c.ompany, and the nail works of peck, Benny' and Co., and 

Pillow, Hersey and Co~ (de Bonville, 1975, 30-31). To the 
, 

west of the Sainte-Anne concentration, along the canal and ~he 

railway line, was a small but growing industrial district in 

Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde. This district, which was an 

extension of the larger one in Sainte-Anne, was composed of 

industries dealing with foundry pr~ducts, axe and tools, brass 

cast i ngs and i ron and' steel produc t s as well as a large 

textile factory. Although, the number of industrial 
\ 

\ 
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E~fJl LOYEES CAl ITAL 
1 FIRMS . EMI-LOYEES CAl ITAL· j ER FIRi\: 1ER FI Rf Vi 

Sainte-Anne 282 19 Silo 28 043 257 69.S 1 (JC) qJl~ 

Sainte-Marie 86 6 715 9 J14 140 78.1 108 Jo4 . 
Saint-Antoine 130 ~ ~l7 5 7C,CJ r-Sf 114. ? 44 2Q7 

Saint-Jacques 176 4 L~2 7. J 732 611 ;' r l • '2 21 208 

Saint-Laurent" 195 4· 20" 4 610 152 , ? () "23 642 

Saint-Henri 24 3 66"h" 4 303 J62 15?~ 179 307 

Maisonneuve 12 2 72 f-l 4 147 5JJ '227.4 }l~ S 6"28 

Sainte-Cunegonde 10 1 917 2.967 009 1<11.7 297 001 

Saint-GabrJel 9 417 1 828 043 46. 3 20J 116 -

Other a 67 2 825 J 766 901 42.2 ').6 222 

TOTAL 991 52 J2,9 613 900 564 52.8 U) 526 

a. includes remainder of :/lontreéll, Hochelaga dt1(j ,v;aisonneuve ct'tlSUS distrlcts 
<> 

Table'2.6.1 Inrlustr~ in Montreal and Surrounding Districts! 1901 

Source: Census of Canada, 1 9 Q1- Vol • .3 r a lJ les 1 J , 2 () - ? 1 , 15 6 - ,! 4 7 . J 2 6 - J 4 1 

p 
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establishments in Saint-Henri and Saint~-Cunégonde only 

total1ed 34, they employed a large number of workers: 

Sainte-Cunégonde's ten factories employed 1,917 workers, while 

Saint-Henri's twenty-four employed 3,664 for ~n average of 192 

and 153 employees per establisnrnent respect{vely. 

The census dlstrlcts of Saint-Antoine, Saint-Jacques and 

Saint-Laurent 5 each had a large nurnber of e5tablis~rnents with 

~ substantial workforce but the average firm size was 

relatively sma11. Most of the i ndust rial activity in 

Sainte-Antoine took place in the southern part which was 

connected w i th Sa i nte-Anne. The cent ra 11y loca ted' wards of 

Sa i nt-Laurent, Saint-Louis and Saint-Jacques were 
\ 

characterized by light industry such as clothing, boots and 
\ 

shoes, and food processing. The first two wards had large 
" 

concentra t i ons of c lothing, jewellery, bread, aerated wat~r 

and meat curing firms. Saint-Jacques specialized in boots and 
\ , 

,shoes, and frui t 
\ 

and vegetable canning. ~ These four wards 

were, for the most part, residential areas with the exception 
b 

of Saint-Antoine south, the southern section of Saint-Laurent 

pnd sorne small areas in Saint-Jacques. 

In the eastern section of the city there was another 

heavy industrial district ln Sainte-Marie, Hochelaga and 

Maisonneuve. Around the Canadian Pacific Railway shops ln 
, 

Hochelaga there developed metal-working industriesi car repair 

shops, boiler and engine shops, an iron bridge work,s, . 'an 

t 
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agricultural implements factory, a factory making iron and 

steel products, and. a r:ailway supplies firm. ""It was on 

account of these that the firm size of Sainte-Marie (78 

employe-es) and Maisonneuve (227) were high. This eastern 
f \ 

district also had a variety of other industries such as boots 

and shoes, food proces si ng and car r iages. 

For reasons mentioned above, Lovell's Business and 
'fle 

Professional Directory .2i ~"~ Province of Quebec, 1902-03 was 

utilized to ga~n a \more precise pieture of the location of 

fndustry in Montreal at the turn o~ the century. Ten 

industries were chosen to represent the diversity of 

Montreal' s industry, at the time; old and new trades,,~roduc~r, 

and' consumer industries, large J'lnd small ,f i rms, and, 

mechanized and non-mechanizeg firms. Figure 2.1. shows the 
u. 

majQ~ concentrations of these t~n industries in 1902. With a , , 

lew exceptions, industry was, located in a band sotretching from 

tb~ east to the weBt alon9 the waterfront, with" definite 

centres in the we9tern, centre and eastern parts of th~·city. 

Indust~y was still, to a large extent, clustered around the 

central core of 01d Montreal. Jewellery, printing and tobacco 
. il, 

were stIll highly centralized although a small concentration 

of jewellery establishments were located on the retailing , 
street of Sainte-Catherine, and a cluster of tobacco firms is 

noticeable in Saint-qacgues and Sainte-Marie. h.l Anot er 

centralized industry was clothing which clustered in the 
" , 

\, 

o ' 
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Jewellry \ 

Blacksmi thing 

Metal-Working 

) 

Brickmaking 

Figure 2.1: The Location of Ten Industries in Montreal,1902 
Source 1 Lovelles Business and ProfessionJl Directory of 

the Province of Quebec, 1902-190J 
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districts adjacent to'Old Montreal. Carri~ge maklng terided to .. 
Iocate on ~8jor ~rteries such as Saint-Laurent Boulevard and 

,a10ng the' Grand Trunk Railway lines. Metal-related industry' 

was heavily concentrated around the Lachine Canal and 
\ 

Griffintown. Tvo smaller clusters had sprung up in the west ~ 

wedged between the Canal and I the railway lines, and in the 

e.ast around the Canadian Pacifie Railway shops. Old artisanal 

trades like c~opering and blacksmithing retained their earlier 

pat tern~: cooperages were t ightly cl ustered in Sa inte-Anne-

close to the water~ront and blacksmith':'s shops were dispersed 

throughout the city. Finally, 0 not a11 industries w~~e 

centrally located or disperseq. Bric k and t qe works, for 

example, were . loeated on the periphery in northern-

Sainte-Mârie '50 as to be .close to the source of the raw 

materials trom the qoarries located in the vicinity. 

\ 'An examihation' was also made of the location of the ten 

industries, which were the most. heavily capi talized .in 1891. 
o 

l t would be expec'ted that these industr i e 7 would be located at 

a distance from the city centre and close to the r4ilway 

terminals 50 as to minimize land costs and transportation 

costs. It was possible to locate nine of the ten industries. 

(It was impossible to disentangle the silk mills from other 

textile firms.) Figure 2.2. shows the location of the nine 

indust~ies in 1902. As expected, most occupied a peripheral' 

location or one close to either the Grand Trunk or Canadian 

• f 
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Fi gure 2. 2 • 1 The Loc a ti on 0 f the Ten Mos t Capi tali zed . 
Industries in Montreal at the End of the 

, Century 

Source: See Figure 2.1. 
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Pacific rail lines. For example, the rubber, the agricultural 
Q 

implements, and the rolling mill were localized 
c 

near the 

railways. Sugar refining and flour milling tended to have a 

wat~rfront or Ca~~l location. The only industry which did not 

locate close to the railway lines, the Lachine Canal or the 

waterfront was brewing. Although sorne breweri es were 

~ttracted to transportation tèrminals or the waterfront, a 
> 

number were dispersed throughout the northern sections of the 

city. 

Conclusion 

Throughout the nineteenth cent ury, Montreal was the 

premier industrial city of Canada. From small beginnings in 

the early part of the century, Montreal's industry had by the 

end of the eentury reached large proportions. The small 

commercial city of the 18305 had seventy years later beèome a 

city with a population of more than quarter of a million, with 

a substantial industrial' and financial base. Underlying this 

growth was the emergence of a large proletariat whose members . 

were ineresaing1y beeoming workers in 
1 

large-seale factories • 

Although factories became larger over the period, the 

increasing scale was more pronounced in sorne sectors than 

among others. Workers in the energy, paper, textile, 

transportation, metal-working and food processing sectors in 

1901 were more
l 
likely to work in large-scale firms than 

----,. .'.~ ... - - -... - - .. ~------
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luxury, clothing, wood, construction and chernical employees. 

Their growth was al 50 linked ~o the rhyt~ms of international 

economic cycles. 

The evidence presented here shows that in the second half 

of the~nineteenth century, Montreal had a distinctive economic 

structure which set itoff·from poth the mercantile and the , 

corporate city. The increasing differentiation of economic 

space gave r ise to the emergence of specialized and 

centralized industrial districts. The, rapid growth of 

Montreal coupled with the pedestrian character of the home and 

work relationship ensured that the city's residential patterns 

were strongly influenced by the location of work. Although 

Montreal's industry extended in an east-west belt in the 

southern part of the city al~ng the railway lines and 

waterfront, three distinct industrial district~ were visible. 

These three districts Sainte Anne, Old Montreal and 

Sainte-Marie were characterized by contrasts between them 

of the type of indu5try, 5cale, capital investrnents, and 

employment. It i5 within the context of the economic 

structure of the industrial city that the residential patterns 

Of'Montreal between 1861 and 1901 will be examined. 

-
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Notes 
,'1 ,. 

9, " This section provides only a sketch of the developme.nt of 
Canada and Quebec throughout the nineteenth century. For a 
more detailed analysis see.Ryerson (1973); Linteau et al. 
(1983); Easterbrook and Aitken (1965); Hamelin ~nd Roby 
0971}; Pent}and (l,981). 

2.' The capital investments for,each industry in Montreal in 1871 
were obtained in the follow\ing manner:\ 

3. 

a) the number of employe.es in an industry in Montreal was 
taken as a percentage (A) of the total empleyees in that 
industry in Quebec; " 

b) (A) was then multiplied by the total capital invested in 
that industry in Quebec te estimate (B), the' capital 

'invested in that industry in Montreal; 
c) (8) was divided by the number of establishments in that 

industry in Montreal to obtain (C), the aver~ge capital per 
firme 
An examp1e of ihis is giveri for th~ boot and shoe industry. 

'" Montreal employees 5,175 
Quebec employees 9,865 
Montreal capital $1,839,417 
Montreal establishments 117 

boot 

A = 9 8&5 = .525 x 100 
5 175 

B r= 52.5% x $1 839 417 

Therefore, capital invested in each 
and shoe factories is: 

C - $965 6'94 
117 

= $8 254 

In Sainte-Anne, 13' firms (7%) emp10yed 54% 
emp10yees, and the average size~ was 28 
Saint-Jacques, on1y 3 firms (2%) employed 
workers, and the average size was ten workers 
Chap.l. ) 

= 52.5% 

= $965 694 

of- Montreal's 

of the ward' s 
workers. In 

fi ft y or more 
(Bradbury, 1984, 

4. Sainte-Anne census district in 1901 included West and Centre 
Wards. 

5. 

-

Saint-Jacques census district includes East 
Sa i nt -Laurent inc l udes Saint -L'oui s. 

\ ____ . _____ .... _-...-...... ... r.....-.. U'.:: .... \.-~ ...... ' -r. 
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CHAPTER THREE: CLASS ~ESIDENTIAL PATTERNS, 1861 AND 1901. 
b, 

'The city-above the. hUI' is ,the home of 
·t'he classes,.. W-ithin' 'its well-bu~lt 
residences wi II he found the capta ins of. 
the industry, ' the,"owners of ,rea1 estate, 
and those wh~ labour with.the brain rather 
than • the hand... 'The city be'lo~ the 
hill', on the'other hand,"is the dwelling 
plac~, of the Jllsss-es. Here i t . i 5 the. r ich 

,m,n that o'ne 'finds it difficult to 
,dlscover. ('Ames, 1972, 6) 

, ' , . 
The pûrpose of thi 5 ~~apter ~s to exami ne the 'char,ac'ter 

of Montreal res ident laI pat te.,rns in 1861 and 1901. It 
l,' 

explores residential differentiatlon ~nd \~lass ~e9regation in 

the context of industrial development. 1 In Ch~pter T~o it was 
i "" 

shown that Montreal as early as the 1850~ '~ad a signific~nt 
! • 

industrial base. 8y the' 1870s industry had developed rapidlYi 

i t cont inued to do 50 'for the rest of the century. 'The g'rowth . 

of industry in Montreal greatly influenced the ~evelopment of 

the city's residential patterns. The formation of industrial 

districts established the framework in which 'c1ass segregation 

wouid take place. It will be argued that as early as 1861 

Montreal,had class-based residential pattergs which persisted 

in their basic form throughout the second half of the 

nineteenth century. 

, 
An Occupational Sample for ~lass Anplysis. 

For the most part this analysis of residential patter~s 

is based upo~ occupational data obtained from ~he city water 

" 
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tax r'olls. , Li ke other wd ter~ -who have 

nineteenth-century, city l have uti1iz~d occupational ~itles 

because they show, as Grit~in and GFiffin 
" , 

, , 

state, the ~status 
-\ 

of aIl members of a male labou~,force relaEiv~' to each \~ther 

more satisfactorily than any other single type evidence" 
" 
ThernstroJl1~~' in his study of Newburyport, 

!):-- \ 

Ma ssachuset ts, co~sid~~ed occupation "oQly one variable in a 

comprenhensive t~eory of class, but it is the variable which 

includes more, which sets morê limits, on the other variables 

than any othe~ criteria of ,status" (1964,81). Occupation is 

one of the few variables ~hich is readily avai1able and even 

~elatively complete in its coverage of households. 

Desplte' the general consensus on the usefulness of 

occupation as a tool for eKamining soc~a1 structure, a number 

of p~oblerns are apparent. They are both theoretical and 

practical. One is the relationship between class and 
• 

occupation. An occupation is a phenemenon which operates in 

the market place and exists independently of class, which is a 

theoretical construct. Occupations can often be 0 aggregated 

into class categories, but class is not reducible to 

occupation. There has been a tendency in ernpirical literature 

to use the terrns occupa t iona1, status and c1ass 

interchangeably, without an adequate conceptualization of the 

r~lationship between the two. Many writers are not concerned 

with a class ana1ysis, and even those 1ike Thernstrom who 

.. 
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wr~te about a "comprehensive theQry of ~lass" neglect to 

define the relationship be~ween occupat.ion and class. 

Analysts of class structure, whether they are looking at ~ 

social or geographical mobility, residential patterns, should 

be sensitive to the way in which cla55 is inferred from 

0ccupation. What is appropriate at one moment in history mal' 

not he appropriate or operational a 'generation later. 

A practical problem with occupationa1 data i5 that the 

major sources for the nineteenth century'can be difficult to 
1 

use in the context of class structure. Although census 

manuscripts, tax roI ~s, and city directories' furnish 

occupational titles (usually self-designated), they do not 

provide informati~n about each individual's r~lationship to 

the means of production. For example, we do not know whether 

a person labelled as a 5hoemaker 1S an assembly-line operator, 

an artisan in a workshop, a ~etail storeowner or a shoe 

manufacturer. This is particularly relevant to the middle of 

the nineteenth century when it i5 crucial to distinguish a 
, 

factory worker from an artisan~ The problem of inferring <. 

" class position from occupational data can be high1ighted with 
v' 

a f ew examples. 'In 1861 W.P. Johnston was listed in the tax 

rolls as "shoemaker", b~t his t~tle in the city directory was 

"boots and shoes, wholesale and retail". 'He was a shoe 

merchant or manufacturer. The 1861 tax rolls listed Andrew 

Ferguson as a cooper, John Lovell as a printer and Heryry 

..... ' 
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Samuels as a 

an owner of 

~urrief' while the city directory listed'them as 

a cooperag~, a publisher, and a hat and~- cap 

manufacturer respectively. 

Based on the discussion 9f class in Chapter One 

twenty-five occupations are used to represent siX:-social 

classes. Sorne prior knowledge of a population is needed 50 as 

to create the homogenfous groups required Eor a stratified 

sample. This was obtained through background reading on the 

nineteenth-century social structure in Montreal and other 

cities in North America and Britain. A limited selection of 

occupations~was preferred to the assi~nment of aIl occupations 

to categories becausè it is difficult to attribute a class 

position to many 'occupations without o'ther data pertaining .to 

an occupation's position to the relations of production. 2 An 

occupa t ion was chosen on the grounds that i t.J adequa tel.); l'iie-t--~", 
~~ ~ ~l;1 

'" the six social~' the requirements for assingment to one of 

classes. The requirements were: for the bourgeoisie, control 

over capi tal i for the petite bourg~i5ie, work in an 
\ 

autonomous workplace~ for the working~class, the selling of 

its labour power in the market with differentiation by the 
" 

degree of bargaining power in terms of skills. 

The six social classes, and the twenty-five occupations 

that represent them, are shown in Table 3.1. The term 'social 

class' is used here to describe either a class, as in the 

bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie, or a segment of the 

-
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SOCIAL CLASS 

i Bourgeoisie 

i i Pe.ti te Bourgeoisie 

iii 'Nhi te Collar 
Working Class 

iv~Skilled 
Working Class 

v Semiskilled ,~ 
Working Class' 

.. 

vi Unskilled 
Working Class 

( 
Total Number in 
Six Social Classes 

Total Number in 
AlI Occupations 

OCCUPATION 

Merchants 
Manufacturers 

Lawyers 
Doctors, 

,Agents 
Salesmen 
Bookkeepers 
Clerks 

Jewellers 
Brassfinishers 
Foremen 
Engineers 
Printers 
Plurnbers 
Sp.ddlers 
Coopers 

Bookbinders 
fl;oulders 
Painters 
Carters. 
Nailers 
Cigarmakers 
Shoemakers 
Stonecutters 

Labourers 

1.861 

NO. 

526 
14 

157 
78 

101 
6 

'83 
435 

26 
10 
21 
81 

.~ 
52 

132 

.12 
38 

162 
743 

25 
1 

629 
136 

2007 

1901 
NO. 

934 
293 

31,6 
437 

1605 
'" 672 
. 245 

(.. 

2530 

138 
49 

557 
590 
365 
436 
167 

83 

50 
291 
972 

1696 
34 

260 
1269 

188 

9221 

55?1 2:3398 

12566 52428 

• Tabl! 3.1.1 Montrjal's Social.Classes,1861 and 1901 

Source: compiled from water tax for 1861 and 1901. 
\ 
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working class. The bourgeoisie (i) is composëd of merchants 

and manufacturers. Merchants who represent the commercial 

elite usually dealt in the import and export ofl commodities, 

although they might also be proprietors of a retailing 

establishment. Ma n u f a c t ure r s represent the industrial 

bourgeoisie whose concern was with the production of 

commodi tiès. Together these two occupations were largely 

reS?Onsib1e for t~e investment and circulation of capital in 

nineteehth-century Montreal. The petite bourgeoisie (ii) is 

represented by lawyers and doctors, although if is very 

heterogenous. Both the se occupations were tra~tional 

professions whiçh maintained' their status and independence 

throughout 

_) Sandwiched' 

the second 

between the 

haIt ot the 

bourgeoisie and 

ni neteen th cent ury • . 

the working class, 
l 

lawyers and doctors worked in an autonomous workplace with 

skills and knowledge attained only through years of education. \ 

Social classes iii, iv, v and vi are segments of the 

working class. Because of the ~ifferentiation by incorne, 

skill and job security among its different occupations, it was 
o 

necessary to break the working class into four groups. The 

most important difference is between the white-collar (or 

non-manual) and the blue-collar (or manual) occupations. 

Berni er (1973, 35-42) has poi nted to the varia t ion - b,etween 

white-collar and blue-collar occupations in nineteenth-century 

Montreal in terms of income, job security and social status • 
.. 

\ 

" "-. 
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The white-collar social ~lass 

(iii) is represented by agentsj. bookkeepers, travell ing 

salesmen and clerks. Al though theI;"e may have been much 
, 

variety of· acitivity within an occupation, -especially agents 

and clerks, the group is qualitatively different from the rest 

of thè working class • 

. The mechanism which differentiated individuals within the 

blue-collar working class was skill. The degree of skill 

found within any particular blue-collar occupation played a 

dec isi ve role in the allocation of rewards. Those occupation s 

which entailed a high degree of skill were more 1ikely to 

command higher wages and ~o have greater,job security. The 

blue-collar oçcupations were divided into three social classes 

based o,n their degree of skill: skilled, .semiski11ed and 

un skilled. The maj Qji probl'em wi th allocat i ng occupa t ion to 

ca tegory based on ski 11 i s tha t the degree of sk i 11 any one 

occupation possesses is susceptible to rapid changes taking 

place within the economy. The introduction of machinery into 
{t 

a sector resul ted in the deteriora t ion and desk i 11 i ng of 

occupat ions. For example, Z. Lapierre, a boot and shoe 
, 

manufacturer, told , the Royal Commission on the Relations of 

Labour and Capi tal (referred to henceforth as the Royal 

Commission) in 1888, "skilled workm~n are not required for 
\ 

most- of our work ••• [as i t] i s now done by m\chiner y " (Vol. 3, , 

437). The introduction of machinery also created a demand for 

.' 
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a number of new sk i lIed occupat ions such as en~ineers and 

boilermakers. Evidence, of deskilling was taken into account 

oin the choice of occupat ions to re'present the blue-collat 

working class. 

The skilled' working cIas5 (iv) i5 here represented by 

eight occupations covering a. wide variety of work per~d. 
It 'încluded traditional artisanal trades like coopers and 

saddlers who experienced a deterioration of their ski1ls, 

printers an? jewellers who maintained, to a large degree, many 

of their skills, and engineers, p~umbers and foremen whose 

numbers were increasing throughout the second haH of the 

nineteenth-cent.ury. The semiskilled working-c1ass (v), is 

represented here by carters, painters, na,11ers, cigarmakers 
o 

,and stonecutters, all of which possesed minimal ski11s, and 

moulders, bookbinders and shoemakers whom experienced a-rapid 

deskilling of thei r' trade. The unsk i lled worki~g-class (vi) 
1 , 

is composed of onl'y labourers. Labourers, by de fin i t ion, 

generally lacked s~ills, and were regarded as interchangeable 

,pnits of muscle power. They, were also the most susceptible to 

seasonal and cyclical changes in the economy. They were often 

hired by the day or for the, duration of a task, while skilled 
, 

pnd even semiskilled, workers were more o(ten employed by the 

we'e'k for inde'finite terms • 

The six soçial classes and the twenty-five occupations 

just discussed v 
pr'Ovide ,the f ramework for analys i s of 

\> 
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Montreal' s resident-ia1 patterns in 1861 and 1901. . We can now 

proceed to describe Montreal's occupational structure, its 

class segregation and its c1ass residential composition. 

Montreal's Occupationa1 Structure, 1861 and 1901. 

The'city's occupationa1 structure provides the context in 

which its economy can be understood. In this seçtion, three 
\ 

aspects of Montreal's occupationa1 structure will be assessed: 

the city's most common occupations; the occupationa1 diversity 

\ of severa1 wards; and the occupational characteristics of 

selected wards. 

Beginning with Montrea1's ten most common occupations it 

i5 possible 

dec1ined from 

to d~fcern 

46,4% to 

.. 
that between 1861 

41.3% of the city's 

and 1901 they 

household heads 

(Table 3.2). The~c1ine i's due to the pro1lfe'ration of job 

tit1es resulting from an.increasing division of labour, and 
\ 

the 1881 figure of 42.3% is consistent with this 

interpretatiqn. The top ten were remarkably similar in 1861 

and 1901 even though the industrial and serv rê'è', sectors 

expanded rapidly throughout this periode . Eight are the same; 

blacksmit~s ~nd carpenters had, by 1901, been replaced by 

. agents and machi n i sts. Despite the tremendous éhanges tak rng 

place in the urban economy the occupational structure remained 

stable in tèrms of the composition of the most important 

occupations. This stability suggest~ that major occupations 
\)J 

, . " 
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1861 !.2Q.!. 
OÇCUPATION NO. % RANK ·NO: " RANK 

> 
Labourers 2007 16.0 ' 1 9~21 17.'é l 

Carters 743 5.9 2 1696 .3 .2 3 
ShoemakeTS 629 5.0 3 1269 2.4 6 
Merchants 526 4.2 4 934 1.8 8 
Carpenters 469 J.7 5 512 1.0 14 
Joiners 446 .J. 5 6 1681 - 3.2 4 

Cler'<'s 4J5 3.5 7 2530 4.8 2 
Tailors IB7 1.5 8 825 1.6 10 

Blacksmiths 176 1.4 9 465 0.9 15 
Painters 162 1.) 10 972 1.9 7 
Agents < 101 0.8 16 1605 3.1, .5 

/ \ 
Machinists 35 0.3 )0 910 /1.7 9 

...-__ l_~r;, 

( 

Ten Most /' 
Common '"A 

Occupations 5780 46.0 ~64J 41.3 

All 
Occupations 12566 109·0 52428 100.0 

Table J.2. IMontreal's Te" Most Common Occupations, 
1861 and 1901 

Source. compiled from water tax data for 1861 
and 1901 
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in the mercantile c~ty were still functional in the industrial 

city, and that many of the industries established by 

mid-centùry continued to be important. 

The 

structure 

most prominent feature 
h , 

was the overwelmlng 
~ 

of Montreal's occupational 

domina~ce of unskilled 

labourers.~ Apparently machinety was not replacing sheer 

musclepower. The relative numher of merchants declined, as 

would be expected in an '~economy undergoi ng a trans format ion 

from a commercial to an industrial city. Although merchants 

remained a numeric.ally import-ant occupation their'percentage 

of the city's househol~ heads dropped from 4.2% in 1861 t~ 

only 1.8%.in 1901. The white-collar wor'king':class occupations 

of clerks and agents nearly doubled (~.2% to 7.9%). The 

emergence of machinists among the top ten occupations reflects 

the expansion of the metal trades, while the disappearance of 

blacksmiths (still employed in many industrialized meta1 

establ i shmen t s) reflects the passing of an artisanal 

occupation. The importance of the construction industry is 

represented by the presence of carpenters, joiners and 

paihters, the transportation sector by the carters. Tailors 

and shoemakers were producers of the most important 

manufactured consumption goods and the ·basis for exports from 

Montreal to the countryside. Despite the shift from craft to 

factory production, they remain among the top ten, although 

the percentage of shoemakers drops significantly after 1881. 

,,' 
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It was sU9gested in the f irst-' chapter that the 

occupational cOfuposition of a neighborhood will vary according 

to the character of the ec'onomit acti~ity taking place in or' 

near the neighbourhood. For example, a neighbourhood with a 

large number of 5mall economic establi~hmejPS involved, in a 

multitude of economic functions will have a diverse 

occupational structure. This i5 particularly so in the 

nineteenth century where the 'journey-to-work is restricted to 

walking by the absence of an affordable and extensive 

transportation network. 

To gain sorne understanding of the occupational diversity 

of the wards in Montreal in 1861 and 1901, the ten largest 

occupations in each ward were accounted for and the 

cor~esponding percentages of househo1d heads were calculated, 

as shown in Table 3.3. The differences are considerable, 

ranging from 34% to 59% of the wards' hQusehold heads in 1861, 
" 

--.........-"" ---"0 

ahd from 32% to 57% in 1901. The central wards of P1d 

Montreal, Saint-Laurent and Saint-Louis, - had a diverse 

occupational , structure while the peripheral wards of 

Sainte-Marie, Hochèlaga, Sainte-Anne and Saint-Gabriel had 

large con,centrat ions of the common occupat ions. The apparent 
\ 

diversity of the war~ was also related to the proportion of 

labourers. As Table 3.3 shows, wards of occupationa1 f 

diversity had generally low proportions of labourers whi1e 

wards w,he{e the ten most common occupations accounted for a 
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1861 1901 

TEN TEN 
COMMON LAB- COMMON LAB-

OCCUPATIONS OURERS OCCUPATIONS OURERS 

WARD NO. % % NO. % % 

Sainte-Marie 8)) 59.0 28.) 4664 57.1 )).) 

Hochelaga ._ 1)15 54 .5 )2.8 

Sa~nt-Gabriel 1671 48.3 25.1 
Sainte-Anne 1)62 51.3 26.8 2)55 47.3 26'.5" 

Saint-Jacques 972 SO.1 14.0 3610 44.3 12.4 . 

Saint-Denis 835 43.0 14.6 

Saint-Antoine south 771 49.0 15.6 1771 41.6 18.6 ) 

Saint-Jean-Baptiste 208) )7.2 10.1 
Saint-Antoine east 
and west 289 54.8 2.5 1308 37.0 0.7 

'Old Montreal 259 )4.) ).4 141 )6.4 17.6 
Saint-Louis 79~~1 9.6 1751 35.3 8.2 

Saint-Laurent 805 38 4 8.9 1456 31".9 5.9 
1 

\ 
CITY e 5780 46.{) 16.0 2164) 41.3 17.6 ~ 

"" 

1 

Tabl~ 3.~1 The Number Accounted for b~ the Ten Most Common 
Occu~ations'by Ward in Montreal,1861 and 1901 

Source: compiled) from water tax data for 1861 and 1901. ~ 
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large share o~ their population had high proportion of 

labourers. 

Although Montrea1's occ~pational structure was dorninated , . 
by a small number of occupations, each ward had its own 

distinctive character. Table 3.4 indicates the ten Most 

common occ:upations for three selective wards for 1861 and 

l;901. <Each of the six wards had its own distinctive 

,occupational composition. 

In 1861; Old Montreal wes dominated by bourgeois, petite 

bourgeois and white-collar occupations. Merchants, lawyers, 

cle'rks, doctors and agents account for' over one fifth of the 

household heads. (They accounted for just over 10% of the 

city' s, household heads.) The central core also had 

significant numbers of skilled occupations such as jewellers, 

printers and tai10rs who were employed in central1y located 

industries. With tge exception of Saint-Antoine east, Old 

Montreal was unique in having an exceptlonally low percentage 

of its population employed as labourers. Sainte-Anne, on the 

other hand, had an extremely large proportion of labourers. 

It was also characterized by the metal-working trades of 

blacksll'\ithing, engineering and boilermaking. Coopers 

clustered around cooperages 1ining the waterfront and railway 

terminaIs located \ in or near Sainte-Anne. The dominant 

feature in Saint-Jacques, besides the large numbers of 

labourers, was the importance of the construction trades: 

'.' , ____ .-w ___ , ______ --______________________________________________________ .... ,. 
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1861 

010 MONTREAL SAINTE-ANNE ..... SAINT-JACQUES 
NO. % NO. % NO. % 

Merchants 62 8.2 Labourers 710 26.8 LaboiUrers 272 14.0 
~ 

Lawyers 38 5·0 Carters 142 5.4 Carters 198 10.2 
Shoemakers J6 4.8 Carpenter 116 4.4 Joiners 127 6.5 
Clerks 28 3.7 Shoernakers 85 3.2 Shoemakers 124 6.4 
Labourers 26 J.4 Blacksmiths 6-8 2.6 Clerks 72 J.7 
Doctqrs 20 2.6 Coopers 56 2.1 Stoneçutters 46 2.4 
Tailors 19 2.5 Clerks 55 '2.1 Carpent_ers J8 2.0 

1 Agents 13 1.7 Joiners 50 1.9 Merchan~ JJ 1.7 
Jewellers 9 1.2 Engineers 48 1.8 Mas ons 32 1.7 
Printers 8 1.1 BOilerrnakers 32 1.2 Painters JO 1.5 

Total of Ten 
Occupations 259 34.3 1362 51.3 972 50.1 ...... 
Total pf AlI 
Occupations 755 100.0 2654 100.0 1939 100.0 

Table 3.4.1 Ten Most Common OccuEations in Selected Wards in Montreal, 1861 
and l2Q!. 
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Table ).4.1 Ten Most Common Occupations in Selected Wards in Montreal,1861 

and 1901 (continued) . 

Source: c~mpiled from water tax data for 1861 and 1901. 
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joiners, stonecutters, masons and painters. Saint-Jacques had 

occupations from aIl social classes; merchants and cierks 

living alongside manual workers. 

Sainte-Antoine west in 1901, somewhat resembles Old 

Montreal of 1861, by its concentration of bourgeois, petite 

bourgeois and white-collar o~cupations. Of the eight most 

common occupations, pone were manual workers. It is not, 

however, a replication of Old Montreal in 1861. The "central" 
, 

occupations are absent from Sainte-Antoine west, while ~ the 

skil1ed metal ~rades (engineers and machinists) are present, 

as the ward was close to Sainte-Anne. Sainte-Anne itself has 

not changed much in structure since 1861. Labour~r5 still 

account for more than one in four, and the metal trades 

(machinist, engineer and moulderl are still numeious. In 

Sainte-Marie west, one in every three of the ward's household 
" heads are labourers, and aIl the common occupations are 

working class. There is a diversity in the working class, 

covering white co+lar (agents and clerksl, construction 

( joi ners and pa inters), metal (machi n i sts and blac ksmi ths) and' 

light consumer goods (shoemakers and tàilors). 

Working-class occupations exhibited ~ elaborate 

differentiation when categorized by sector. In Figure 3.1., _r 

concentrations of five sectors are shown for 1861 and 1901 • 
...---

(The white-collar group are referred to here as a sector l 

although in the strict sense it l~ Qot a sector.) 

\ 

! 

The shaded 
\ 
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CLOTHIN~ 

WHITE COLLAR 

\ 

.11' 

Figure J .1. : . Concentra ti ons lof' e mnloyees i n ~i ve 

Selected Industrial Sectors in 
Montreal, 1861 and 1901 

\ 

Source: compiled from water tax data for 1861 and 1901 
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districts indicate where the largest proportion of a sector 

are to be found. Fo~ each sector d~stricts were ranked in 

descending order by proportion. Districts were included that 

account for half of the sector's population in the city. For 

example, "the three shaded metal districts in 1861 accounted 

for 53.9% of aIl met?l workers, while the ten shaded printing 
i, 

districts accounted for 50.7% of aIl printing workers. 
'. 

Each of the five sectors was concentrated in a different 
, 

part of the city. The mefal sector was heavily clustered in 

the western section around Sainte-Anne, with small 

concentrations in the east and the north in 1901. The 

construction sector was more dispersed, with d tendency to 

locate on ~he periphery. The printing and clothing sectors 

were extr~mely centralized, although - by, 1901 there was 
.... 

movement of the printing workers to the new norte~n suburbs. 

'" the same area as the ~he white-collar 
/ 

workers occupied much 

• printing sector, as weIl as the wealthy . ~' sectIons of 

Saint-Antoine. 

The distribution of occupations and sectors provides a 

picture of the geographical ànd social structure of Montreal 

in the second ha1f of the nineteenth century. The elaborate 

differentiation of occupations and sectors is rooted in the 

city's industrial structure with con~rasts between large-scale 
, \ 

industries and and smaller-scale light labour-intensive 

industries. Historical inertia cont~ibutes to the location 

\ 
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patterns of sorne industries such as c10thing and meta1working. 

These features of industrial location produced residential 

concentrations of occupations and sectors in different parts> 

of the city. The consequences include a contrast b~tween 

specialized working-class districts, like Sainte-Anne, 'and 

diversified working-class districts with a more complete 

ocèupational profile, like Saint-'Laurent. Al though th i s 

section has given some clues as to the occupational character 

of the city, the residentia1. re1a'tionship between classes hap 
• 

been ignored. The rest of the chapter deals with Montreal's 

class residential patterns in 1861 and 1901. 

Class Residentia1 Patterns in Montreal, 1861 and 1901 

The most commonly used measure of c1ass segregation is 

the index of dissimi1arity. This index, which has' been 

labe1led with a large number of other names according to the 

variables it has measured, is simply a measure of differences 

between distributions (Taylor, 1979, - 179-85; Duncan and 

Duncan, 1955). It ranges from zero where no segregation 

exists to one hundred where complete segregation exists. The 

formula is: 

( 2 
'\ '", 

-1';~ 

2~ 

where Xi and Yi are the percentages of each variable. The 

\ 
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index can,be interpreted as the percentage of one group which 

would have to move in order to integrate it with a second 

group. ". 
In this chapter, two variations of the index will be 

used. The first', here called the 

index of residential segre~ation, measures the degree of 

segrega t ion, between a c lass alnd the rest of the population. 

The second, which l am calling an index of class segregation 

measutes the degree pf segregation between two classes. 
1\ 

There are a number of problems which have') to be kept in 
o 

mind when using such an index. Because spatial boundaries 

affect the results, ~omparisons cannot be made between values 

obtained from different carvings of space. Differences in the 

spatial scale of analysis result in systematic differenc~s in 

the index values. With fewer ba~e spatial units lower values 

are obtained. The index is insensitive to the 'arrangement of 

distributions among the spatial units. 

provide an excel~ent ,measure of the 

Nevertheless, 

relationship 

it doe1~ 
betweè 

classes. It should be kept in mind that -the index is 

calculated here from the sa~p1e set of se1ected occupations, 

and its subtotals by class, nct from the total population of 

households. 

The index of residential segregation was ca1culated for 
c 

each of the six social class categories and for each 

occupation in 1861 and 1~Ol (Table 3.5), There was great 
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SOCIAL CLASS' 
AND 

OCCUPATION 

i BGurgeoisie 
Merchants 
'Manufacturers 

ii Petite Bourgeoisie 
Lawyers ' 
Doctors 

iii White Collar . Bookkeepers 
Salesmen 
Agents 
Clerks 

iv Skilled 
Brassfinishers 
Coopers 
Saddlers 
JeweIIers 
Foremen 
Printers 
Engineers 
Plurnbers 

v SerniskiIIed 
Nailers 
Stonecutters 

, Bookbinders 
Cigarmakers 
Shoemakers 
Moulders 
Carters 
Painters ,~I 

vi Unskilled 
,\Labourers 

INDEX 

1861 < 1901 

46 
47 
* 

41 . 
41 
48 

23 
J4 

17 

* 
46 
22 

* 
J4 
30 
55 
45 
J8 
44 
JJ 

18 
61 
50 
50 
* 

20 
50 
2~ 
21 

24 ' 
24 

40 
45 
JO 

41 
45 
40 

26 
47 
41 
J7 
20 

13 
51 
50 
J8 
J4 
25 
25 
22 
19 

20 
64 
50 
43 
J7 
J6 
J5 
25 
21 

29 
29 

* = insufficient nurnber in occupation 
to obtain index of residential 
segregation •. 

Table ).5.: Index of Residential Segregation 
B~ Social Class in Montreal, 
1 61 and 1901 

Source:-compiled from water tax data for 
, 1861 and 1901. 
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variation among the occupations making up a cla~s with respect 

to the i r degree of segregation. For example, among 

'whi te-collar workers (i i'i) in' 1901, the index value ranged t'rom 

20 to 47, and amon9~the semiskilled (v) in 1861 from 20 to 61. 

An individuar occupation in most cases had a hi~her index 

value than the social class of which it was a part. An 

instance of this is in 1901 where the, index value for the 

skil1ed (iv) was 13, but the 10."05 :/1 u~ for any of the 

selected ski11ed occupat ions was 19. This implies that, . 
, 

although the segregation of white-collar, skilled' and 
\ \ 

semiskilled fr.om the rest of the city's ,population', was 
i 

relativ~ly small, many occupations were clustered in their own 

areas of t~e ci~y, somewhat apart from other occupations of 

the same socialclass. 

The index of residentia1 segregation varied from one 

soc ial c lass' to another. In both years the bourgeoisie and 

the petite bourgeoisie were the most segr~gated (values ran~e 
\ 

1:), 

from 40 to 46). The four working-class fractions haQ much 
~ 

lower index values (ranging from 13 to 29). The,working class 

in 1901, however, exhibited greater differenceS-than in 1861. 

The index value for the unskilled increased, drawirig away from 

the other working-class groups. The social classes at each, \ 
L 

end of the scale di splayed the greatest segregation. 

We need next to-evaluate the degree of segregation 

between pairs of classes~ The segregation between each class . 

r .OC' .... 
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Figure J.2.: Index of Class Segregation in 

Montreal,1861 
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Source r com'piled from water' tax data for 1861. 
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ii iii iv v vi 

~, 
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~ ~ ~ 

'ii iii iv v vi ~ ~ 
i 25 4J 50 62 19 \ . 

ii 24 43 48 62 

'~ .iii 28 34' 52 . 
11 iv 22 JJ, 

v 27 

Figure 3.J.1 Index of Class Segregation in 
i 

Montreal! 1901 

. Source 1 compiled from wa ter tax data for 1901. 
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in diagramatic'~ 
tabular form in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The shaded b9X indicates 

the degree of overlap between a pair of social classes. The 

smaller the overlap, the higher the degree of segregation. In 

fact, the~shaded area equals one hundred' minus the index value 

and the unshaded equals the degree of segregation. For 

example, in 1861 the degree of ,s,egregat ion between the 

semiskilled and the unskilled is 24: therefore the lower right 

bpx consists of a shaded 

area of 24%. Each rOW 

segregation b~tween one 
]

ea of 76% (100-24) and an unshaded 

f ,boxes represents the degree of 

ocial class and the other social 

classes. For example, the top row in 1861 represents the 

segregation values between the bourgeoisie, and moving from 

left ta right, the petite bourgeoisie, white caIlar, skilled, 

semiskilled and unskilled. 

The figures show a consistent hierarchical , , 

, . 
property ln 

the spatial structure. Those social classes which are more 

distant from each other in the social hierarchy exh~bit a 
, ,,~ 

greater degree of segregation. For ex~mple, the bourgeoisie 

(top row in each fi9ure) and the petite bourgeoisie (second 

row) were extremely segregated from the unskilled (on the 

right). The bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie, on the 

other hand, lived in' close cbntact wfth one another and with 

the white-caIlar "-wor kers., Each soc ial c lass was less 
\ 

segregated from the social class on either side of it in the 

l -
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social hierarchy than from other social classes. For example 1 

the two 'social classes least segregated from the petite 

bourgeoisie (ii) were the bourgeoisie (i) and the white-collar 

working-class (iii). In summary, the bourgeoisie, t'heOpetîte 

bourgeoisie and the white-collar social classes were more 

segregated from the manual working-class than from each other 

and vice versa. 

A second important point, and somewhat surprising in the 

context of the literature on residential patterns, is that the 

several clas?es were already highly segregated by 1861. The 

bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie remained highly 

segregated from the manual working class throughout the second 

hal f of the nineteenth century: the index values for 

separation between them remained very similar (ranging from 43 

to 63). At the other end of the social hierarchy, the degrees 

of segregation between the three strata of the manual working 

class remained rather low. This structure did not change 

radically hetween 1861' and 1901. What changes in the 

structurè'is that the bourgeoisie, the petite bourgeoisie and 

w~te-co1iat workers consolidated their degree of residential 
\ 

integration. The segregation between them fell from 30-32 iri 

1~6i to 19-25 in 1901. The trend can he interpreted as a 

sh'ift of the relatiye position of the white-collar working 

class: in 1861 it waS more segregated from the bourgeoisie ana 

the petite bourgeoisie than from the skilled working class. , 

/. 
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Fort y years later, i t. h~d moved away f rom the other working 
", 

class and closer to the bourgeoisie and the petite 

bourgeoisie. 

The findings in this section raise two interesting 

. is'Sues. First the analysis lof residential segregation suggesu 

that occupation had a very important social meaning in the 

nineteenth-century city. The bourgeoisie and the petite 

bourge~sie were ~ighly segregated from the city's population. 

Many specifie working-class occupations, also, displayed 

strong s~gregation. In one neighbourhood, to be working class 

is to be a shoemaker or a clerk, in another it is to be 
. 

sornething else. Although many neighbourhoods had an 

intermingling of different working-clas5 occupations, often 

from the sa me working-class segment, sorne occupations were 

clustered in a few neighbourhoods. AlI this raises an 

interesting issue with respect to the meaning of occupation 
, 

and class segregation. Did the strong segregation of 

occ upa t ions-' 1 i ke stonecutters or na i 1er s a f f ec t their 

understanding of their class in contrast to occupations like 

printers or plumbers with lower segregation? 

Second, the' spatial segregation data suggest that the 

white-collar working class played a decisive role in the 

relationsnip between social and spatial structures. Thi sis 

in contrast to the literature which argues that the skilled 

working class were the 'pivotaI' segment in class structure.' 

,,~ - ---_.~- ,~,~------~-~ _._.~ .. _ ...... , ..-..._~ ---------
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Obviously, before any concrete assessments can be drawn there 

is a need to pay more attention to this fraction of 

white-collar workers. Their numbers are increasing, and their 

degree of spatial segregation changes, and indicates a shift 

of position which does not correspond to their relation to the 

means of production. We need ~o know several things. What is 

their income relative to the rest of the working-class? Does 

education play a role in diff~rentiating non-manual "and manual 

workers? What are the c~nsequences of the different forms of 

the' reproduction of the work~ng-class strata? Who ,is moving 

and where? What is the availability and cost of housing 

types? Although these questions are beyond the scope of this 

thesis any future'work on the development of class segreg~tion 

in nineteenth-century Montreal (and other cities?) must 

evalute the importance of the white-collar working class. 

The Locations of Class Concentrations in Montreal; 1861 and 

1901. 

We have seen that there are decided di f ferences in the -

occupa t i ona l profiles of Montreal's wards, and that 

occupations and social cl~sses were spatially segregated from 

an early date. The next step in relating these phenomena i~ 

to explore the class character"of the various districts of th~ 

city. For this task the location quotient is a useful tool of 

analysis. The location quotient measures the degree to which 

\ , 
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a group is ~concentrated in a district of the city. For 

example, what proportion of the labourers does one district 

'have relative to its share of the population? From our set of 

occupations in six social classes we calculate the location 

quotient by the fo110wing formula: 

Location 
Quotient = 

y. 
ïit" 

where Xi is the number 'of emptoyees in the occUpatioll ' 
in district 

where ~Xi is the total number of emp10yees in that occupation 
in the city 

where Yi is the total number of employees~ in aIl occupations 
in district 

where Iy: is the total number of employees in aIl 
occupations in the city. 

Thi location quotient for a social class, the bourgeoisie, for, 

example, is obtained by the addition of the number of aIl 

merchant~ and manufacturers and performing the same steps. A 

value below one indicates an ,under- representat i orlof the 

bourgeoisie in a district, while a value above one indicates 

an over-representation. A vàlue of 2.0, for exàmple, means 

there are twice as many bourgeois households in a district 

than we would expect if merchants' and manufacturers' 

representation in a district was no different than its 
\ 

city-wide representation in the population. For the purposes 
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of this thesis, the meaningful threshold for location quotient 

values has been taken as above 1.50 and below 0.67. We shall 

look first at the class concentrations in the various wards of 
/ 

the city, and then, break the city into smaller districts for 

a finer grained d,ifferentiatlon. 

Social class composition of wards varied. Some wards, 

were dominated by one or two social classés, while others had 

average concentrations (close to 1.0) < of all the social 

classes. Figure 3.4 sorts out the waràs in diagramatic form 

by their location quotient for the six social class 

ca tegories. Those wards with high concentration quotients for 
" 

the bourgeoi sie and the petite bourgeoisie are on the left, 

while wards with high clocation quotients for the manual 

working class are on the right. These wards with li ttle 

divergence from the city average are in the middle of the 

figure. 

Whether we look at 1861 and 1901, we discover three types 

of wards. The first type, which consisted of Old Montr~al and 
, 

Saint-Antoine east and west, had an over-representation ofu the 

bourge"olsie, the pet i te bourgeoi sie and the whi te-collar 

working class, and an under-representation of aIl segments of 

the manual working class. A second type --the inverse-- was 

characterized by high concentrations of the manual working 

class and low concentrations of the bourgeoisie, the petite 

bourgeoisie and white-collar workersi it~was composed of 

\ 

\ 
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Sainte-Marie east and west, Hochelaga, Sainte-Anne and 

Saint-Gabriel. The third type had 'normal' concentrations of 
\ . . ;) . 

aIl six soclal classes, wltrr llttle deviation from the city 

average and a s~all range of location quo~ients. 

Over the fort y year period there was little "change in the 

structure of these types: the bourgeois, working cla~s and 

homogenous wards rnaintained their basic character. The one 

exception was a shift in Saint-Jacques, which had a moderately 

high location quotient for serniskilled workers in 1861 but in 

1901 had concentrations of the bourgeoisie, the petite 

bour~eoisie and the 

semiskilled. 

white-collar social class as ~ell as the • 

The location quotient tells us there are class 
; 

concentrations in nineteenth-century Montreal, but so far we 

have not exarnined the location of these concen'trations in the 

city. We need to look at rnaps to see where these 

cpncentrations occur. To gain a more comprehensive picture of 

the city we need to go to finer-grained detail. By sectioning 

the city's wards, sorne of the hornogenous type split into more 

spec iali zed districts, while maintaining a meaningful 

representation of class segregation. The spatial extension of 

the city is enormous in this period: for 1861 we use nineteen 

districts, for 1901 forty-two. This will enable us to 

consider the social class character of newly built districts.·~ 

Throughout the second half of the nineteepth century 

-
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res ident ial space in Montreal'" was part i t ioned by c lass. 

. would expect from the high~ index of segregation 

classes, there little overlap of 

concentrations. In particu~ar, the bourgeoisie, the 

123 
1 As we 

between 

class 

peti te 

bourgeoisie and the white-collar workers occupied different 

parts of the city frorn the manual wo~king class (Figure 3.5). 

The manual working c1ass resided in a vast but occupationally 

differentiated area. 

At the 

segregation of 

extreme~' of the s~al scale there 

the·~Dcial classes. The bourgeoisie ,.. 

was a 

and the 

petite bourgeoi~fe were ~ver-represented in two parts of the 

city. One ~.i~a, espec ial i y in 1861, with concentrations of 

tltese two sd'~ial classes, was in Old Montreal and its adjacent 
,/ 

districts. This was a vestige of the mercantile city's 

patterns. Even in 1901 a number of Montreàl merchants and 

lawyers found it necessary to' ~ontinue to live near their 

place of work in or near Old Montreal. In 1861, over 39% of 

the bourgeoisie and petite bourgeoisie Iived ln Old Montreal 

and the lower districts of Saint-Laurent ând Saint-Louis, but 

more Iived in the prestigious districts of Saint-Antoine and 

upper Saint-Laurent and Saint-Louis. In 1901 these districts 

contained over 42% of the bourgeoisie and almost 40% of the 

petite bourgeoisie while having less than 15% of the total 

number of household heads in the city. Connected to these 

districts was the mainly French-Canadian ward of Saint-Jacques' 

", 
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which had developed a substantial concentration of tne 

bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie. 

The work ing c lass, wi th the except ion of the ,whi te-collar 

~orkers, was concentrated in p!rts of the 

the bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie. The unskilled 
" 

, 
were ovtr-repr,esented in two parts of the city. 

primary area of unskilled over-representation 

In 1861, the 

was in the 

district along the Lachine Canal and adjacent to the early 
,/ - 1 \ 

work i ng-class area of Gri ft i ntown. Th~ second concentra ~ï on 

was located in the eastern district of Sainte-~arie. By 1901 

these conc~ntrations of the, uns~~lled had expanded into 

Sa int -Gabr i el in thtl.\west, and Hochelaga in the east. These 

distr iets contained over 55% of tHé ... unskilled in ,1901, but 
\ 

only 30% o>f the city' SO total households. The semi skillr;ed, 

although they had concentrations in districts different from 

the unski1led, occup.ied the same areas _of the ci~y. The ,\ 

semiskilled in ~861 were over-represented in the eastern wards 

of Sainte-Marie and Saint-Jacques. Fort y years -original concentration had extended into 

later, this 

parts of 

~aint-Jean-Baptiste, and a small concentration was visible in , 

the eastern districts of,Sainte-Anne. 

'In the middle of the social hierarchy -there are two 

interesting anomalies. First, the ski1led working class was 

n~t heavi1y -concentra'ted 'in any district. In 1861, they were 

moderately over-repres~nted in two small arèas: one' near the 

. f 
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workshops of Old Montreal and the factories a10ng the Lachine 

Canal; the ether, close to the waterfro'nUn Sainte-Marie. By 
." 

1901 the western concentration ~ad spre,d, è~e eastern one had 
~ <l......... ' 

disappeared and another had emerged in Saint~an-Baptiste. 
) 

Despite the low concentrations, the skilled li~d in the same , 
areas as the semiskilled and unskilled. Second, the 

white-collar workers were over-represented in practically the 

same districts as the bourgeoisie and the petite bourgeoisie. 
, 

We saw earlier from the 'segregation indices that o'Ver the 

fort y years, the ~hi te-collar" workers move,d clç>ser- to a greater 
~ 

integration with the bourgeoisie and the petite bougeoisie. 

Here again, through the location quotient, we find that they 

tend to occupy 
1 

the same territo~y as the city's elite. Like 

the bourgeoisie and th~~tite bourgeoisie, the white-collar 

~.or'kers were heavily- condentrated in the wealthy districts of 

Sainte-Antoine, Saint-Laurent, Saint-Louis ~nd Saint-Jacques. 

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, 

Montreal was divided into two territorially separate sectors • 
. 

The geographical spI i t· was largely, although not ent i rely, 

along class lines. The larges~ector was composed of the 
\ 

mass of fhe working class and was differentiated alpng the 

lines of skill. The s~cond sector consisted of the 

bourgeoisi~, the petit~ bourgeoisie and the whitepcollar 

working clas~. The difference 

'ihe 'blue~collar' in terms of 

between the ~white-coll~r' and 
\J ' 

class and ~~~tial structure was 

! 
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obviously great. The whi te-collar workers were weIl 

segregated from the rest of the working class, even from the .. 
sk i lled segment, and relati vely weIl' integrated wi th ,the 

elite. This reinforces the argum~nt, stated in an earlier 

section, that the segmentation of the wQrking class into 

manual and non-manual parts was a decisive element in the 
" 

formation of inter- and i~tra-class perceptions\ and the 

ensuing fragmentation of the working class . .. 
The segregation of the manual working class from the 

bourgeoisie, the petite bourgeoisie and the white-collar 

working class was the ,fundamental geographicai feature of 

nineteenth-century Montreal. It is, we can see from the 

i"ndustrial 
'1 

occupational composition, structure and 

generated 'by the st ruct ur ing of the economy. with the 

exception of 01d Montreal the manual working class area 
~ 

stretched unbroken from Saint-Gabriel in the west to Hochelaga 

in the'east (Figure 3.6). It 1ollowed the length of the 

waterfront in the south and went as far north as the 

escarpment below the Dorchester street terrace, at about 30 

1 ~eters above-sea level. Saint-Antoine street at about 20 

meters and Dorchester street divide Iower and upper Montreal. 
~ 

The working-class area was differentiated into social class 

segments, and as the segregation indices i ndicate, by 

occupatipn. The' bourgeois area of ~pper Montreal encircled 

the southern slopes of Mount-Royal. Thé bourgeois district 

lP: 
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, tended to be less di v ided by soc ial c las5: th~;l bourgeo i sie, 

the petite bougeoisie and the white-collar working class were 

over-represented in many o~1the same districts.~ 

Conclusion 

It was noted in Chppter One that the industrial city of 

the second half of the nineteenth century i5 seen by a number 

of writers as 'transitional' between ·the 'pre-indutrial' and 
1\ • 

the 'modern' city. The pre-industrial city is characterized 

by an elite class fresiding in the central core with the 

labouring classes living in the surrounding districts. In 

cont rast to the pre- indust rial model, the modern indPstr'ial 
, 

city is characterized by working-class . occupation of the 
, 

central'area with a suburban 'middle class'. The transitional 

city is supposedly ,neither one nor the other, but a stage in 
\ 

the development of the western city from a non-industrial to 

an industrial economy. 

There is li~tle doubt that the form 'of the city changed 

radic~lly between the middle and the end of the century. In 

1847, Montreal's residenti~l 
. , 

patterns were very similar to 

those suggested by Sjoberg (1960) for the pre-industrial city. 

Montreal was characterized by a centrally located bourgeoiosie 

and p peripheral~y located working class.' Interspersed with 

the merchants, lawyers and clerks were skilled artisans whose 

workshops were scattered through the central zone. By the end 
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of the century the most central district (Old Montreal) had, 

as the model of the industrial city suggests, been vacated by 

the bourgeoisie, who moved out to the suburbs, and was taken' 

over by non-residential functions. The artisans were 

disappearing, and the areas adjacent to the core were occupied 

by the wor king c lass. ,The transit ional model does not, 

however, adequate1y describe or explain Montreal's characteF 

in the second half of the cen~ury. 

The findings in this chapter suggest that Montreal 

dfffers from the transitional model in a number of important 
, . 

ways. Two quite different .methods of anàlysis have 9iven very 

similar conclusions: the use of a segregation ~ndex and the 
\ . 

use of a location quotient have independently revealed the 

same structure to the six categories of class. A consistent 

definition of c1ass and a careful selection ,of occupations 

representative of the social classes result in very\'con,sistent 
'\ 

findings . .} \ 

/ 

Montreal's large working class i5 c6mplex and has , ! 

el~borate spatial differentiation throu'ghout fhe second' half 

of ~he n~neteenth century. A large Share}O~ the manual 

working' class WQS suburbani~ed by 1901, notably in the 

~estern districts of Saint-Gabriel and Sainte-Anne, and the 
1 

eastern districts of ~ainte-Marie and Hochelaga. The northern 

ward of Saint-Denis and parts of Saint-Jean-Baptiste also 

contained substantial number~ of the working class. As early 

, ,; 
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as the l870s the formation. of ~he industrial districts, which 

were stretched a10ng the waterfront, generated working-class 

suburbanization. " 

Over the fort y years there was a s'table and substanti,al 

degree of segregation between the classes at the extremes of 

the social hierarchy. The spatial order apparent in 1901 was 

already in place by 1861.\ The enormous geographical ex~ansion ~ 
of aIl social class~s made little change in the structure and 

extent of segregatfon and concentration. There was an 

overlapping of spatial territory, a sharing of space~ between 

adjo~ning groups in the hierarchy. The spatial structure thus 

provides us with a 'map' of social structure. From the 

segregation of each social class from the whole, it is 

possible to i~er a social structure, or social distance, 
, 

between the classes. This social distance structure seems 

remark'ably stable in view of the huge economic, growth and 

extension o~ urban territory. Thus geographical patterns are 

rooted in' the structure of the economy; they translate into 
c 

social patterns and social distances. 

Finally, there was a rather strong split emerging between 

the white-collar and the blue-collar working class~. The 

blue-collar workers were segregated from, and the white-collar 

workers integrated with, the bourgeoisie and the petite 

bourgeoisie. The white-èo1lar workers, between 1861 and 1901, 

became more segregated from the rest of the working class. 
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This sh~ft 'of spatial identification of the white-coi1ar 

working class raises questions aoout the nature of its 

~orkin9-class allegiance and its self-perception 'as a class. 
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Notes 

The terms residential differentiation and class segregation, 
are taken from Harris (1984a, 26-27). Residential 
differentiation refer~ to the class composition of different 
areas of the city, while class segregation refers to how 
classes differ with 1 respect to residential distributions 
,within the city. 1 

The methodology emPl\Oyed here differs fundamentally from 
Griffin and Griffin (1978), Katz (1972, 1975), Ward (1980) and 
others. The emphasi here was on the construction of //, 
consistent and viabl social class categories within the 
limitations of our nowledge of work relations in the 
nineteenth-century Can ·dian ci ty. While my use· of occupations 
to typify each social class is similar to Katz (1972) and a / 
number of other writer , there are sorne fundamental poin~s of / 
difference. The soc al class hierarchy created here is / 
theQretically founded n a set of occupations for which we c~~ 
specify a relation to the means of production as weIl as (in 

3. 

4. 

the case of the working class) a rela~ive status. For tKat 
reason it 1s a restrictFd hiera~chy: it requires dropping/lrom 
consideration those oCfupations which are ambiguous in/terms 
of class or status, land including those which meét the 
theoretica1 criteria. ~ do not, therefore, use alI/the same 
occupations, nor do l 19cate them in quite the same categories 
a~ other writers. The fhoice of occupations was/~adapted to 
n1neteenth-century Montreal, but would be approprlate for ~ 
number of cities in Eastbrn North America. 

The 1861 and 1881 Canadian occupationa1 censuses gave 
1abourers as second in number to servants. AS the tax rolls 
give only the occupations of head of households, servants were 
small in number: most lived at their place of work, and a 
large number were· female who were not usually heads ot 
households. Except for the discrepancy with respect to, 
servants, the principal occupations obtained from the censuses 
are much the same as for 'the tax rolls. 

For example, see Gray (1976) 

5. In this thesis l do not deal with ethnic segregation, even 
though l recognize that it existed, and was intimate1y linked 
to occupation and class. For a description of the role of 
ethnicity in Montreal see Bellavance and Gronoft (1980),' Ames 
(1972), Thach (1984), and Kestleman (1983). 

6. The information pertainling to Montreal' s residential patterns 
\ in 1847 cornes from the sa me sources (tax rolls) and data bank 

(fupded by a FCAC grant under the supervision of Professor So' 
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01son), but ls limited to counts, and not analysed to the same 
extent. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: HOUSEHOLD RENTS IN MONTREAL, 1861 - 1901.' 

~ It seemed to him that the "For Rent" sign 
should be attached not only to the houses. 
It should be worn by the men and women of 
the quarter too. Their hands were for 
rente Their empty days were for rente 
Their strength was for rente (Roy, 1969, 
29) . 

Introduction 

G. Roy's description of the sIums of Saint-Henri provides 

an insight into the overwhelming povert~at many Montrealers 

had to live with during Wor~d War II. In her description of 

the streets of Saint-Henri and the ,people:who live in them,we 

catch a glimpse of the 

inequalities inherent in 
<:J 

devastation generated by the 

capitalism. What i s particularly 

compelling about ROy's novel is the connection she makes 

between the working class and their housing. It was in the 

dilapidated, filthy and run-down houses that families like the 

Lacasse family attempted to maintain sorne control over their 

lives. They had, however, as Iittle control over their 

housing as over their lives. The working class had to take 

what they could get, and for a large number the ,choices were 

1imi~ed. The plight of the Laçasse family was not unique to 

Saint-Henri familie~. The same problems occurred throughout 

other parts of Montreal, in sections of Saint-Jacques, a10ng 

the 'Main', and all through the eas~ end. The situation 
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confronting the Lacasse fami1y. and oth~ was not a new one, 

one that emerged out of the Great Depressi09. Its roots go 

much further back into the city·s history. The Board of 

Inquiry into the Cost of Living in 1913 noted that: 

Housing conditions [in Montreal] have 
degenerated and there iS,a decided lack of 
workingman's dwellings' with proper 
conveniences at low rentaI. Rents have 
increased by fifty per cent in the last 
seven years leading to a doubl ing !-lP of' 
families in the same apartment or house 
causing overcrowding and ill health 
(quoted in Copp, 1974, 70). 

Twenty~five years earlier William Costigan tald the Royal 

Commission into the Relations be~ween Capital and Labour that, 

"many of the homes they [the working c1ass] occupy are 

scarcely fit for human beings to live in, and their 

surroundings a~e equally deplorable" (1888, Vol.'3., 732). In 

1878 La Minerve pointed out that 

les 'loyers augmentent cette année et an 
conséquence un grand nombre de pauvres 
vont se retirer en dehors des limites de 
la ville (quoted in Choko, 1980, 15). 

Th~oughout the second half of the nineteenth century, as 

weIl a~ before, a large share of Montreg)'s housing was 

h "d b h" h t ~" lb' d' " d -c aracter1ze Y' 19 ren s, InSa u rlOUS' con lt10ns an over 

crowding (Choko, 1980, 5-61; Copp~ 1974, 70-105; Ames, 1972). 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the essential 

features of Montreal's rent structure between 1861 and 1901. 

l n' part içu1ar, the focus wi Il be upon the sa+ ient e1ements of 

- •• -~-·~"'-'----------""""''''''' __ I __ --~...!->'-,---------
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the occupationa1, ,class and spatial distribution. l will show 

that the class structure apparent in Montreal in this period, 

as shown by the class residential patterns in chapter three, 
1 

had strong para11els in the rent structure. It will be ,. , 

assumed here that rents are a reflectio; of living standards. 

Studies of l·i ving standards generally use incorne da t~ a's· th~ 
, 

analyt ical source. l t, ~ i,ll be argued here that in the af~e~o.e 

of income data for the nineteenth cent~iy; re~ts are~/a good 

surrogate for incorne: 1 1 
Rentai districts are constructed for 1861, 1881rnd 1/01 . 

utilizing rent data for ever·y household obtained from the 

city'~ water tax rolls. These' data, however, suffer from a 

number of limitations. There are many aspects of Montreal's 

rents that the data, do not reveal. The problem of double 

nouseholds creates sorne difficulty in assessing the rent that 
1 

any one household (or family) paid. The city assessors were 
'" . j 

concerned wlth only the rent that was paid for a dwelling, not 
-

with the number of households living in a dwelling. -It is 

ext remely di ft icult, if not impossible wi thout detailed. 

searchin~ among census rnanuscripts, to estimate the degree of 

doubling up in houses. Another problem is the possible one of 

bias in the rents of owner-occ~pied and high-rênt dwel~ings. 

The city enumerators assessed the rent of owner-occupied 

,dwellings on the basis of space. As homeownership was 

increasingly restr icted to the weal thy, (Hertzog, 1984) i t was 

/' 

" . 

, ' 

-
" 
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probably not uncommo~ for a, numb~r of high-rent dwellings to 
" 

be under-assessed. Again, it, is very difficult to confirm 

this, althoug~ Hertzog argues that under-assessment appJars to 

have been random and infrequent (1984, 62-63) • A third , 
, 

problem is that we knbw very little\ about the sizes of 

dwellin.gs. nid households paying low rent' pay the same 

rent/volume ratio as the high-rent-paying households? The tax 

,rolls 0 do not tell us directly. A very small sample, 

correlating dwelling rents and sizes, suggests this was so, 

that is, low-rent househblds paid the ~ame number of dollars 

per square foot-of floor area as high-rent households. Any 
\ 

conclusive statement will, however, have to wait upon findings 

-from a systematic study of housing space and rente Despite 

these disclaimers, the household rents obtained from the tax. 

rolls provide a viable and systematic source for an analysis 

of Montreal's rent structure between 1861 and 1901. 

Few studies bf North American cities have employed rentaI 

data in any systematic way.' This is partly because of th~ 
----..~' 

difficu~ty of obtaining comp'lete coverage even for on~city, 

but also because of the concern with other indices such as 

education and incorne. One of the earliest exceptions was· 

Hoyt's studyof a number of American cities in which he 

concluded that there was a "wide variation in size, shape and 

location of the rental areas in tha diff~rent cities" (1939, 

14-75). A study of the Philadelphia ~etropolitain District in 

'~) , 
, 

" 
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I940 found that rentaI values increased up to ten miles from 

the city centre and then decrease47 with a strong relationship. 

between rent .. and altitude (Blumenfeld, 1948).0 In a study of 

Chicago in 1956 Duncan and Hauser compared rent and income fçr 

over 400,000 lower-income households. They found that 
o 

househol9s, paying lower rents had, on the average, lower 

incornes, and that for any incorne level the average rent 

increased as income increased (1960, 141-67). They also 

. f9und, however, that households in any given incorne group pay 

a wide range of rents. Mathews has shown for ,Montreal in 1971 
'. 

that the pigher the incorne the larger the rent, ?ut th~ 

low-income households pay a làrger share of their incorne on 

rent (1980, -, 54-56). (1983) in their study of Hanna and OIson . , 
, ' 

all~1household rent in Montreal between 1881 and 1901 found 

that there was a rent segregation by street- and a, rent 

differentia1 by occupation. Building on the work of Hanna and 

O~son (1983) this chapter will outline the partitioning af 

space by. rent and class, in Mol'1treal in the second haH of the 

ninete~nth century .. 
~~ . 

Before presenting the resu1ts of the ernpirical study a 
of 

short discussionA'rents' is needed. Housing rent is the 

amount paid -to property owners by' tenants for the use of 

dwe11ing space, the 1a~d it occupies and the fînancing. Rent 

is a ref1ection of the allocation of resourçes in society. In 

the case of dwelling space, rent is a mechanism in which the 
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commodity is parcelled out among households. Access to 

dwel1ing space, or housing, is limited by the abiiity to pay 

rent which in turn is control1ed ' primari1y by wages. Rent is 

dependent upon such factors as the qua1ity of the dwelling 

unit, the quality of the nei~hbourhood, the value of lpnd for 

other uses (such as c6m~ercial), and demand and supply for 

rents of similar quality and location. DifferentiaI rents 

function within urban housing markets which may provide 

differential access to households accordipg to other criteria 

such as class, ethniçity and religion (Bourne, 1981, Chap. 4). 

Montreal's Rent Structure, 1861 - 1901 
i 

A shert description of the general distribution of rents 

in Montreal between 1861 and 1901 wil~ provide a framework in 

which occupation and class can later be discussed .. In Fig'ure 

4.1. the distripution and quartiles of Montreal's' househo1d 

rents in 1861, 1881 and 1901 are shown. 1 These three rent 

distributions, similar in shape and positiveîy skewed, 

indicate the wide range and predominance of I~ents ~t the low~r 

end of the scéile. l nI 1901 rents ra!"l$ged f rom $10 to $3 000:, 

while the médian \lias $80. 2 'In aIt three years the vast 

majority of households paid rents of less than $90. In 1861, 
1 

1881 and 1901 ,i t ·was 71%, .75% anp 60% respec t i 'vely. Despi te 
, 

the great change~ in the city's economic and social structures 

f _. 
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Figure 4.1., Montreal'3 Household Rents,1861-1901 
? 

Source: compiled from water tax data for 1861, 1881 
and 1901. 
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in this period, its rent distribution remained untransformed. 

The distribution of rents in Montreal was highly unequal in 

that most households paid low rents, a few paid much higher 

rents. 

Although the structural features remained very similar 

between 1861 and 1901, the median value rose from $55 in 1861 

to $80 in 1901. This change was not, however, a continuous 

trend throughout the periode In 1861"and 1881 the "median 

~ents were almost identical ($55 and $53 respectively). There 
, 

is reason tot believe, however, that it did vary from year to 

year. The"land boom of the 1870s pl~yed havoc with property 

priees and rents. George Muir, eity assessor, told the Royal 

Commission into the Relations between Labour and Capital that 

there was i6' the el~r1y 1870s "an unfortunate boom in 

pr~perty ..• which sent property to a tremendous high pricé" 

but which, in the lat~ 18705 "went down just as much as it had 

gone up. Rents commenced to fal1 before property declined" 

p888, Vol. 3., 263). In the same way, we might, suspect that 

property values and rents fluctuated later in the century, 

especiaily in the boom of the Iate 18805 and the early 1890s. 

Despite the fluctuations, the general trend of rents in the 

\" twenty years after 1881 was upwards, re\ching a 1901 median of 

$80. 

Th~ distribution of the city' 5 rents in 1861,c 1881 and-

1901 disQlayed some'marked differences. ln 1861 the variance 

, . 
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measured in terms of the interquartile range was substantially 

greater than in 1881. As Figure 4.1. indicates, alt?ough the 

lower quartiles in 1861 and 1881 were simi1ar, there was a 

lar-ge difference in the upper quartiles. In 1881 rents ~ere 

bunched closer to the median than in 1861. In 1861 the high'. 

rentaI values in Old Montreal skewed the upper quartile, but 

the y had dramatically de.c1ined by 1881. If we ~xclude Old 

Montreal, there is a tremendous drop in the value of the 1861 
i' 

upper quart~le (from $104 to $95), but little or no change in 

the other -quartiles nor in other ,years. The 'exc~usion of any 

other ward did nct have the same effect. The decline in Old 

Montreal was related to the suburbanization of the bourgeoisie 

and the petite bourgeoisie and the d~mise of the artisan 

workshop. 
1 

In 1861 nearly one in five of the city' s merchants,r " 
r-' .- 1 

manufacturers, lawyers and doctors lived in Old Montrealcand, 

in many cases, combined their places of residence and work. 

By 1901 this_figure had fallen to one in a hundred, as the 

wealthy d~stricts of Saint-Antoine, Saint-Laurent, Saint-Louis 

and Saint-Jacques became the home 
1 

petite bourgeoisie. Households 

of the bourgeois~ and the 
'" 

rents dropped as the rich 

moved out of Old Montreal and their homes were destroyeq or , 
taken over by commercial activities. In,186l many workshops 

were located' i~ Old Montreal, but with the contin~ing 

pro1etarianization of many trad*:s, rising land values, ,and' the 

pressur~ of commercial activities upon central land use, most 
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workshops either went out of business 'or moved to other parts 

,o.f the city. 

Even though the ci t'y' s median rent increased between 1861 • and 1901 thetè seems to have been a tendency towards an 

'equalization' of rents over the period. The Lorenz curve; as 

shown in . Figure 4.2., suggests a slight equalization as the 

r~~s for 1861, IB81 and 1901 moved progressively closer to 
•• the equality line. 3 The index of dissiliarity 
" 

confirms this. 

It became smaller over ~ the fO,rty years, especially between 

1881 and 1901 . Likewise, Figure 4.2. shows that the top 50% 

.. of the city' s households paid over 80% of the city' 5 total 

rentaI value ln 1861 but only 76% in 1901. More 

significantly, the top 10% paid 39.3% in 1861 and on1y 30.1% 

in 1901. At the otherO end of the scale, the bottom 10% of 

Montreal's households paid only 2.1% of the total rentaI value 

in 1861 and 3.4% in 1901. What these tendenc ie's s\Jggest, and 

as will be shown in a 1ater section of this chapter, is t~at 

the burden of the.inçrease in the rent values fell upon the 
1 

roass of the working class.' 

LI 

Spatial Patterns of Montreal's Rents, 1861 and 1901 
: 

This section will examine two prominent features of the 
"'~ QC't. 

spatial distribution of househo1d rents. '" first, the dramatic 

differentiation among the vards and districts and second, the 
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Figure 4.2 •• Montreal'e Rent Dietribution,1861-1901 

Source: compiled from water tax data for ~861.1881 
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stability of the location of high and low rent areas despite 

,the tremendous growth of' the city and drama tic changes in i ts 

industrial geography. 

ln 1861, 1881 and 19b1 wards varied greatly -, in median 

household rente Throughout the period Saint-Antoine east, 

Saint-Antoine west, Saint-Laurent and 01d Montreal remained 

high-rent wards, while Sainte-Marie, Sainte-Anne and Hochelaga 
\ 

remained low-rent wards. As Table 4.1. shows, the med~an rent 

ranged from $40 in Sainte-Marie to $270 in Saint-Antoine east 

in 1861, and from $54 in Saint-Denis to $330 in Saint-Antoine 

east~ in 1901. The inclusion of nèw wards in 1881 

(Saint-Antoine west, Saint-Jean-Baptiste, Saint-Gabriel and 

Hochelag,a) and 1901 (Saint-Denis) did not change to any 

significant degree the rent distri~utions of the "location 'of 

high and low rent areas. 

As Figure 4.3. indicates, the high rent wards -were 

located in the central and north-western parts of the city 

while the low rent wards, (with the exception of Saint-Denis 

in ~ 1901) tended to be located Ji n the western and eastern 

extremes of the city. Rents varied between districts making 

up a ward. In 1861 Sainte-Ann~ and Sainte-Antoine south Cin 

the west), and Saint-Ja€ques 'and Saifllte-Marie (in the east) 

were uniformly 1ow-rent wards. By 1901, however, they had 

become differentiated as low-rent neighbourhoods remained in 

the western part of Sainte-Anne and northern Saint-Gabriel, 

----_ .. ~. 
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1861 1881 1901 
WARD RENT WARD RENT WARD RENT 

Sa1nt-Antoine eaet 270 Saint~Antoine east 250 Saint-Antoine ea~t JJO , 
Old Montreal 167 Saint-Antoine west 250 Saint-Antoine west 280 
Sai nt-Laure'nt 73 Saint-Laurent 91) Saint-Laurent 1)9 

, , 

Saint-Louis 59 Old Montreal 80 Saint-Louis 104 
Saint-Antoine south , 51 Saint-Louis 60 Old Montreal 98 
Sainte-Anne -50 Saint-Antoine south 53 Saint-Jacques 87 
Saint-Jacques 48 Hochelaga 53 Saint-Antoine south 82 

sainte-Mar~ast 41 Saint-Jacques 50 Saint-Jean~Baptiste 72 
Sainte-Marie est 40 Saint-Gabriel 50 Saint-Gabriel 70 
Saint-Gabriel Sainte-Anne 46 Sainte-Anne -67 
Saint-Jean-Baptiste Saint-Jean-Baptiste 45 Sainte-Marie east ' 66 

Hochelaga Sainte-Marie west 35 Hochelaga 6) 

Saint-Antoine west Sainte-Marie east )0 Sainte-Marie west 61 

S~int-Denîs Saint-Denis Saint-Deni's 54 
CITY 55 CITy 53 CITy Ho 

JJI 
f 

Table ~l Median Rents by Ward in Montreal.1861-1201 
<' 

Source 1 co~piled from water tax data for 1861 and 1~01. 
~ 
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and in parts of northern Sainte-Marie, Hochelaga, eastern 
J 

Saint-Jean-Baptiste and Saint-Denis. Surrounding these 

low-rent districts emerged districts with moderately higher 

rents. -The high-rent households in 1861 were concentrated in 

'old Montreal, Saint-Antoine east and parts of Saint-Laurent. . . 
This high-rent zone had expanded to inc1ude all of Old 

Montreal, Saint-Laurent, Saint-Antoine east, Saint-Antoine 

west, and- parts' of Sa i n't -Loui s and Sa i nt ~Jacques. Throug~out 

the second half of the nineteenth century the geographical 

distribution of rents phowep great segregation. The areas of 

low and high rents in 1861 expanded and became more 

differentiated over the following fort y years to produce a 

more complex and diversified city. ~ 
's 

The contrasts between wards became stronger. The 

high-rent wards had even greater concentrations of the city's 

high-rent households in 1901 than in 1861. Table 4.2 gives 

the location quotients for rents higher than $180 for aIl 

wards in 1861 and 1901. The high-rent wards, as expected, had 

large concentrations of high rents whi~e the low-rent wards 

had small concentrations. Over the fort y year period, 

however, high rent concentratipns ~$180) increased in the 

high-rent wards of Saint-Antoine east 'and Saint-La·urent. The 

only high-rent ward whose s~are diminished was Old Montreal. 

In the other wards of the city the concentration of high,rents 

decreased or ~emained at extremely low levels with the 

-~'------ ---- --------''---- -- •. ..,...... ......... --- .......... _----,.--.-----......... -..:.- . -
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exceptiort o~ Saint-Jacques. 

This chapter has 50 far shown that the city's rent 

structure was characterized by:' <.1) a substant ia.l range and 

skew;'(2) a, rise in rents between 1861 and 1901 which was felt 
, 

more by the working class than the bourgeoisie and the petite 

bourgeoisie; (3) spatial differentiation; (4) a stability in 

the location of high- and low-rent wards; and (5).' an 

incrèasing segregation' of. high-rent households from the rest 

of the population. It has a1so provided a context in which 

occupational and class rents can he examined in detail. 

. 
Occupation Rents in Montreal, 1861-1901 

Sixt Y occu~~tions' were' chosen t~ represent the wide 
o 

"variety of wo~king conditions, income, job security,'skill and 

c1ass in nineteenth-centu~~ Montrea~. After the data were 
. 

assembled, however, only forty~four' occupations had a large 

enough number 

sect i on wi l1 

of members to'he include~ in the study.~ This 

examine the rent,' chalacter i st ics of these 

fort y-four occupations. The most nbticeable c~aracteristic is 

the existence of a rent hi~rarchy. Occupations Qre ranked by 

median rent in Table 4.3. They range from labourers who paid 

$38 in 1861 and $55 in ~901, to merchant~ who paid $250 in 

\ '1861 and lawyers, w,ho paid ·$250 in 190'1. Between these 

extremes the other occupations Q re arrayed on a relatively 

1. 

, . 

\ 

-
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MEDrA~' 
OCCUPATION 1861 1881 19Q1' , 

1 • Lawyers $ 200' 200 250 
2. Merchants 250 220 230 

J J. Doetors . 
230 190 220 

'4. 
, 

180 161 Manufactures 114 
5. Agents 230 " '200 155 
6. Edi t'ors 180 120 1l.J.8· 

7. Salesmen , * 119 141 
~ 

B. Bookkeepe'rs -113 0'160 -121 
\ 

9. Clerks 96 90 ' 112 . 

10. Jewellers 10,," 124- lOT 
11. Brassfinishers 85 84- 104 

~ 

12. Hatters and Furrciers 62 71. 98 
13. ,Foremen '. 53 67 93 

,1 14,. Engineers 52 55 92 
15. Tailors 

; 

57 ,68 89 ' 

'" 16. Printers .67 58 88 
, 

17. Carriagemakers 
1 

',:58 52 88 
18. Boilermakers 44 4B 82 ,- , 

"52 _ ' 
, 

-~. 

19. Mac h il1.is ts 57 82 A 

20. Fi tters .... ,-
66- -57 81 

21 .. Turners 57 52 80 

22. Cabinetmakers 
. , 

57 47 79 
23. Watchmakers 72 52 '78 -' 
24. Conducters 60 54 '78 ' 

25. Plumbers 1 65 54 76 
26. Book'binders 58 57 75 ' . 

~. 
Table 4. 3. , Median Rents' b~ OccuEatio~ in 

Montreal,1861-1901 

( ", .' conti'nued 
~ 
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MEDIAN RENTS 
" OCCUPATION ,1861 1881 1901 

27. Carpenters . $ 47 48 7~ 
28. Moulders 47 48 73 ) 

29. Painters 52 49 71 

J~ .. Blac ksmi ths 48 47 70 
J1 • Saddlers 6J 54 70.r 

J2. Joiners 46 45 69 
J3. Coopers 48 50 68 

J4. Tinsmi ths 59 49 67 
J5. Carters 45 45 66 

J~. Plasterers 53 42 6b 
• 

J7. Bricklayers 45 41 , 06 

J8. Nailers 49 42 • 66 

J9. Shoemakers 46 42 1 62 t , 
)40. C'igarmakers * 43 62 
141. Stonecutters 4J 42 60 
42. Tanners 56 '" 41 57 
4J. Masons \0 41 40 55 
44. L::;,bourers 38 J6 55 

CITY 55 53 80 

* = ins igni fi c ant number hl occupation 

..., 
< • , 

Tableo4.3., Median Rents by Occupation in 
Montreal,1861-1901 (continued) 

• 

Source: ~ompiled from water tax data for 
; 1861 and 1901. 
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continuous gradient. , , 

Althoug~,",a str,ong differenfial' existed by occupation and 

there Wps a continous, gradient, there was a g'rouping of rents'" 

within the rent hierarchy. As Fi~u!e 4.4~ shows the ranked 

median rents of the fort y-four occupations are plotted on a 

~g scale and exhibited three distinct groupings of rents. In 

both yeards there 15 a dramatic increase in the value of the 

occupationa1 rent median at about four-fifths a10ng the ranked 

~cale; in 1861 at the thirty-second rent ($72) and in 1901.at 

the thirty-seventh ($121). The occupations paying rents of 

less than $72 in 1861 a!1d $121 in 1901 Q re pa rt of the 'low 

group. The second group consists of five occupations in 1861 

and four in 1901. The top group pays the hi9h~st rents and 
, "1 

\S separated from the middle group by a large gap: $66 in 

1861 and $59 in 1901. The di f ferences betwe~n the groups Q re 

smal1er in 1901 than in 1861 and the range between the highest 

and lowest rents 15 declining. 

The' grouping reflects the unequal distribution of 

resoutces in nineteenth-century Montreal as weIl as th~ 

" 
ordering of occupations in the ?ocial structure. The top two 

groups, with the exception ·of brassfinishers in 1861, were 
\ \ 

composed entirely of professional, white collar and bourgeois. 
~ \ 

occupations. The occupations in these two groups changed v~ry 

little over the fort y years. 4 The top group was composed of 

lawyers, merchants and doctors i~ both years p~s agents and 

..... 
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'. editor~ in 1861, while the middle group was domlnated oy the 

white-c4l~~ occupations of bookkeepers, clerks, travelling 
" 

sa~esmen and agents (see figure 4.5.). 

The bottom group, ~hich contained the vast . . \ 

ma JOlil ty of, 

the fort y-four bccupations, was 
'\ 

primaril.y made up of 

blue-collar working class occupations (see figure 4.5.). kIl 
1 

J 

levels of the manual working class ~ere included in the bot tom 

group. At the top of this group were the highly ski:l1ed 

occupations such as printers as well as foremen. At the.lower 

end were 1abourers and semiski11ed occupations, such as 

painters and carters. 

'Even though the structuring of the hierarchy remairied 

relatively stabIé over "the fort y years, ti,e median value 

changed'. While the city's median ren't increased by 45"% (from 

$55 to $80), the i narease was' not the ~same for all 

occupations. Boilermakers' mediav rent rose 86% (from $44 to 

$82), while the rents ' of agents dropped 33% (from $230 to 

$155). As Ta,ble 4.4. indicates, the major increases occurted 

in the bot tom group. The occupations in the bot tom group had 

remarkably consistent increases, around about 40%, ~hile the 
.. 

rents of the top five occupations actually decreas~d by 7%, 

and the next five increased by only 24%. In other words, the 

increase in >rents between 1861 and 1901 was hardly felt by t'h'e 

. high-rent occupations,' but fell u~n the manual working class. 

The individual occupations w~se median rents either 

, a 
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CHANGE 
1861-1901 1861 1901 

.w: 
TEN RENT 'RANK MEDIAN MEDIAN 

% NO. RENT RANK RENT RANK 

Boilermakers 86 21 44 39 82 18 
, Engineers 7'7 13 52 27 92, 14 
. Foremel"l 75 12 53 25 93 13 

Machinists .58 8 52 27 82 19 
Hatters 58 ) 62 15 98 ,12 
Carpenters 57 6 47 33 74 27 ~"-

'" Tailors 56 6 57 21 89 15 ( 
Moulders 55 5 47 3) 7) 28 
CarriagemaJrers /5 2 2 58 19 88 17 
Joiners 50 ) 46 )5 69 )2 

CITY 45 55 80 

Tinsmiths 14 -16 59 18 67 )4, 
Saddlers Il -16 63 14 70 )0 
Watchmakers 8 -12 72 Il 78 23 
Bookkeepers 7 - 1 11) 7 121 8 
Jewell~r 7 - 2 foo -' 8 107 10 
Tanner 2 -18 56 24 57 42 
Doctor - 4 - 1 2)0 2 220 :3 
Merchant - 8 - 1 250 1 2)0 2 
Editor -18, - 1 180 . 

5 ,148 6 
Agent ,-33 - 2 2)0 J 155 5 

o BOTTOM '1 

TEN r -
Table 4.~. 1 TOE Ten and Bottom Ten OccuEations by 

Percentage Change for Median Renta in 
Montreal,1861 and 1901 

Source. compiled from water tax data for 1861 
and 1901 --

-
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_ increased or de~reased the most between 1861 and 1901 are 

shown in Table 4.5. As wo.uld- be expected, the ten occupations 

with the highest percentage increases aIl had positive changes 

in their rankings, which means that they were moving up tne 

scale relatively. Some changes were substantial. For 
. \ 

example,bQilermakers move up 21 ranks, eng{rieers and fo~emen 

13 and 12 re~pectively. These ten occupations were primarily 

medium rent ones which rose ~rom the middle of the manual 

working c1ass scale in 1861 to the top of that scale in 1901. 

A disproportionate share of these occupations were 

metal-working trades. The increased rents of 'boilermakers, 

engineers, machinists and moulders suggest not only the 
.~ . 

growing importance of the'metal-working industry in Montrea1's 

economy in this period but also the growing size of the metal 

workers' incQmes. The substantia1 increase in the rankings 

also. suggests ,a degree of fluidity within the manual wprking 

class. Despite the general stability, in_divid,ual occupations 

moved up and, as we shall see, down the scale, depending on 
) 

the fortunes of the economy. The growth of, and the skilYs 

needed in, the metal-working trades, for example, resulted in 
o 

the increased~rents of the metal-workinq occupations. 

The occupations at the bot tom of Table 4.5. were 

characteri~ed by two types. One type was occupations which 

dropped in rank, especially'tinsmiths, saddlers, watchmakers 

and tanners, and fell- from the top of manual working-class 

-
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rents in 1861 to the low~r half by 1901. These occupations 

were undergoing. considerable inte~nal_ change. In 1861 

sadd1e'rs, tanners, t i nsmi ths and watchmakers were ski lIed 

artisans with a relativ~ly;large share of proprietors a~ong 

thèir number, by 1901 'cons iderable damage had been done ta 

'these trades. The effect of this change upon ~heir rent 

distributions was to lower the percentage of households paying 

high rents. For ~ample, the percentage paying rents greater 

than $180 among saddlers and tanners declined from 12.2% and 

11.4% in 1861 to only 2.4% and 1.7.;t> in 1901 respectively. The 

second type were white-col1ar and professional occupations 

whose rankings shifted only slightly downward but whose median 

rents declined substantially. 

Class Rents in Montreal, 1861 and 1901. 

The variation of the median household rent by area and 

occupation suggests class differences in the city's r~nt 

structure between 

"'l hye, ~ s made up 

Used 1.n the c1ass 

Chapter Three). 

1861 and 1901. The class structure used 

of the same set of twenty-five occupations 

ana1ysis in the rest of the thesis (see 

In Table 4.6. the median rents of the six social classes 

for 1861 and 1901 are presented. It shows that median rents 

in the city were hierarchically structured by social class, 
.. 

ran~ing from $38 for the unskilled to $250 for the bourgeoisie 

'. 

-
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SOC IAL CLASS 

\ 
AND MEDIAN RENTS % CHANGE 

OCCUPATION 1861 1901 1861-1901 

i Bourgeoisie 250 210 -16.0 
-Merchants 250 2)0 
-Manufacturers N 161 

, 

ii Petite Bourgeoisie 210 2)0 9.5 
-Lawyers 200 250 
-Dactars 

, 
230 220 

iii White Collar 105 125 19.0 
-Agents 230 155 
-Travelling 
Saiesmen N 141 

-Baokkeepers 11-) 121 
-Clerks 96 112 

iv Ski lIed 55 ~7 58.2 
-Jewellers 100 107 
-Brassfinishers 85 104 
-Foremen 53 93 
-Engineers 52 92 
'-Printers 67 88 
-Plumbers 65 76 
-Saddlers 6) 70 
-Coopers 48 68 

v Semiskilled 46 66 43.5 
-Baokbinders . 58. 75 
-Moulders 47 73 

·-Painters 52 71 
-Carters 45 66 
.. Nailers 49 66 
-Cigarmakers N 62 
.. Shoemakers 46 62 
-S'tonecutters 43 60 

vi Unskilled 38 55 44.7 
-Labourers 38 55 

~ , 

N = insufficient number in occupa-tion to 
obtain médian rente 

" 
... Table 4.6. : Media~ Rents bl Social Class ïn , C;; Montreal, H~ol and 1901. ., ' 

Source, compiled irom_water tax, data for 
1861 and 1901. 

r 
1 
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in' 1861, and from $55 for 'the unski11ed to $230 for the petite 

bourgeoisie in 1901. W~thin these ranges the other social 

classes were arrayed. 

There were only small differences ' wi thin the manual 
• ~ 

working class. The skilled paid 45% and 58% more rent than 

the unskilled in 1861 and 1901. In 1861 the skil.1ed paid a . " 

rent equal to the city median and moved',higher by' 1901. There 

were also large differentials between the manual working class 

and the other social classes. The bourgeoisie, the petite 

bourgeoisie and. the white-caIlar working class had median 

rents of a much greater magnitude, distinct1y separate, from 

the manual working class. 

The manual working-class rents increased at a fastér rate 

than aIl others, while the rents of the white-co1lar workers 

rose more rapidly than those of the bourgeoisie. The largest 

increase was among the skilled workers (more than 50%). For 

the bourge-oisie,' rents actua11y decreased (-16%). Thus, the 

genera1 increase in rents in the second ha1f of the nineteenth 
1 

century fell more heavi1y upon the working c1ass, especia11y 

the manual working class. 

The frequency distributiQn of household rents is of 

course very different. between,'social classes. Figure 4.6. 

shows ,the rent distribution of each of the six soc ial classes 

in 1861 and 1901. A large number of households amC?ng the 
, • 1 

bourgeolse and the petite bourgeoisie paid rents higher than 

" 
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Note: For the rent values of each level see 
, Figure 4.1. 

Source: compiled from water tax data for 1861 
and 1901. 
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$90 (ie .. , rent level 4 and 

work ing-c lass households, 'on 

,lowest rent levels: only 
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up) . The great mass of manual 
other 

the 1\ hand, were l imi ted to the 

among t::hè skilled was there .. a 

significant number 
, ' 

paying ,!,or;.---than. $90. Whi te-co.llai 
1 • 

working~class households were r,latlvely dispersed among the, 

rent levels:-the majority were sapdwiched between the manual 

working class, and the bour~.eGisie and the petite bourgeoisie. 
" .... '\.. (!) , , ~ 

Clp,ss played an important role in def in ing ~-the _abi 1 i ty of 

households to pay rent, 'ë;lndctin effect to gain access to 

different forms of housing and neighbourhoods. 

l,t has been demonstra ted t'bat a soc ial c lass' rent 

hierarchy existed, characterized by substantial differences 

between and wi thïn the social classes. The sam~ 

generalizatio~ holds true for the spatial distribution of 

social class rents. In Figure 4.7. the median rent for each 

social,class is "shown ward ~Y ~ard. Two major points can b~ 

extracted from the maps. First, in both 1861 and 1901, for 
~ 

any social class, individuals who iived" in the north-western 

wa,rds (Saint-Antoine east, Saint-Antoine west and 

Saint-Laurent) tended to pay higher ~ents than ~he average for 

the class. The, lowest rent wards are~the peripheral.~nes of, 
, , 

Sainte-Marie, Sainte-Anne and ,Saint-Denis. Second, within a 

ward, rent decl~ned in value fr"om .the bourgeoisie or the 
~ 

petite bourgeoisie down to the unskilfed. Thus, a labourer 

living in Saint-Laurent was l-ikely to pay more ren't than a 

" 

'" 
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labourer living in Saint-Deriis. A lawyer' in,· Saint-Denis, 

~owever, was more likely t? have a higher rent than a labour~r 

'in Saint-Laurent. 
~ ,0 

. \ 

The existence of ~~ass-based' rentaI areas in Montreal in 

the second haH ·'of·th~ _' nineteenth ce[ltury ,was , of course, 

linked to the deve10p{l1ent O'f 'class-based residentdal areas. 

The high-rent a~eas were composed primari1y of the bourgeoisie'l, 

and the pet ite bourgeo i sie 1 and to a lesser degree, the 

white-cailar working class. The growth of new forms of 

econom-ic ac t i vi ty afte,r 1860 prov ide'd not on ly the way in 

'which~the city's resources were allocated but regulated the 

geographic location of classes and their housing. The 

formation of industrial districts along an east-west axis in 

the south~rn part of the city defined the areas in which 

different classes and rentaI areas we(e located. . . , 

In conclusi~n, three f~atures of Montreal's oc~upational 

an~'clasS,~en\ ~istributioris are 'promin~nt in the second half 

of the nineteenth c~nt~ry. First, . a rent hierarchy exist~d 

which was ordered by c~as's~ and occupa t iop. The capac i ty of an 
\ 

occupatio~ to pay rent was dependent upon the crass in whidh 
l 

i t was a member. .The ma~n~l wor:king clàss had ...a-Gcess ta only 

a limiteq, , range of housing in Montreal as,the lar~e numb~r 

were unable to pay rents of more than $90 annually. Th~

white-collar 'W.orking ,class', although st:i:ll l,imited in its 

choices, was able to pay higher re'nts and thus gaine? access 

" 

--....,.......... - _ ... _ ...... _-- ... ,,--
\ ' 

; 

" 

" 
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to a lar~er share of the city's' housing. Sec"ond, the 

developrnent of rerrtal areas defined the social partitioning of 

class spaee. Ev~n" though ~ocial classes with low median rents 

~ had substantially higher rents in' the "high-rent areas, the 

,'"' 

high-rent areas correspond lto 

of the bo geoi~ie 

areas with " an 

over-representation and the pet i te 

bOhlrg,eoi sie. The growth and expans i on of Mgh- rent areas in 

c~rta i n part s of the oit y ensured the exclusion of a11 but a .. 
( 

srnall n~rnber of the working c1ass from within their borders.· 

Third, the increase in the 'value of the city's re~ts fell more 

h~avily upon- the manual wQrking class than the other social 

classes. Whether this was a reflection of a rising st~ndard 

of living or'a rising rent burden is open to question. In 

order to gain sorne idea .of "this, the next section addresses 

the ques~ion of the relationship between rent and incorne. 

, "Rent and Incorne in Montreal, 1901 

Throughout this ch~pter rentsohave been used as a measure 

.1' of the position of occupations and social classes within the 

\ 

0' • 
social ·hierarchy. It has been shown that differences existed 

~between occupations and social classe~ in terrns of the annual 
\ 

"""rent. What, however, i s 

incorne? In'our times 

incorne as a variable to 

f 

1 

the relatfonship between rent and 

studies bf socia~ structure employ 
. 1 tl 

he1P explain ciass and occupational 

access to' resources 5uch as, education a~ housing. For the 
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n'1neteenth cent ury , however, incorne data are v i r tua 11 y 

non-existent. The purpose of this section IS to examine 

whether rent is a good estimator o~ incorne. By utilizing the 

wage records of the' Grand Trunk Railway and the published 

reports of .various federa1 and ri l ,~ • 

J 
municipal governrnents for 1901 

and 1902. we IDa~gain sorne understanding on the question of 

'1re relationship between rent and income arnong the working 

\lass. If this study can show that incorne and rent a~e highly 

correlated then the rent data for Mon~rea1 will provide a 

valuable surrogate for lncome ,and an important to01 of 
/ 

analysis of ~ocial structure. 

In 1901 the average industrial wage-earner, accordtng to 

ihe census of that year, received $333.20, or $6.66 per week. 

Copp fQund thàt in those industries which: ernployed 

insignificant numbefs d.f w.omen and children the wage 'for 1901 

was $405 or $7.78 per week. He also estimated that wornen 

earned on av~r~o ,a year, and children even less (Co~p, 

1974, 32). Ames, i,n "his study of a working-class district in' 

Montreal, star'es' that the incorne of a- family of the "real 

industria1 c1ass" was between .$10.00 and\$10.25 per week or 

$500 and $533 per annum (1972, 36). The rninimum·weekly budget 
\ 

of a family of "'five in 
" -

1901, accord~ng to the Department of 

Lab~ur, was $i3.77 or $688 per annum (Copp, 1974,,32). 

Whi1e the average anQual wage for the industrial working 
~ \~ ~ 

class persen 'hevered at about $330 there were sorne dramatic 
'~ / d 

" 
'" . .... - -a,lo..- .. 

( . . \ 1 . .. 
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differences by industry and area. Table 4.7 gives the average 

~age for a number of selected industries and aIl five cenSU5 

districts in 1901. Marx, in a discussion of wages and the 

division of labour commented that workers in different 

industries 

require different degrees of training, and 
must~ therefore possess ve~y different 
valuès. Manufacture therefore develops a 
hierarchy of labour-powers, to which there 
corresponds a scale of wages. (Marx, 1977, 
469). . 

The crucial factors affecting wage rates in the long term are 

the supply of labour and the rate of industrialization' 

'(Dunlop, 1964, 25). Wage. rates are also determined by 

intra -fi rm fac tors such as 1 technology, admi n i stra t i ve 

àrganization and social custom, ~d inter-firm factors such as 

product market s, sources of. the 

labour market organization (Dunlop, 

of the convergence of thesè factors 

labour force, 'and common 

1964, 16-17). The resulJ 

in Montreal was to create 
1 

a wage hi erarchy by i nd.ust ry. At the top of the hiera rchy 
1\ 

were the heavily capitalized and male -dorninated meta~-related 

industries which were 19cated in the western part of the city, 

while at the bot tom were the labour intensive industries such 

as clothin9, tobacco and food processing. 

Very few workers were employed throughout the entire year 

and this, .seve,ry lirnited the. income of the mass of the 

working class. Seasonal and cyclical depressions played havoc' 

.'4. 
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Ce'1SUS District 
Sa int -À"1tolne 
Sain t-Laure'1 t 
Sainte-Anne 
Sainte-Marie 
Saint -:acq ues 

Inriustry 
Boilers and Engines 
BrasG ~as tings 
Foundries 
Carriage~ and Wagons 
Printing and Fublishing 
Furni ture 
Cooperaees 

. IiW..umbing and Tinsmi thing 
Boots and ::::hoes 
Saddles and Harnesses 
Rubber Clothinl'" 
Tobac~o 
:lothing (non-factory) 
Bread.Biscuits and 
c: onfecti onery 
Soffee an~ Spices 
Hats.Caps and Furs 
:lothinç (factory) 

','lACES 

$ 

347.64 
345.71 
334.84 
32).10 
311.35 

44).02 
437.11 
425.65 
422.47 
402.53 
401 .94 
391 .49 
)64.01 
3J7.58 
326.71 
324.09 
318 .64 
313. 46 

J07.71 
302.52 
257. 41'1. 
244.59 

Table 4.7~: 'Average Annual Wages for Selected 
Industries and Census Distric'tÈt in 

Montreal,1901 

Source. Census of Canada,18Z0-Z1 Vol.) 

.1 
'. 
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with the working-c1ass wage. For example, the Montreal 

Immigration Agent wrote that in 1894 the 

general depression which prevailed in this 
city during the present year was doubtless 
responsible for the dull labour market and 
the decline in the wages of the workingmen 
(Report of the ~inister o{ the Interior, 
1895) . 

Those most heavily hit by seasona1 and cyclical changes in the 

eéonomy were the labourers and workers in the low-paid sectors 

and the construction industry. In the construction trades 

most workers were only employed foro eight "to ten months of the 

year. Likewise, cigarmakers r~gularly found themselves ott o~ 
work: 

~s a general ru~e in the win ter time there 
l s 1 e s s w 0 r k l n the fa ct 0 r i e'~ and 0 ur 
wages are regular1y lowered every winter. 
(Royal Commission,1889, 55-56). 

In the metal-working trades, however, as the testimony of a 

number of manufacturers to the Royal Commission signify, there 

was on1y a small amount of seasonal-unemployment among the 

city's foundries, nail factories and engine shops (1889, 254, 

288, 304). The flooding of the labour market by both skilled 

and unskil1ed labour was also respo~sible for une~ployment and 

low wages. The Immigrat~on Agent wrote in 1901,that: 

the experience of t~is agency, for years 
'past, is that where one mechanic succ1eeds 
in securing satisfactory emp1oyment, there 
are scores who are compelled to adopt 
other means of livlihood such as the work 

• 

, . 
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of farm labourers, etc. (Report of the 
Minister of the Interior, 1901). 

According to the evidence presented at the -Royal Commission 
,~ 

many 'occupations, such as saddlers, moulders and marble 

cutters, had to con tend with a surplus of labour in their 

trades (1889, 307, 471,496), The lntroduction of machinery 

was also (esponsible for unemployment. At the end of the 

centu~y the introduction of the linotype caused a great deal 

of unemployment among the city's printers (Report of the 

.. M i n i ste r 0 f the l nt e ri 0 r, l 901 ) • Coopers by the late 1880s 

turn[ing] to anythîng were "leav[ingJ the business and 

they can get" because their work was "mostly" done . by 

machinery" (Royal Commission, 1889, 560-61). 

The effect of the irregularity of employment, the 

lowering of wages, and the introduction of machinery was to 

ensure that a large number of working-class .familie~ were 

unable to meet the everyday oeeds of survival. Copp, in hi s 

study of Montreal between 1897 and 1929, states that the vàst 

number of working-class families were 

The 

unable to reach the minimum incorne level 
unless there was relatively full 
emp10yment and at least two wage earners 
per family unit (Copp, 1974, 31). 

implications, <?f this 
.... . . 
sltua~lon upon the rent-paying 

\ 

capacity of the working class were treme~dous~ The insecurity 

of ernployment and the existence of a wage hierarchy 'pl~yed a 
, ' 

decisive role in determining the access of any working-class 
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family to the available h~using. The greater the insecurity 

and the lowér the wage, on the one hand, the greater the 

restrictions of a family ta the city's housing supply. On the 

other hand, skilled workers in more steady employment could 

affordto pay for the more expensive and better housfng~ 

In order to obtain a better idea of the relationship 

between income and rent, a study was undertaken of a selected 

number of blue- and white-collar working-class occupations. 

Although very few ~age records exist for the nineteenth 

century, it is possible by examining the extant records of the 

Grand Trunk Railway and the federal and municipal governments 
. . . 

to draw some tentative conclusions. ~he annual income of the· 
1 

selected workers in 1901 and 1902 was compared with the r~nt 

~hey were paying in those same years. The rent was obtained 

from ~he Montreal water tax rol1s. 

The blue-collar working-class occupations were selected 

from the records of the Grand Trunk Railway in January 1902. 5 

"These wage records provide by department the worker's name, 

jdb title and monthly wage. The occupations selected were , 

chosen on a number of criteria. They reflect the large 

differences in wages, degree of ski!! and type of work 

performed. An individual's annual wage was obtained by 

mu!tiplying the monthly wpge by twelve. It is assumed that 

the January wage was representative of aIl other months. It' 

should be kept in mind that employment at the G~and " Trunk 

'~_.....,.,. ___ r 1; i,· "-~ __ 

• 

l 
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Railway was more regular than in many other establishments in 

Montreal at the time, hence othe annual wageS of railway 

employees were 

occupations. 

above the city average for the sa me 

From a number of reports· of federal and munic ipal .. 
governments in 1901 a selection of incomes of non-industrial 

workers was obtained. The incomes of clerks employed by the 

federal custom and post office departments and by the City of 

Montreal were collected as weIl as those of letter carriers. 

The report~ give the annual incarne of every individual , 
l , 

employed. This sample, 1 i ke the Grand Trunk Railway one, 

contained a wide variation in annual incornes. 

The original samples consîsted of 204 railway workers and 

198 government employees. Of each sample 156 were found in 

the water tax rolls of 1901 and 1902. (The retrieval rates 

were 76.5% and 78.8% respectively). Only those individuals 

who were the heads of households were retained, and aIl 

ambiguous cases were rejected. A major problem remains wit~ 

respect to the presence of additional wage-earners i~- each 

hO,usehold. There i s no rneans by which we can 'determine \ thi s. 

It is assumed that each person under stùdy here was the sole 

breadwinner of the family.' 
1 

The findings of the s~udy are shown in Table 4.8. A 
1 

number of interesting' points emerg.e. Fi rst, in general the, 

median and mean rents of occupations decrease as income 

Q 

, , 
~ t ""Q_~ .. ~ 4'1~.'f I!'I, .... .,._ _ L 
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Grand Trunk 'Railway 

Foremen 

Boilermakers 

Brass Finishers 

Machinists 

Carpenters 
, " 

Painters 

La,bourers 

Gov~rnmént 

Post Master 
l" 

f.O.Clerks-lst Class 

P.O.Clerks-2nd Class 

Municipal Clerks 
\ . 

P.O.Clerks-)rd Class 

Custom Clerks 

Letter Carriers 
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MEDIAN 
SOCIAL 
CLASS 

RENT 
NO. WAGE RENT WAGE RENT BURDEN 

-% 

iv lé 

iv 1) 

i v 8 , 

i v 25 

iv/v 28 

v 2c 
vi 40 

ii/iii 1 
iii 4 

.iii 1 J 
iii )) 

iii J) 

iii 10 

liv/v 62 

964 100 

740 100 

625 100 

625 100 
468 ~ 90 

)92 70 
)45 60 

4000 

1450 

1200 

900 
800 

700 

570 

)OQ 

180 

160 
140 

1)0 

150 

90 

:'74 111 

698~ 10) 
640 100 

622 105 

11.4 

14.7 

15.7 

1&.9 

500 ,96 19.1 

40) 76' 18.8 

)65 69 18.8 

4000 
14)8 

11}1 

1008 

748 

805 
540' 

. 
)00 7.5 

t~8 ~J.8 
176-1.5.6 

~ ~ 

178 17.7 

1J2 17.6 

181 2~ 

96 17.7 

1. P.o. = Post Office 

Table 4.8., Wages, Rents and Rent Burden Among Selected 

Working-Class Occupations in Montreal, 1901 

'Source l Wage records of the Grand Trunk Railway, the 
_ Post Office and Cuet.oms Departments of Canada, 

and the City of Montreal. 
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declines. The .. g.overoment workers' rents were alrnost perfectly 

structured in terrns of their wages, with the exception of 

custom clerks. The rents of the Grand Trunk Railway workers 

exhibit a similar pattern. T~ere seems ~ threshold ·of ' 

rent. The top earning oc~upations ( f oremen do'fUl to 

machinists), paid sÎffiilar mean,rents and the Same m~dlao rents, 

despi te about, a $350 (50%)' income difference. The highest 
" 

income occup~tion, the Eoremen, did pay th~ highest meao rent, 

and the others' occupations did de,crease in order, with t'he 

exception 01 the machinists. What these data indicate is that 

rent lS a good, but not perfect, indicator of incorne. rf we 

reçall the social class 'stratum of Urese occupation~, we 

obserye that occupations of the same social class seern to be, 

paying the same rent. 

Second, the amount of incame that went to rent (the rent 

boiden) increased as incorne declined. 
J' 

'For. 'example,' 'arnong the 

government ernployees the Post Master's rent was only 7.5% of 
\ 

his wage while the mean rent burden of the let ter carriers was 

17.7%, of ,their income. Likewise, the Grand Trunk R,a i lway 

foremen 1 S rent bur'den was li t tle over 11% ,whi le the labourer' s 

was almost 19%. The rent burden of the lowest incorne 

occupations in each group, however, was less than that of the 

occupations just above them in the incorne scale. Why this 

should be 50' is not immediate1y evident. What is evident is 

that the higher paid occupations had both a greater proportion 

, ' 

" . 

,... 
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and a larger shàre of thei r incarne 

177 \ ' . 
ava i lable 'fo~ expendi tures, 

very income-~tic. The other than rente Rent 1S not 

priority of people is on the basic comrnod'itie,~h as 

housing, food and clothing (and in Montreal heat). People can 

on"ly expend more of their incarne on other ~hin~s when their 

~come reaches a cêrtain ,threshold': Forernen, for example, nct 
, ' 

on ly had la rger and bei'tE;!r hous i ng than labourers but a 1 50 had 

more incarne ta spend on food J c lothing, educat ion.," etc. They 

were also more able ta accumula te sorne s~v i ngs 'f or 'the i raId 

age or times of economic depression. 
. \ 

Third~ clerical worker~ in general pald higher rents th~n 

bl,ue~çollar worokers. Tbis, was p~rtly to do with thèir higher 

.incomes, 'but those clerks - with, a s.irnilar incarne to sorne 

blue-colJar occupations paid subs-tantially higher reTlts. For 

example, municipal clerks had a mean incarne of $1008 and a 

rent' of $163, while foremen with a mean incorne of $974 paid. a 

mean rent of $108. Simi1ar~ly, custom cle~ks paid a rnedi~n 

rent of $150 out of an income of $700 whil~ boiiermakers ~n{y 
paid $100' o,ut of $740. 'l'hu,s, the rent burden of clerks was 

, .. 
\ 

thàn arnong similar ly 
v 

or "lower pai.d blue-collar gr~ater 

workers. It was suggested in Chapter Three that the 

white-collar working class played a central raIe in the 

formation social ·and 
51 • 
spatIal 'structures • 

, 
in 

nineteenth-century Montreal. The evidence presented h~r~ 

" 

lends weight ,to the idea that whi te-collar . workers tended ta 

,. 
" . -
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identify with classes other than the working class. Cle~ks 

seem to have been willing to sink more of their incomè (both 

absolute and relative) into their housing. More expensive 

housing separated the clerks from the rest of the working 

class in terrns of location. It also set ~hem apart in their 

perception of thernselves in te~ms of social class. 

As the study of the sàmple of bl ue-collar 
1 

and 

white-caIlar warkers indicates, ditferenaes in the incames of 

d~fferent strata of the warking class produced consistent 

variations in their rents~ In general, high income warkers, 
~ 

whether clerical or blûe collar, ,pajd higher rents ~han law 

incorne workers. They also,tended ~o paya srnaller share 'of 

their income on rent. This verifies that rent is a good 

estimator of incorne. Thus, the, rent hierarchy by occupation 

and social class given in earlier, sections of this chapter i5 

a meaningful indicator of incorne scale. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has dernonstrated, that/ M,ont~eal in the second . 
half of th~ nineteenth century was characteri~d by the 

existen~e of class-based rental districts which were clo~ely 

linked ta t~e development ,of class-based residential areas. 

The high-rent areas we~e compo~ed prirnarily ~f the bourge6isie 

and the petite bourgeoisie, ,and to a lesser extent/ the 

'w~ite-collar working class. Low-reRt areas were populated py 

7 
\ 

'. 

J ' 
-~ 
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the different segments of the working class. The growth of 

new forms of economic activity not only influenced the way ip 0 

which the city '5 'resources were aHocated but also th'e 

geographical location of classes and their housing. The 
. . 

formationSof industrial 
\ 

districts along an east-west axis in 

the souther<n part of the city defined the spat'ial partition'ing 

of classes and rents. 

It has also been shown here that in a sarnple of 

working~class occupations incornes were reflected in r~nts. As 

,theory,leads us to suspect, rent is indeed a good i~dicator of 

,the living standards of the 
d 

stanard is a direct result of 
1\ 

. ~ 

working 

indome. 
1 

" ' 

class, because l,iving 

.' 
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Notes 

1. AlI rents are annual rents unless otherwise stated. 

2. Throughout the thesis the median was preferred to thePmean as 
a measure of cen~rality. In a positively skewed distribution, 
a smaii number of ~igh rents inflate the yalue of the méan. 
The median, however, gives a more reliable figure. 

3. 

4. 

The Lorenz curve is a graphic method of illustrating ~he 
similarities ,between two distributions. If the two 
distributions are proporotinally identical, the Lorenz curve 
corr~sponds to the equal~ line while differences in the 
distributions result in the Lorenz 0 curve deviating from the 
equality line. The index of dissimiliarity is the measure of 
differences between two distributions. The greater the degree 
of association between the distribution~ the smaller the index 
of dissimilartity. The index i5 obtained thus: ' 

v Index of = ~I 'XI - Yi, L,~' 
dissimilarity - ,2' 

See Taylor (1979,~179-84) for greater detail. 
_0 

A rank order correlation coefficient test Wa5 undertaken on 
the fort y-four occupàtions for Q861, 1881 and 1901. It'showed 
that ov,er fort y years a strong~ correlation existed. Like the 

,city and the ward patterns discu~sed earlier the occupatibnal 
-rent structure maintained its basic forme The.iesults of the 

1
'orrel~tion coeffi~ient tesis were: ' 

1861 - 1901·= O.Sl 
1861 - 1881 = O.SR 

, 1881 - 1901 = O.Q4 
1 

5. -1 am e~tremely grat~ful to Ralph Hoskins for hi~kindness in 
allowing me access to these recorqs. 

6. S inçe the average femaiewage was I ess than hal f the av.erage 
male wage and children's wages were even less; the additionai 
income brought in by wives and children might add an extra 50% 
to the families income. \ A boarder or a second family (for 
exampIe"a married son or daughter) would also significantly 
au.gment the household' 5 in,fome. 

.. 
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CONCLUSION 1 

--" 
The primé!lry purpos~ 'of t'his thesis has been t:o link the 

'restructuring of Montreal's economy to t~e development 
• 

of 

residential patterns- in a periQd of rapid indust.rialization'. 
o 

To this end this study has examined the growth of the city's 

industry in conjunction with the, unfoldïng of residential and 

rent structures. l have attempted to show that the gene~~lly 

accepted ~odèl of the nineteenth-century industrial city as a 

'transitional' ~e between the commercia~nd corporate1cities 

is inadequate.' It needs to be replaced by what l have termed 

the industrial capitalist pedestrian city. The industrial 

c-ity was characterized by a number 'of distinctive .features. 

In the course of~its development, industrial capitalfsm" 

undermined both the social relations and the spatial structure 

of thè' mercant i le city. l ndus'tr ial di str icts emerged in areas 

adjacent to the city fentre and clOse to transportation 
, 

facilities as citd industries were forced oUr of, and new ones 

restricted fro7 locating in, ~he city core. The rapid 

expan~n of the city's population and territory encouraged 

the massive reor9anization)of economic and residential'space • 

. The requirements of ~ach househo~d to be close to its pJace of 

work'as weIl as the inadequacy of the t~ansportation system 

ensu~ed that the industrial èity would rernain a pedestrian 
" 

one. - These featurés were the determining elements of thJ 

,. 

t. 

\ 
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class-bâsed resid,nti'al differ.e~ation 'and rent structure in 
1 

the'industria1 city. 

The driving force behind th~ emergence of the industrial 
. . 

city, vas the.growth of capitalist relations of production. By 

the 18705 Montreal had a substantial industrial base centered 

on the capitalists' control of the means of production and the 

sellin~ of labour power by the working cl,ss. The foundationl 

·of indu'strial capi tal~sm vere, laid in the early be'ginnings of 

, the developm~nts taking place in the first haIt ~of the century 

(and ~arlier?). After the 18705 the city's industry greW 

rapidly 50 that by 1900 Montreal was, the premier fndustrial 
" 

city of Canada. The development of Montreal's industry, 

howeve r, was not an even one., In the first place, the growth 

of industry was linked to the international rhythms of 
« 

e~onomic andrbuilding cycles. In the second place, Montreal's . 
economy was characterized by se.ctoral and locational 

di fferences. The differentiation and diversification of 

industry alongside the expans10n of the city's population and 
, RJ 

te~ritory had enormous ramific~tions upon the evolution of 

urban structure. The formation of industrial districts and 
Il. 6( 

the absence~a cheap transportation system severely rest~cted 

the mobility of the working class. 

The centralization and specialization of production paved 
, 

" the way for the formation of industrial districts in 

ninèteenth-~entury Montreal. The formation' of these distdcts 

,-' 

\ 

.~, , ;. 
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was strorig1y 

particular 

. \ 

in'f1uenced by a number of features. 
~ 

s~apd out., The, reor9~nization of 

\ 
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T~ree in 

the labour 

process fundamentally altered the~nature of work. The first 

stage in this process was an ever increasinç division of 
/ . . . 

labour. This was followed by the introduction of machinery; , 

the creation of new .organizational structures anQ th'e growing 

control by emp16yers over production. ~ The result was the 
~ 

developm~nt of a proletariat which was characterized by i,ts 

dependence on a large casual laqpur market, the deterioration 

"'" of artis~nal skills and the increasi.ng 1055 of control Ç)ve,r 
1 

the work proces5. Concomitant with the transformation of the 

labour process was alteration of the home/work 

~elationship. As production became increasin~ly centralized 

in the hands of ca~it~lists t~e majority o~orkers ha~ to 

finq work outside the home. This gave rise to a stratified 

housing market and the growing segregation of people by 

~ccupation and class. Changes were also taking place in 

land-use patterns. Industry was forced out of the city as 

'other functions were 'able to better compete for this prime 

land. In th~ process of locating close to the city centre and 

transportation facilities, industry-- formed distinct clusters. 

These clusters or di~ricts were characterized by industry of 
ç<- ., 

a particular type, scale, level of capital investment, and 

employment opportunities. Location factors responsible for 
1 

the" formation of industrial districts were agglomeration 

\ 

f -
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economies, 

1 
internaI economies of scale, land values" , , 

transportatlon Gosts, and .labour, supply. 

Three districts -- Sainte~Anne, ald Montreal and Sdinte 

Mat: i e -- developed in ,Montreal î, n thi s ~er i od,. Together th~y. 

formed an industrial belt extending in an east-west direction · 

in the southern part-of the ~ity close to the railroads and' 

waterfront. The rest 'of the city was characterized by 

~cattered small-scale indust,ry a'nd workshops '---as wel-l-_ as 
~ ~-''''''', 

residential areas. '"-. 

Although Montrealls economy was' uhdergoing consideràble , 

changes in the second haIt of the nineteenth century, the . 
city's occupational structure remained remarkably stable. In . 

tr~ms of occupations, and by implication industrial structure, 
:)' 

t- wards exhibited varying degrees of diversity. Central wards 

like Saint-Laurent and Saint-Louis were extremely di~erse, 

while the peripheral wards like Sa~nt-Gabriel and Sainte-Marie 

~ndecj. to be more homogeneous. 
i 

The widê spectrum of 

occupational diversity and the locational differences of types 

of industry ensured that each ward, or neighbourhood, had its 

own distinctive 
\ 

character. Another aspect of MOl1treal's 

occupational structure was that the spatial distribution of 

the working-class occupations displayed elabora1lt sectoral 

specialization. Sectors were concentrated in differen~ parts 

of the city. For eiample, employees in the printing and 

clothing trades were centrally located, while metal workers 

... 
\ 
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185 C reside in the ~est~rn part of the city. tended to 

One of the most important findings in this study has been 

to show that spat~a~ structure reflected social structure in 
.p '. Montreal l~ the second half of the nineteenth century. As 

early as 1861 Montreal was characterized by class-based 

residential differentiation. The blue-collar working class 

p9pulated areas of the city distinct from the other social 
1 

classes. Over the following fort y years this split was 

açcentuated, as the bourgeoisie, the petite bourgeoisie and 

the white-collar working class themselves became more 

residentially integrated~ At the same time they became 

rèsidentially segregated from the blue-collar working class. 

It was also found that the working-class districts were not a 

homogeneous mass, but displayed an elaborate géôgraphical 
1:

differentiation .. Internally, these distrn:j:s were segregated 

a10ng the lines of skill and occupati~n. By 1901, a 

sybstantial proportion of the working class was residing in 

suburban areas. 

In the last chapter the. city's rent structure was 

ana1ysed from a variety of. angles. It· was shown that it 

displayed a number of significant features. Rents were 

distinguished by a consider~ble range; in 1901 from $10 to $3 

000. The rising trend in rents between 1861 and 1901 affected 

1 the working c1ass more than any other other class. A spatial . 
differentiation,of rents existed which remained stable despite 

:ft . 
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the rna~~ive growth· of t~e city: High-rent h~useho1ds be~ame 

increasing1y segregated frorn the rest of the population. 

The last chapter also showed that rent data accuratel~ 

reflect the class divisions of Montreal society, the incornes 
.' 

and -- by implication --'th~ living standards of the several 

classes. The existence of class-based residential districts 

was produced' in 
4~" 

the spatial ~is~ribution of rents as weIl as 

in the hierarchy of rents by occupat~on and class. A study of 

industrial ~d government wor~ing-~lass employees produced 

stropg correlations between incorne and rente If rent can be 

used as a surrogate for income and living st~ndards, then the 

~ent hierarchy found for the tort y-four occupations and six 

~ocial classes verifies the conclusion that industrial 

capi tal i sm was charac teri zed by drama t ie, di f f erences between 

and within classes. 1 t also suggests ~that the rent data are 

an, excellent source for" the detailed study of these 

.inequali t,ies. 

This thesis has not att~mpted to examine the political 

and social implicat ions of the 'res ident ial di f f erent iat ion and 

'" the rnarked inequalities in rent structures. Rather, it has 

been an empirical :~nvestigation which has established the 

patterns of segregat ion artd inequali ty -in. one 
) 

industrializing city. It has set the framework in which 

questions 1 involving political consciousness and activity, 

class fragmentation, and the impact of industrial 
.'" 

growth can 

! 
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be addressed.'~t it has shown is that major occupAtional 
,., ~~ . 

and class differences existed from an early datè in Montreal 
• D, 

and interacted with the devélopment of the city's economy in 

such a manner as to produce a distinctive urban form • 
• 

• J' 

/ 
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Appendix 1., Montreal's Wards in 1861 
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1. Sainte-Anne 
2. Saint:'Antoine 
). Sain~-Antoine 
4. Saint-Laurent 
5. Saint-Louis 
6. Saint-Jacques 

r--

e 

, 

''''~ 
south ~ 
eas.t ~ 

7. Sainte-Marie west 
8. Sainte-Marie east 
9. Old Montreal 
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Appendix 2. Montreal's Wards in 1901 

Il 
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1.Sainte-Anne. 
2.Saint-Antoine south 
J.Saint-Antoine east 
4.Saint-Laurent 
5.Saint-1ouis 
6. Saint-Jacq ues 
7.Sainte-Marie west 
8.Sainte-Marie east 
9.0ld Montreal 

lO.Saint-Gabriel 
11.Saint-Antoine west 
12.Saint-Jean-Baptlste 
l).Saint Denis 
14.Hochelaga 
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